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PREFACE

In the fall of 1966, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) asked the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study on "the
probable future usefulness of satellites in practical Earth-oriented applica-
tions. " The study would obtain the recommendations of highly qualified
scientists and engineers on the nature and scope of the research and develop-
ment program needed to provide the technology required to exploit these
applications. NASA subsequently asked that the study include an analysis of
cost-benefit relationships.

Designated "The Summer Study on Space Applications, " work began in
January 1967, guided by a Central Review Committee (CRC) appointed by the
Academy. The Study's Chairman was Dr. W. Deming Lewis, President of
Lehigh University.

Technical panels were convened to study practical space applications and
worked intensively for periods of two to three weeks during the summers of
1967 and 1968 at Little Harbor Farm in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The
work of each panel was then reported to the Central Review Committee, which
produced an overall report. Panels were convened in the following fields:

Panel 1: Forestry-Agriculture-Geography
Panel 2: Geology
Panel 3: Hydrology
Panel 4: Meteorology
Panel 5: Oceanography
Panel 6: Sensors and Data Systems
Panel 7: Points-to-Point Communications
Panel 8: Systems for Remote Sensing Information and Distribution
Panel 9: Point-to-Point Communications
Panel 10: Broadcasting
Panel 11: Navigation and Traffic Control
Panel 12: Economic Analysis
Panel 13: Geodesy and Cartography
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	 The Panel on Point-to-Point Communications compiled an interim report
during the summer of 1967 under the chairmanship of Cole A. Armstrong.
This fina'

'
report was prepared under the direction of Dr. Samuel G. Lutz,

who assumed responsibility for the Panel after the untimely death of Mr.
Armstrong in the spring of 1968.

The major part of the Study was accomplished by the panels; the function
of CRC was to review their work, to evaluate their findings, and, in the con-
text of the total national picture, to derive certain conclusions and recom-
mendations. The Committee was impressed by the quality of the panels' work
and has asked that the panel reports be made available to specialized audiences.
While the Committee is in general accord with the final panel reports, it does
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not necessarily endorse them in every detail. It chose to emphasize the
major panel recommendations in its overall con-fusions and recommenda-
tions, which have been presented in Useful Applications of Earth-Oriented
Satellites: Report of the Central Review Committee.

In concluding this preface, it is emphasized that the conclusions and
recommendations of this panel report should be considered within the context
of the overall report of the Central Review Committee.

I-ft
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INTRODUCTION

Most studies of the peaceful uses of space involve potential applications
to be evaluated in terms of benefits that may develop in the future. This
presentation is somewhat different because obvious benefits already have
been obtained from operational communications satellites, and projects even
exist to extend these benefits to almost every country in the world. More-
over, in communications the space segment has progressed faster than the
earth stations needed to connect the satellites to terrestrial networks.

The fact that terrestrial communications already exist and satellite usage
through INTELSAT has begun indicated that, for this aspect of space applica-
tion, Cmphasis should center on worldwide commercial or common-carrier
systems. The study of point-to-point communications reported in this volume
was conducted generally under the following set of guidelines:

Examine point-to-point communication needs throughout th
world.

Forecast, as far as possible, the likely role of satellite systems
in filling these needs.

Determine the studies, experiments, and developments required
to design satellite facilities to meet such needs in the most economical
and effective way.

Compare these research and development requirements with
NASA's existing program to determine the appropriateness of items
in the program and to recommend any additional work needed.

While it did _ of appear necessary or desirable in this study to price out
any complete s; stem in detail, Eeconomic factors were evaluated by comparing
the costs of satellite facilities with the competing terrestrial technology for
each type of application. The assumption was then made that, while there are
a nu_+nber of intangible factors at work, the economic factors would be the
principal determinants of which system should be used. It was also assumed
that there would be some demand for point-to-point TV circuits, such as
camera-to-studio links, irrespective of the way actually chosen to handle TV
broadcasting in the future

CRecognition of the fact that the frequency spectrum, the orbital slots,
and the radiation patterns of communications satellites in geostationary
orbit are of international interest and require international coordination was
implicit throughout the study.

The results of the study include general endorsement of the point-to-
point communications items in NASA's present program and the recommei:da-
tion of certain additional items required for effective development and utiliza-
tion of satellite-transmission facilities throughout the world.



Two specific problems requiring further study and experimental work
are:

1. For the small user, or low-traffic earth terminal, a substantial
amount of system design and other work must be done to reduce costs. For
the developing nations in particular, the provision of some form of demand-
assignment of circuits is essential for more efficient use of circuits, to
permit direct access to points where the demand is too low to justify even
one circuit on a preassigned full-time basis, and to reduce costs per call.
In addition, work acne to reduce the costs of earth terminals while retaining
the use of high-discrimination antennas for the efficient use of frequencies
and orbital-space segments will certainly be profitable.

2. For any system serving the United States domestic market, there
is an ultimate need for more bandwidth than the presently allocated 500 MHz.
A study should be made to determine whether these should be reserved for
microwave systems and area coverage down on satellite systems. To pro-
vide more spectrum space for narrow-beam nodal systems, frequency space
above 11 GHz should be developed as rapidly as possible. The available data
indicate that millimeter waves would be practical and that there is little
likelihood of obtaining adequate allocations elsewhere in the spectrum.

A brief look into the probable course of future technology indicates that
current work toward reduction of costs of terrestrial microwave systems,
future possibilities of millimeter wave-guides, and laser beams in a pipe
will provide heavy competition for systems in parts of the world such as the
United States, where demand is great enough to permit using very large
cross-section facilities. On the other hand, this reinforces the need for
more spectrum bandwidth for satellites so that they may gain the economies
of scale on a comparable basis.

This has not allowed investigation of longer-range technology such as
the use of high-power l aser beams for links between satellites and earth
which, for all practic..i purposes, could solve the problems of basic limits
on orbital arc/frequency bandwidth. Unfortunately, time also did not permit
consideration of alternate possibilities such as passive satellites and the
fundamental question of ultimate physical limits. Study of the future uses of
very large satellites, for example, possibly manned during installation and/or
maintenance phases, could lead to pronounced changes in systems concepts
and operations. It is hoped that studies of such possibilities will be reported
in a subsequent publication of this series.

For convenience, a summary of the report follows this introduction, pre-
ceding the main body of the report.
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SUMMARY

Description of the Field

In terms of reference are point-to-point (fixed) applications of satellite
communication, for voice and record traffic, program and data relaying (but
not multipoint distribution). Excluded are points-to-point (data collection),
point-to-points (broadcast, distribution), and mobile services (with aircraft,
land vehicles and ships). Little attention was given to intersatellite relaying,
and even less to space-research applications. Commercial systems have
been assumed but with implicit recognition that most of the principles also
will be applicable to noncommercial systems, except that the latter may have
different requirements and value considerations.

State of the Art

Except for Russia's use of subsynchronous, highly elliptic orbits with high
northern apogees (i. e., Molniyas), geostationary satellites have achieved-
clear preference.

Spin-stabilization is operational, although gravity-gradient and other
three-axis attitude-control techniques are being developed and evaluated in
NASA's Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) program.

Satellite antenna technology has entered the long-foreseen earth-sub-
tending beam era via the ATS program and will become commercial with
INTELSAT-III.

Preassigned multiple access (PMA) via the frequency modulation-fre-
quency division multiplex (FM-FDM) multi destination carrier (MDC) tech-
nique started with INTELSAT-II, but the more versatile demand-assigned
multiple access (DAMA), though badly needed by the developing nations for
their lighter routes, is still being studied.

Studies of a domestic system, providing point-to-point and program-
distribution services, have been filed with the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC), and the state of the art appears to have become policy-
limited rather than technology-limited. Meanwhile, Russia has started both
these services, and other nations have established policies and are proceeding
toward domestic and regional systems.

Except for certain temporary or noneconomic applications, the INTELSAT
standard earth station, with a large (approximately 85-ft) antenna and helium-
cooled low-noise amplifier has won acceptance. Fully steerable antennas with
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automatic-tracking facilities suitable for use with TELSTAR or Relay still
seem to constitute the state of the art for these standard stations.

Socioeconomic-Technologic Environment

The environment of commercial, international satellite communication
is that of COMSAT-managed INTELSAT. NASA supports and conducts pro-
grams directed toward major technological advances in satellite communica-
tion, with such advances serving to maintain the U. S. position of technological
leadership in satellite communication.

The basic economic principles of point-to-point communication, via satel-
lite or via terrestrial systems, are relatively clear and firm. Consequently,
if there were free and open competition, route by route, satellite communica-
tion would he chosen only for the most advantageous routes, those for which
terrestrial communication of comparable quality would be more costly. Such
determinations can be made readily by reference to break-even relations,
which will be functions of the length and traffic volume of the route in ques-
tion. The panel recognized that in general satellite communication acquired
increasing leverage, relative to terrestrial systems, for longer distances
and lighter routes (fewer circuits), assuming that such routes are between
multiroute earth stations with reasonably heavy traffic loads and that the sur-
face system could not use some less direct but more economic routing. The
demand-assigned forms of multiple access will permit earth stations to build
up economic traffic loads as the total from many routes, though the traffic
from some may be very light.

The introduction and analysis of these break-even relations and the use of
a simple graphic technique for clarifying them have been recent contributions
to the work of this Panel. This break-even study also seems to permit clari-
fication of the point-to-poi:it goals and of potential practical benefits.

Unfortunately, the actral environment is not entirely one of free and open
competition, route by route, as is well known. Although satellite communi-
cation cannot expand except when its costs are less than those of comparable
terrestrial facilities, such expansion can be delayed by certain rate-making
procedures, by protection of existing heavily capitalized terrestrial facili-
ties, by established practices, and other forms of inertia. Nonetheless, im-
proved knowledge of the potential advantages of satellite communication, via
these break-even relations, may help to lessen such delays.

Goals of Point-to-Point Satellite Communication
Heretofore, the goal of this field, broadly stated, has been the improve-

ment of international telecommunication capability throughout the world,
making available, as needed, direct, high-quality circuits between any two
earth stations that can use the same satellite. This still holds, but added is
a somewhat simpler objective—that of improving the break-even relationship
relative to terrestrial communication by lowering the cost and increasing the
capacity and utility of satellite communication.
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Studies of domestic systems show that the shorter routes account for much
more total traffic. Shorter routes, moreover, lead to many more earth
stations, closer together, hence to greater total traffic and therefore to more
and larger satellites with lowering of space-segment rates and further im-
provement of break-evens. Qualitatively, neglecting policy, rate-making
constraints, and less foreseeable socioeconomic constraints, the practical
benefits from approaching this goal would be better telecommunication for
more people to more places at greater distances with lower costs per call-
minute. New or previously noneconomic services could be introduced, pro-
viding a great economic stimulus. To the developing nations, the realization
of this objective should be even easier and bring greater benefits; their lack
of heavy terrestrial communication routes should ease break-even decisions
and permit rapid linking of major cities by satellite circuits with less invest-
ment. Analogies with the benefits from air transportation are obvious.

Needs for Further NASA Research and Development

Although point-to-point satellite communication is now an international
commercial enterprise, with an assured future, it would be wrong to assume
that NASA should transfer all R&D responsibilities in this area to INTELSAT
or to other commercial interests. There are no alternatives to NASA's ac-
cepting responsibilities for further R&D because NASA has a statutory obli-
gation, under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, to pr^vide the tech-
nological support for the pertinent policy-making agencies of the Government,
such as the FCC and the Office of Telecommunications Management. Fur-
thermore, continuation and strengthening of NASA's ATS program, along
lines delineated below, seem essential for maintaining U. S. leadership in this
international enterprise, and for fulfilling an important phase of U.S. space
policy, i. e., making satellite communication more useful to all nations,
including the less-developed ones.

Recommendations

Orbit-Utilizatio-i Principles

Thus far, there seems to have been little international recognition of the
value of sectors of the geostationary orbit in relation to criteria for efficient
use of the orbit. For example, orbital use can be measured in equivalent
voice channels per degree of orbit, within a specified bandwidth r nd without
harmful interference. This situation and its importance were recognized by
this Panel, and Appendix D of Panel Report No. 9 is an exploratory study of
the dependence of orbit-utilization efficiency upon modulation "hardness"
(i. e., frequency-modulation index, pulse-code modulation "levels" or phase-
states, error-correcting coding, etc.), and upon antenna beam widths. Fur-
ther work is needed toward clarifying the effects of inequalities of signal
strengths (effective isotopic radiated power EIRP) of adjacent satellites and of
the use of higher EIRP for redistribution of the noise/interference budget.
Another obviously important factor is the beam width and beam shape of the
earth antennas. In addition, studies should be made of techniques for spec-
trum reuse, by means of independent multiple earthward beams, by use of
orthogonal polarization, by supplementary use of nonequatorial orbits, etc.
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The common objective of the studies recommended above is that of pro-
viding better knowledge of the various possible means of increasing the total
traffic capacity and the relative cost-effectiveness of these means. This
knowledge may, on one hand, show that exhaustion of certain orbital capa-
bilities (such as orbit stations for certain kinds of satellites) is foreseeable
and that efficient utilization practices are needed. On the other hand, this
knowledge may show that the various spectrum reuse techniques can provide
such enormous capacity that attention can be shifted from optimization prob-
lems to the making of intelligent trade-offs toward cost and reduction. Alto-
gether, this field of knowledgeable orbit Ytilization offers important engineer-
ing :-pportunities.

Millimeter-Wave Technology

The allocation of at least two relatively broad bands in the vicinity of 15
GHz and 35 GHz for space communications should be achieved by the 1970
International Telecommunication Union Space Conference. This establishes
the urgency for programs in support of millimeter-wave technology and fre-
quency management. For the most effective use of these bands, more data
on propagation through rain (and scattering by rain) are needed, along with
the development of space-qualified millimeter-wave components. A logical
application for this technology is the many relatively short and heavy routes,
at lower latitudes, as in a U. S. domestic system, for which all stations
would see their satellites at relatively high angles, with short paths through
the atmosphere. A major question will be whether these new bands should
be divided between or be shared with the foreseeable terrestrial services.

Multibeam Technology for Satellites

The future use of multiple earthward beams is attractive for achieving
spectrum reuse and (with restrictions to point-coverage applications) for
achieving higher EIRP in these beams.

and controlling these very
today. Recognizing that a
 terrestrial traffic nodes,
spherical reflectors?
Development effort tc-

NASA support. These

However, the choice of methods for generating
nag row multiple earthward beams is far from clear
satellite may need to direct dozens of such beams at
can multiple feeds be used, with either parabolic or
What about phased-array vs lens-imaging schemes?
ward multibeam satellites needs prompt and strong
multibeam satellites will be needed soon.

Intersatellite Relay Technology

A foreseeable solution to the problems of using multiple satellites in
heavy-traffic systems, without requiring multiple beams from all or most
earth stations, lies in the interconnection of a cluster of satellites via space-
relay links. Thus, a call might go to satellite A from one of its stations,
then across a short relay link to satellite B and then down to the called station,
much as a metropolitan telephone call is completed by the interconnection of
A and B exchanges. Except for the rather long arcs to far eastern or western
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satellites, the delay added by such intersatellite relays should not be trouble-
some. It is recommended that NASA explore this relay technology, because
of its potential advantages.

Systemology Studies

The title "systemology studies" has been applied to a remaining class of
problems which relate to overall point-to-point systems and their traffic as-
pects, break-even factors, frequency-sharing constraints, and cost-effec-
tiveness of components such as the satellites, earth stations, etc. It is
recommended that NASA pursue studies and essential developments in these
and other system-type problems so as to maintain the expertise needed to
advise when such problems or proposals involving these factors must be acted
upon. A possibly too-familiar example of such problems is that of "cheapen-
ing" earth stations via small low-gain antennas, as contrasted to "improving"
their cost-effectiveness by use of fixed reflectors, unattended operation, etc.
DAMA may offer an even better example. Here, it seems important that
NASA be able to advise the policy-making agencies concerning the needs, ad-
vantages, possible techniques, and cost-factors involved, recognizing that
the selection and implementation of the specific system must be made by the
satellite system operator.
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1.0 PEACEFUL APPLICATIONS OF SPACE TO
POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATIONS

1. 1 Near-Term Applications Of Satellite Communications

Satellite-communications systems for peaceful uses will employ chiefly
geostationary satellites for the foreseeable future. Satellites in other orbits
will be used to meet specialized needs. However, the advantages of geosta-
tionary satellites in greatly simplifying tracking requirements of earth sta-
tions and in almost eliminating the problem of "handover" between satellites
justify emphasis on geostationary satellites.

Additionally, emphasis in this study will be placed on relatively simple
active satellites, ones that perform little more signal processing than their
frequency translation from the "up" to "down" frequency bands or the signal
interconnections between several earthward antenna beams. Since commer-
cial applications over the next decade probably can be satisfied by these
relatively simple satellites, the Panel considered it not to be worthwile at
this time to speculate about complex forms of signal processing or about other
such aspects of far-future satellites, except for pointing out that techniques
which may seem too complex today may later become worthwhile and essen-
tial. We remember that only twenty years ago electronic digital computers
seemed too complex for any hope of their widespread use!

In its point-to-point applications, satellite communicatio n provides
transmission links for terrestrial communication systems. This is to say
that satellite service now is nation - to-nation and should become a city - to-city
service, but not home-to - home except via the cities' earth stations and com-
munication distribution systems. Such international and intercity links have
thus far been provided ( or could be) by terrestrial means such as cables,
microwave relays, tropospheric scatter links, or by HF radio. Thus the
competitive break-even aspects of satellite links assume obvious importance.
However, a significantly novel aspect is that t1 » satellite is a mode, through
which must pass the links between all its earth si,,.tions, thus giving them
multiple access. The demand assignment of circuits can enhance the useful-
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	 ness of multiple access, especially by permitting temporary interconnections
for light or too-light routes, as discussed in Appendix B.

Satellite links can transmit any of the various communications signals
now transmitted via any other medium. System - design choices are likely
to be made on the basis of economic considerations of total point - to--point
traffic or total system traffic, with little attention given to the characteris-
tics of particular applications. For this reason, there is little need to dwell
at length on these.

Satellites already are in commercial and other operational use for the
classical forms of telecommunication such as telephony, telegraphy, telex,
facsimile transmission, and television program relaying. There is growing
activity in the transmission of digital data at very low error rates for use



with data-processing systems. The broad bandwidths available via satellite
and the potentially low costs make visual telephony seem more attractive even
for multiparty conferences in international scope; savings over travel costs
become apparent. Many other applications of satellite communication are not
of a point-to-point nature and therefore have not been treated in this portion
of the report. Examples are audio and video broadcasting, or multipoint
distribution of such programs for rebroadcasting, data collection and dis-
semination from and to multiple points, and navigation and position determina-
tion. The Panel also interpreted "point-to-point" as applying to relatively
fixed points, thus excluding mobile applications such as air traffic control
which were within the terms of reference of another Panel.

A somewhat gray area relates to the question of whether a spacecraft
should itself be considered as a point, and whether it needs to be a fixed
point. This Panel gave little or no consideration to telemetry, command,
deep-space communication and similar forms of communication that are nec-
essary to or normally associated with space research. These problems are
of primary concern to NASA and are being solved with admirable competence.
Intersatellite relaying of terrestrial information represents an area that
comes closer to the interface with terrestrial communication. Such space-
craft applications are considered in Section 4. 0.

The terrestrial applications have been considered in the light of needs
for: (1) international communications, (2) domestic communications in the
developing countries, and (3) domestic communications in countries that
already have well-developed systems of terrestrial links. Here, a unifying
observation is that the volume of communication traffic is some inverse
function of the distance, while the state of economic development chiefly pro-
vides a scale factor. Even primitive man communicated more (and better)
with those in his own community than with members of distant communities.
Countries, whether developed or developing, have a much greater volume-
need for domestic communication and communication with neighboring nations
(i. e. , frontier circuits) than for long-haul global communication. The needs
for satellite communication may appear greatest where terrestrial facilities
have been least adequate, i. e. , for intercontinental communication and to-
ward accelerating domestic communications for developing countries, and
these needs will be seen to match the strongest capabilities of satellite links.

Domestic satellite links may seem less necessary for countries in which
well-developed terrestrial systems of large cross section already operate
economically. One needs to consider the continuing growth of communication
demand, hence the need for additional new facilities, and the possibility of
realizing an economic advantage via an optimum mix of satellite and ter-
restrial facilities.

It is necessary to recognize the evolutionary nature of the requirements
for satellite communications in the developing countries. Satellite links
offer these countries a convenient and economical means of satisfying their
need for long-distance domestic and international communications more
rapidly than by extending terrestrial facilities to great distances over diffi-
cult terrain. Such considerations seem to have been important to Russia, for
example, in its domestic use of Molniya satellites. Also, as discussed later,
satellite links are most advantageous for long light-traffic routes. All
nations, however, will come to need an adequate balance of terrestrial facil-
ities in their domestic systems, for reasons that will become clear later.
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Therefore, developing nations should not be led to regard a domestic satellite
system as being a lasting substitute for adequate terrestrial facilities. Ac-
tually, the introduction of domestic satellite circuits via earth stations at
major cities should encourage the extension of surface links to outlying cities
and villages so that they too can gain access to these earth stations. Such an
expansion of terrestrial facilities clearly does not imply any lessening in the
total demand for satellite circuits. Rather, a growing demand is to be expected.

As worldwide needs for satellite communications develop, the demand for
spectrum and orbital space will eventually become actual and intense. Man-
agement of these valuable resources and development of techniques to alleviate
anticipated problems are discussed in Appendix D. From the discussion of
the global system of international communications and its anticipated develop-
ment over the next several years (Section 3. 0), it is clear that sufficient
spectrum and orbital space presently exist to meet the needs of the developing
countries for satellite links; however, these considerations strongly suggest
the need for prompt preliminary allocations of orbit locations for some
specific interval of sufficient duration to permit long-range spectrum planning
and economic use of capital investments. The idea of allocating spectrum and
orbital space on an evolutionary basis might also be extended beneficially to
areas other than satellite communications.

An immediate conclusion from these general considerations of worldwide
needs for communications and the capabilities of satellite systems to meet
them is the importance of developing techniques that will facilitate the inte-
gration of low-traffic users into the global system of satellite communica-
tions. This has been recognized in A Survey of Space Applications, prepared
by NASA as a reference for the present study and in planning documents des-
cribing the current and future programs of NASA.

Much study and documentation have been devoted to the need for satellite
links to serve the applications of telephone communications and broadcasting.
Data on these requirements are available in the current 1NTELSAT plans and
are summarized in Table 9. 3. 4. The needs for satellite links to serve fac-
simile, video conference, data transmission, and combined applications have
developed very little. Some of the newer uses may prove to be quite important
and will need attention in connection with traffic forecasts and the impact on
overall design of satellite communication. systems.

Historically, from telegraph to telephone and television, greater total
bandwidth (or "cross section") has been used for previously unforeseen de-
mands as rapidly as telecommunication technology could provide this greater
capability. We should not take long-range forecasts too seriously!

Assuming that the domestic common carriers can provide adequate low-
cost broad-band distribution circuits to offices and homes, much as is
gradually being done for the broadcasters by the video cable and other com-
munity antenna television (CATV) systems, the future demand for video con-
ference and other closed-circuit video applications may develop rapidly when
rates are reduced substantially below present levels. Organizations with
major offices spread over a large country or over the globe could use such
circuits for many purposes including:

Video conference (two-way)
1. Management meetings
2. Engineering meetings
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Closed-circuit TV (one-way with keyboard or audio feedback)
1. Video tours of major projects
2. Introduction of new products and services
3. Instruction of sales, system engineering, and maintenance per-

sonnel at field locations

As the use of video for such purposes spreads, the cost of travel between
major offices of organizations will decrease, and more communication and
more effective communication will be possible for the same total cost. In
either case, the use of telecommunications in place of travel will be encour-
aged by management, and the traffic requirements for closed-circuit video
can be expected to grow rapidly after the introductory phase. Such a possible
chain of events will be of major significance to satellite system planning be-
cause of the large transmission capacity required for a video circuit as com-
pared to an audio circuit and because of the predominance of group over indi-
vidual needs in satellite-communications traffic. However, it is necessary to
recognize that reduction in cost of intercity transmission facilities alone is
not likely to produce major stimulation of demand because the terminal dis-
tribution, switching, and station equipment costs have become dominant in
determining rates. For a 1500-mile telephone call, only 23 percent of the
costs are in the intercity transmission, it has been reported.

Another unknown in forecasting future needs for satellite links is the
rapidly growing field of data transmission. Long-distance interconnection of
computers and other data-processing equipment, such as was developed in the
1950's by the military for command/control applications, has become common
in the 1960's. The following are typical of such applications:

1. Information-retrieval systems
Travel reservations
Technical literature
Stock quotations
Medical information.

2. Government administrative systems
Social Security system
Internal Revenue Service
Motor vehicle bureaus

3. Time-shared data-processing systems
Remote computing
Remote manipulation of text

4. Management information systems
Inventory control
Production control

The list of such applications is growing rapidly as many new companies
enter the field and as established companies and government agencies develop
new uses. Some more recent applications include:
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1. Financial information systems

2. Consumer-data services
3. Remote typesetting
4. Traffic surveillance and control

Aircraft
Automobiles
Ships

In addition to the gross increase of satellite-communications traffic that
applications of data transmission may require, it is important to note some
of the peculiar characteristics of these applications. For example, a data
circuit for remote time-shared computing in the conversational mode may
require about the same bandwidth and connection delay as telephone., but the
holding times and accuracy requirements are likely to be an order of mag-
nitude larger and the duty ratio two orders of magnitude smaller than in tele-
phony. Some data , ystems, such as reservations systems, tend to require
the reverse: high-;peed switc'iing, very short holding times, and high call
rates. Also, information-retrieval systems, particularly those involving
replies in the form of images, require much more transmission capacity in
the reply direction than in the query direction. Systems employing computer-
controlled voice recordings or voice synthesizers to respond to inquiries
from keyboards are current examples of systems involving large ratios of in-
formation output to input. It may thus be seen that systems such as the above
lie somewhere between the classical extremes that provide either equal
transmission capacities in both directions, as in telephony, or large capac-
ities in a single direction, as with television.

Another problem that must be considered by satellite-communication
system designers is that of providing economic combinations of service, e. g. ,
voice and data service in the kilobits/second range. The first of these ex-
amples of combined service is represented in the present terrestrial system
where circuits used for closed-circuit video during normal business hours
might be used at off-peak hours to interconnect large computing centers to
provide:

Transfer of jobs among centers
1. Load leveling
2. Back-up in case of center failure
Data freight
1. Posting of information banks
2. Revision of programs and operating systems
3. Publishing and updating manuals of operation, programming,

and maintenance
4. Broadcast of responses to selected operation, programming,

and maintenance queries

Combined applications may be of particular importance to developing nations
in making economic use of the telecommunication facilities that they need to
fa..ilitate de,,elopment.
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Applications of satellite communications have been riassifiad and tabu-
lated in Table 9. 1. 1. In each case, the application is intended as a long-
distance use, i. e. , distances in excess of the break-even relative. to the
alternative terrestrial service (i. e. , probably more than 100 miles).

TABLE 9. 1. 1

VALUE, NEED, AND FEASIBILITY OF APPLICATIONS OF SPACE TO
POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATIONS

Domestic

Application International Developing Developed
Country Country

Telephony t(b)$ 1(b)' 2(a)

Video Conference 1(b) 2(a) 1(a)

Telegraphy

Facsimile Transmission 1(a) 1(b) 2(a)

Data Transmission

1. Clearly of value with present or predictable technology
a. Now accomplished ty other means
b. New application

2. More study needed
a. Technically feasible but value uncertain
b. Valuable but technical feasibility uncertai

*For a few of the possible counties or pairs of countries, this application
is classified 1(a).

1. 2 Economic Benefits From Satellite Communications

The key economic arguments for satellite communications may be sum-
marized as follows:

1. The relative cost advantage of satellites over other methods is dem-
onstrable. Three comparisons, which are reviewed in Appendix A, include:

a. Sabm:arine cable

b. Country with low-density traffic

c. Country with high-density traffic (not as certain, but probable)
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2. Cost advantages come from basic features of satellite systems:
a. Costs are not a function of distance or of local terrain.
b. Costs are more readily reduced by increased volume of traffic

than are terrestrial costs.
c. Costs are virtually independent of the number of circuits per

route, being determined more by the total number of circuits
per station.

3. Higher traffic voiume benefits satellite communications in two ways:
a. In space-segment costs, where higher total traffic benefits all

multipoint users, not just two points of a fixed path as in ter-
restrial communications

b. In earth-station costs, where higher traffic reduces unit circuit
costs by larger cross-section similar to terrestrial costs

4. Other advantages of satellite communications cannot be measured
quantitatively:

a. Access on demand by a direct link with a point that could not be
economically linked by other means (see Appendix B)

b. Elimination of detours via transit points that are economically
wasteful and politically distasteful

5. The objective of recommendations given in the following section is to
exploit satellite advantages by suggesting studies that will improve:

a. Costs of system components, which will benefit both high-density
and low-density users

b. Volume of traffic through expanding the spectrum available for
high-dc nsity users

c. Demand-access system fo- primary benefit of low-density users

n 1%

n f
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2.0 SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

2. 1 Principal Areas Covered

Recommendations are summarized in the form of a list of research and
development projects and evaluations of their importance and priority. These
recommendations emphasize the following major areas:

1. Need for and utilization of frequency bands above 11 GHz
2. Demand-assigned multiple-access systems of satellite communications
3. Fixed-reflector antennas with movable and/or multiple beams for

earth stations and satellites
4. Long-life stabilization and station-keeping with adequate accuracy
5. Techniques and system designs for efficient utilization of spectrum

and orbital space
6. Demonstration of low-cost, large-antenna earth stations
7. Measurement of the factors that contribute to the interference be-

tween satellite and terrestrial systems

2.2 Symbols Used on Summary Chart

The research and development projects listed in Table 9.2. 1 were obtained
from A Survey of Space Applications and Prospectus 1967 of NASA and
from additional suggestions developed during this study. To facilitate brief
descriptions for tabulation, the projects have been classified into the four
tykes listed below in order of increasing magnitude:

1. Studie s
Designs, theory, economic trade-off, data collection and analysis

2. Measurements
Experimental measurements in the laboratory, in the field, and/or
in outer space as required

3. Components
Development and testing of components and subsystems

4. Systems
Development and operation of systems for applications of point-to-
point communications on earth and in support of the exploration of
outer space

It should be understood that the more involved projects often include tasks
in categories other than that of the main project. Where necessary, evalua-
tions of parts of the project are shown separately.

The cost figures given in Table 9. 2. 1 are rough estimates (±50 percent)
and are included only as an aid in description. More accurate estimates are
needed for budget purposes and must await the preparation of project plans.
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TABLE 9. 2. 1

4

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS SUPPORTING SPACE
APPLICATIONS IN POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATIONS

Project Referena,s Evaluation

T

C	 C
Y

T

'

U
z

V Title Tyne E
1'

y
—	 ed

2 E
_

e o o L•.

o

2.3.1 Demand-Assigned

Multiple Access Study 2,000 3,B,C 1 A

2.3.2 Systems for TV and
and Telephone Distribution

Separate vs Combined Study 100 3 1 f,

2.3.3 Fixed-Reflector Movable-

Beam Antennas for Earth

Stations Components 500 3,E 1 A

2.3.4 [Multiple-Beam Antennas

for Earth Stations Comp. 500 3,E 1 A

2.3.5 Multiple-Beam Antennas Study 200 3,E I-19 1 A
for Satellites Comp. 2,000

2.3.6 Neutralization of Multiple $75K

Feeds Comp. 300 E in Prog. 1 B

2.3.7 Retrodirective Array for Study 100
E Active

I B

Communication Satellites Comp. 9,000 2 C

2.3.8 Satellite Stabilization and 1-19

Antenna Pointing Comp. 2,000 D I-23 1 A

2.3.9 Ionic Thrusters for
Stabilization Comp. 1,000 I-22 1 A

2.3.10 Radio Interferometer for
S-,^tellite-Attitude Control Comp. 500 1-19 1 A

2.3.11 Precise Long-Life Active

Station-Keeping Comp. on ATS 1 B

2.3.12 Space-Qualified Low-Noise
Amplifier Comp. 300 1 A

2.3.13 Standarization of Launch Always

Vehicles Study Active 1 B

2.3.14 Optimum Utilization of $100K

the Shared Bands Study 1,)0 D in Prog. 1 A

2.3.15 Spectrum and Orbit Utiliza-
tion by Low-Traffic Earth
Stations Study 100 D 1 A
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TABLE 9. 2. 1 (continued)

Project References Evaluation

u •o .^
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0. Title Type
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2.3. 16 Design of Signals for
Optimum Jtilization of $50K

Orbit and Spectrum Study 100 D in Prog. 1 A

2.3.17 Spectrum Allocations TV Brdcst

below 3.7 GHz Study 300 UHF etc 1 B
A.T.C.

2.3.18 Spectrum Allocations Study 100
3 G

11 GHz 1 A

abo,re 11 GHz Meas. 300 in TV 1 B
Studv

2.3.19 Narrow-Angle Forward $150K

Scatter through Rain Meas. 200 in Prog. 1 B

2.3.20 Subjective Effects of
Terrestrial Interference
with Satellite TV Distri-
bution Meas. 200 F 1 A

2.3.21 Precipitation Off-Path

Scatter Interference Meas. 500 F POPSI 1 A

2.3.22 Terrestrial-Interference Study 100
F ODTM

1 A

Contours Meas. 200 1 B

2.3.23 Ducting Interference in
the Shared Bands Meas. 100 F 1 B

2.3.24 Aircraft Scatter Interfer-
ence in the Shared Bands Meas. 200 F ODTM 1 A

2.3.25 Shielding of Earth Stations Meas. 500 1 B

2.3.26 Interference with the ATS-F

Geostationary Orbit Meas. ATS-G 1 A

2.3.27 Short-Range Inter-Satellite Study 1 1-22
1 B

Communications System 2 C

2.3.28 Low-Cost Earth Stations System 5,000 C 1-19 1 A

2.3.29 United States Domestic
Service Study 250 3,D 1

2.3.30 Forward-Acting Error
Control Study 100 D 1 B
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The codes used in listing the evaluation of these projects are:

Value, Need, and Feasibility
1. Clearly valuable, needed, and feasible with present or predictable

technology
2. More information needed to determine value, need, or feasibility
3. Clearly of little value, need, or feasibility with present or predic-

table technology

Priority
a. Results needed as soon as practicable
b. `substantial priority but can be delayed if it becomes necessary to

delay some high-priority projects for any reason
C. Desirable projects of no particular urgency at present

Brief descriptions of the projects recommended in Table 9. 2. 1 are in-
cluded in this section for convenience. Most of these projects are described
and related to the requirements of point-to-point communications in other
sections and appendixes of this report as indicated by the numbers and let-
ters given in the column headed "NAS Study" in Table 9. 2. 1. Many of these
projects are described in the NASA program documentation.

2.3 Brief Description of Recommendations

2. 3. 1 Demand-Assigned Multiple Access

Numerous studies are needed of various aspects of demand-assigned
multiple-access systems, e. g. , traffic statistics relating particularly to low-
traffic users; various system-design approaches; modulation techniques;
use of order-circuits and other switching-control schemes; economic
trade-offs; spectrum and orbit utilization.

2. 3.2 Systems for TV and Telephony Distribution—Separate versus
Com ine

Study the technical and economic advantages of providing telephony
and TV distribution through various ways of sharing or using separate satel-
lites and/or earth stations.

'	 2. 3. 3 Fixed-Reflector Movable-Beam Antennas for Earth Stations

Develop and test economical movable-feed high-gain antennas capable
of adjustment of earth-station beam over angles of the order of f 15 degrees
without moving the reflector. Give particular attention to beams that -re
narrower in longitude than in latitude.

2. 3. 4 Multiple-Beam Antennas for Earth Stations

Develop and test multiple-feed antennas capable of simultaneously
producing several closely spaced beams from the same reflector to permit
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an earth station to communicate separate traffic with several geostationary
satellites simultaneously.

2. 3.5	 Multiple-Beam Antennas for Satellites

Develop and test multi-feed antennas capable of permitting a geo-
stationary satellite to communicate separate traffic with several earth sta-
tions simultaneously.

2. 3. 6	 Neutralization of Multiple Feeds

Develop techniques for summing signals among the feeds in a multi-
feed antenna to minimize interference between beams, particularly between
adjacent beams.

2. 3.7	 Retrodirective Array for Communication Satellites

Study the applicability of a large retrodirective array in geostationary
orbit for such uses as data collection from low-altitude satellites, sensors,
aircraft, ships. If study results are favorable, develop and test such an
array for the selected application(s).

2. 3. 8	 Satellite Stabilization and Antenna Pointing

Continue a program of improvement in geostationary satellite
stabilization and antenna pointing, with emphasis on obtaining accuracies
of the order of +0. 1 degree and better over periods of several years.

2. 3. 9	 Ionic Thrusters for Stabilization

Develop and test ionic thrusters for stabilizing (and station-keeping)
a geostationary satellite over a period of 5 years or more.

2. 3.10 Radio Interferometer for Satellite-Attitude Control

Develop radio-interferometric techniques for improving the accuracy
of attitude control of geostationary satellites.

3. 11 Precise Long-Life Station-Keeping
n

Continue development of techniques for station-keeping of geosta-
tionary satellites within 0. 1 degree of longitude over periods of 5-10 years
with minimum demand for total weight injected into orbit.

2. 3. 12 Space-Qualified Low-Noise Amplifier

Problems of interference between satellite earth stations and ter-
restrial microwave facilities (but not from radio relay transmitters to re-
ceivers in satellites) could be reduced if more sensitive receivers were de-
veloped for use in satellites. This project would develop such receivers.
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2. 3. 13 Standardization of Launch Vehicles

Study various ways of reducing the number of types of launch ve-
hicles by small changes in operational requirements of each of several appli-
cations. Determine how much could be saved in launch vehicles over a period
of several years for each apps_cation and compare this with any int-reases in
other costs or losses in capability. Determine which of the potentially avail-
able launch vehicles can deliver to geostationary orbit a satellite capable of
completely and efficiently using an orbital slot.

2. 3. 14 Optimum Utilization of the Shared Bands

Determine the most efficient power budgets for terrestrial and satel-
lite communications in the bands at 3. 7-4. 2 and 5. 9-6. 4 GHz. Determine
whether it is better to share or to divide these bands between the two types
of service.

2. 3. 15 Spectrum and Orbit Utilization by Low-Traffic Earth Stations

The idea of reducing earth station costs by using smaller antennas is
superficial, as the analyses in Appendix D show, because small antennas
lead to inefficient use of the geostationary orbit. This project is a definitive
study of the economics of low-traffic earth stations capable of supplying both
domestic and international communications through the global system of satel-
lite communications.

2. 3. 16 Design of Signals for Optimum Utilization of Orbit and Spectrum

As shown in Appendix D, modulation and coding parameters interact
with orbital spacing of geostationary orbits and must be considered in deter-
mining optimized utilization of orbital space as well as spectrum. This project
is a definitive study of this problem.

2. 3. 17 Spectrum Allocations below 3. 7 GHz

Small-antenna stations may be needed for mobile and other applica-
tions but cannot use the spectrum above 3. 7 GHz effectively. This study will
consider such applications and determine whether an allocation below 3. 7
GHz is needed.

2. 3. 18 Spectrum Allocations above 11 GHz

To support exploitation of frequencies above 11 GHz that will be
needed for North American regional communications, it will be necessary to
accumulate geographically diverse data on the effects of rain on attenuation
and noise by some or all of the following:

1. By extending NASA's ATS-E millimeter wave experiment to in-
clude more observations for longer periods

2. By supporting sun-tracker experiments
3. By diversity receiver experiments, either ATS-E or sun-tracker

s
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4. By extrapolating weather-radar measurements made at lower
frequencies

2. 3. 19 Narrow-Angle Forward Scatter through Rain

Because of the possibility of interference between closely spaced
geostationary satellites due to narrow-angle forward scatter through rain,
measurements of this effect are needed. This project would make such
measurements in the shared bands and above 11 GHz over terrestrial paths
several miles in length to simulate the up-link and down-link paths in
satellite-communication systems.

2. 3.20 Subjective Effects of Terrestrial Interference with Satellite TV
Distribution

Measure the carrier-to-interference ratios required for various
degrees of subjective quality, using laboratory equipment simulating the
effect of a terrestrial carrier interfering with the down-link of a satellite TV
distribution system, and vice versa. Consider the effect of using carrier
dispersal in the satellite system.

2. 3.21 Precipitation Off-Path Scatter Interference

Measure precipitation scatter interference between terrestrial and
satellite systems in the shared bands.

2. 3.22 Terrestrial Interference Contours

Determine the union of three-dimensional interference contours
surrounding terrestrial microwave facilities in some metropolitan area,
e. g. , New York City. Consider the effects of terrain blocking of terrestrial
beams. Conduct field iiieasurements :n selected elevated volumes to verify
predicted contours relating to precipitation scatLer. Determine whether an
earth station can be located in the area for any assumed directions of its
beam without causing excessive interference.

2. 3. 23 Ducting Interference in the Shared Bands

Determine the importance of ducting interference between terres-
trial and satellite systems in the shared bands by measurement over many
different paths and over a long period of time.

2. 3. 24 Aircraft Scatter Interference in the Shared Bands

Measure aircraft scattering cross section of the most common types
of commercial aircraft for all scattering angles and attitudes. Study typical
flight profiles and traffic patterns and predict the frequency of occurrence of
aircraft scatter interference events for earth stations located properly with
respect to air-traffic patterns. Verify predictions by measurements at a few
selected locations.
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2. 3. 25 Shielding of Earth Stations

Study results of previous work by Stanford Research Institute, Lin-
coln Laboratcry, and others on the use of excavation, natural hollows,
fences, tapered illumination of oversize reflectors, nulls in one (or a few)
directions in the horizontal pattern, and other techniques for shielding earth
stations to control interference between terrestrial and satellite communica-
tion systems. Extend these results by further measurements as required
and determine the most practical approaches to earth-station shielding for
various environmental situations.

2. 3. 26 Interference with the Geostationary Orbit

Measure the 6-GHz interference at several points in the geostationary
orbit produced by terrestrial microwave facilities. This project needs to be
done sooner than presently planned.

2. 3. 27 Short-Range Intersatellite Communications

Study the system organization and requirements for relatively short
communication links between geostationary satellites. If the need and value
of such links are established, develop and test techniques and systems for
this application.

2. 3. 28 Low-Cost Earth Stations

Develop and demonstrate low-cost, large-antenna, earth stations for
use by low-traffic users of the global system of satellite communications.

2. 3. 29 Frequency Bands for U. S. Domestic Service

Study the applicability and probable period of adequacy of the 4-GHz
and 6-GHz bands for services which include U.S. domestic traffic. At some
date, the volume of such traffic and other considerations probably will favor
the use of much broader bands at frequencies above 12 GHz, but these fre-
quencies may be less applicable to covering large areas than to spotlighting
traffic nodes. Should service be started at these lower frequencies? How
might this affect subsequent transition to the higher frequencies? Would the
lower frequencies remain useful in the domestic system, and for what
services?

2. 3. 30 Forward-Acting Error Control

Since it is likely that satellite transmission, like terrestrial facil-
ities, will tend toward pulse-code modulation, a study is needed of the best
way to handle needs for high-accuracy data transmission in the presence of
the long time delay.
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3.0 POSTULATED SYSTEM PLAN FOR COMMERCIAL
COMMUNICATIONS-SATELLITE SYSTEM

3. 1 Introduction

Considering the many political and financial problems involved in creating
a commercial communications-satellite system capable of serving all parts
of the world desiring to use it, development of such a system seems rapid in
the period since the passage of the CommunicaLion Satellite Act of 1962. On
the other hand, in compariscn with technological possibilities, this progress
'Las seemed lamentably slow, in the opinion of many people. This slowness
has been disturbing when viewed from the standpoint of the importance of
the serv'..ces in contributing to world understanding and progress. At the
present time, a substantial volume of traffic is being handled by satellite in
both the Atlantic and Pacific areas. Before the end of 1968 additional capacity
is expected to be added in both these areas and service will be started in the
Indian Ocean area, thus completing a worldwide service capability. Earth
terminals are finally being planned and implemented over much of the world,
including many of the developing nations, as shown in Table 9. 3. 1.

Notwithstanding the existing degree of progress and the capabilities of
available technology, numerous technical and economic areas still require
additional study and investigative work. Further effort is needed to provide
more service, improve the economics, and provide for more general ap-
plication of the service potentials. Consequently, throughout this volume,
emphasis is placed upon those areas in which more engineering and investi-
gative work appears likely to yield substantial payoffs either in cost savings
or in increased benefits to developing nations using satellite communications.

3.2 Near-Term INTELSAT Plans

Since one of the constraints on postulating a future system plan is that
the existing system must be able to evolve into the postulated system, a
review of how INTELSAT might develop during the next few years is needed.

The INTELSAT-III satellite, using a mechanical de-spun antenna, will
provide 1200 full duplex voice circuits. To do so, it utilizes the full 500
MH once. The planned locations of these satellites are shown in Figure
9. 3.	 It may be noted that these three locations provide dual coverage of
Eu_ope and Africa by the Atlantic and Indian Ocean satellites, as well as dual
coverage of much of Australia and the Orient by the Indian Ocean and Pacific
satellites. Much of North America, however, will lack coverage frorn any of
these satellites. Both the United States and southern Canada have terrestrial
service to earth stations on both coasts. Moreover, the future c .n bring
more such satellites at additional locations, over the Atlantic for example.
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It has been forecast that there will be a traffic overload in the At-
lantic by 1970, requiring a second INTELSAT-III.	 This raises interesting_
and important problems concerning how best to use this second satellite.
One plan would be to put much of the heavy traffic between Europe and North
America through one satellite and reserve the : , econd for multiple-access
use by all Atlantic earth stations. This plan Nvould require that the few
nations to use the ht-avy-traffic satellite would need second earth stations.
An alternate plan, favored by some, would be to use one satellite primarily
by stations in North and South America, plus a few in Europe, with the second
satellite serving Africa, the Middle East, remaining stations in Western
Europe, plus a second U.S. station. Proponents of this system point out that
there is negligible traffic between Africa and Latin America, plus adequate
surface communication over Western Europe, and that the United States
could best afford the additional station with which to use both Atlantic satel-
lites. This example may draw attention to some of the problems of trying
to increase traffic capacity by the use of additional small satellites, instead
of an adequately larger one. It now appears that the 6000-circuit INTELSAT-
IV % ill meet t`iis problem for the Atlantic, at least for a few years.

The INTELSAT-III satellites, the plann,.l locations of which are shown
in Figure 9. 3. 1, are scheduled for implementation in mid- 1968 and will pro-
vide the first global service. The Atlantic congestion problem might possibly
be relieved by providing a second satellite in a nearby location. There are
multiple earth terminals both in Europe and in North America.

3.3 Factors Affecting Traffic Capacity

3. 3. 1	 Internation al Frequency Allocations

It commonly is considered that only two frequency bands, of 500 MHz
each, are available for point-to-point satellite communication, these being
5925--6425 MHz from earth to satellite and 3700-- 4200 MHz from sat-
ellite to earth. Actually, the international frequency allocations for satellite
communication are more extensive and much more complex, as can be seen
by examining the Final Acts of the 1963 Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference (Space EARC). This is further complicated by there being ceri.a;n
agreements or restrictions which would not be shown in an ITU document,
such as the U. S. reservation of the 7250-- 7750 MHz and 7900--8400 MHz
bands for governmental application of satellite communication. At lower
frequencies, other bands appear to have been allocated for satellite com-
munication but these have been contaminated by radar, tropo-scatter links,
etc. , so that they would not be usable.

These 4- and 6-GHz bands, as they are commonly referred to, are
shared with domestic terrestrial radio-relay systems and, for this reason,
certain restrictions rave been imposed on both the sharing -ervices by the
ITU. Further restrictions have also been imposed by the Federai Communi-
cations Commission. These restrictions pertain to the minimum vertical
antenna angles for earth terminals, the power used, etc.

3. 3. 2	 Orbit Utilization vs Modulation Hardness

In terms of voice channels (one-way), the maximum capacity of a
single radio path with 500 -MHz bandwidth ha: been calculated for the FDM-
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TABLE 9. 3. 1

EARTH STATION DATA BASE AS OF SPRING 1967

WTH STATION DATA VASE (Implementation SCheduls)

1 -ft

1x66 1967 1'76' 1969 19(0 1971 1972
TOTAL NUMBER	 TOTAL NUMBER	 THAT, MOD	 IOTA: NURSER	 TOTAL 10"D	 TOTAL NUM1NP	 TOTAL.

WORD AREA	 ANTENNA ACTIVE A(,MAIEI? Ar?IVE A CTIVATED A('I'TYE ACTIVATED ACTIVE AC"IVAT® AC'T'IFE ACTIVATED ACTIVE ACTIVATED ACTIVE
SIZF.	 AT END DURING	 AT END "ING	 AT END DURING	 AT END DUPM	 AT Elm DIMM	 AT EM "ING	 AT END

OF YEAR YEAR	 OF YFAR YEAR,	 OF YFAR YEAR	 OF YEAR YEAR	 OF TEAK YEAR	 OF YEA' IMP	 - 'AR

Total Mt.	 8;'	 -
AFRI:;A

- 1	 1 2	 3 2	 5 2	 1 2	 9

Total F. S. 1 1 2 3	 2 5 2 7	 2 9

2 2 - le - 1	 - 1 - - 1

72' 1 - 1 - 1 i

ASTA 85' - - 5 S 3 8	 1 4 1 lV	 - 10

90' 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Ant. 1 2 3 6 8 3 11	 1 12 1 13 13

Total	 F. S. 1 2 3 3 6 3 9	 1 10 1 11	 -

.

11

42' e - 2 .. 2	 - 2 2 2

44' 1 - 1 - 1 - 1	 - 1 - 1	 - 1

EUROPE 85' 3 - 3 2 5 - 5	 2 7 7 8 8

90' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Mt. 6 1 7 2 9 9	 2 11 1 12 he

Total E. S. 6 1 7 7 7	 2 9 1 10 30_

85' - - - 4 4 3 7	 2 9 - 9	 - 9
CENTRAL

A. 95' 1 1 1 1 1 1
SOl1TN
AMERICA Total Mt, 5 5 3 8	 2 1'' 10 10Tad .S. 5 S 3 iii 10 10 10

2 2 5 Y	 2 9 - 9

MIDDLE og' 1 1 1 1 1
EAST

Total- Ant. 2 2 6 8	 2 10 10 10

Total E.S. 2 2 6 8	 2 10 10 10

30' 1 3 4 4 4	 _ 4 _ 4. 4

42' 3 - 2e _ 2 2 2 - 2	 - 2
RORTR
AMERICA _ 85' 4 4 5 9 9 9 9 9

Total Ant. 8 3 10 5 15 - 15 15 15 13

Tote E, 6, 3 8 4 12 12 12 12 12

42' 1
s

1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1	 - 1

85' - - - - - i 1	 1 2 - 2 2
OCEANIA

90' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Mt. 2 2 2 1 3	 1 4 4 4

Total E. S. 2 2 2 1 3	 1 4 4 4

30' 1 3 4 - 4 - 4	 - 4 - 4	 - 4

42' 5 3 7 6 - 6 6 _ 6 6
44' 1 - 1 - 1 - 1	 - 1 - 1	 - i

WORLD
72' 1 _ i - i - i	 - 1 1	 - 1

4UMMAA"
85' 7 - 7 39 2F. 14 40	 10 50 4 54	 2 56

90' - 2 2 1 3 1 4	 _ 4 4	 _

05' 1 1 1 1 1 I

TOTAL ANT. 15 8 22 21 42 15 57	 10 67 4 71	 2 73

TOTAL E. S. 12 8 20 15 35 15 5o	 lo 6o 4 64	 2 66

e Tbw 42' antenna at Erewater vas moved to the Philippines in February 1961. Tba altemCa installation is the Philippines is
n eheduled for April 1967, and vlll be operational thrawh 1968.

lots; A standard eartb station, as defined by the IC,C, generally eMloys an 85' or gmter antenna elm. It sbsald be noted tMt
there are otber factor, u eaitslned in tbs referemeed Asper, that determine wbatlw or not a station is standard.
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FM (frequency division multiplex with frequency modulation) and for PCM-
PSK (pulse code modulation with phase shift keying) in Appendix D. Although
FDM-FM has been used by terrestrial radio-relay and satellite systems up to
this time, PCM is rapidly coming into use for U.S. domestic wire communi-
cations and has several advantages for satellite systems, principally in its
higher resistance to interference. The capacities computed in the appendix
are summarized in Table 9. 3. 2.

TABLE 9. 3. 2
TELEPHONE CHANNEL CAPACITY OF A 500-MHz BAND
Modulation	 Condition
PCM-PSK	 2-level

4-level
8-level

16-levei
FDM-FM	 D=6. 2

D=2. 5
D=1

Voice Channels
4,500
9, 120

13, 680
18, 240
6, 600

13, 600
23, 800

r

Multilevel PCM-PSK and FDM-FM at low deviation ratios are con-
sidered to be "soft" modulations, in that they are relatively less resistant to
interference, having achieved increased channel density in return for reduced
noise-suppression or signal improvement. Thus, in a given noise or interfer-
ence environment, the signal strength usually must be increased substantially
as the modulation is softened to increase the channel density. For example,
Appendix D shows (Figures 9. D. 4 and 9. D. 5) that a 137 times increase of in-
power is required to achieve less than a fourfold increase in channel density by
decreasing the peak-to-peak frequency deviation from D=6. 2 to D=1. 0. If this
signal is much stronger than that from adjacent satellites it is correspondingly
more likely to interfere with their signals unless the separation between sat-
ellites is increased. Even when many satellites are equally separated and op-
erated identically, this "softening" would entail nearly a threefold reduction
in orbit utilization (channels per degree) under the assumptions used in Appen-
dix D. The D=6. 2 deviation ratio is that which simultaneously meets the noise
and breaking margin requirements. Further hardening (higher deviation
ratios) brings a diminishing increase in orbital channel density but with too
many closely spaced satellites with too few channels each. Thus there ap-
pears to be an optimum deviation ratio, not sharply defined, but not so low as
to require large orbital separations and excessive satellite powers.

In the use of PCM-PSK, the difference between four-level and eight-
level modulation orbit-arc capacity appears relatively small, at least for the
conditions which were assumed. It seems evident that orbit-utilization, in
relation to choice and hardness of modulation, relative powers of adjacent
satellites, s pectrum-reuse techniques, earth antenna beamwidths, etc., con-
stitutes an important field for further study. The results of such study would
seem valuable toward policy guidance. It is to be hoped, however, that undue
concern for efficient orbit utilization does not impede progress unnecessarily.

3. 3. 3	 Antenna Directivity and Multiheam Satellites
Geostationary- satellite technology is entering the era of conical or

two-dimensional earth-directed antenna beams, achieved by de-spinning
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techniques, or perhaps by means of three-axis stabilization of more conven-
tional directive antennas. Antenna gains have increased from about unity,
for the approximately isotropic antennas of TELSTAR and RELAY, to 6 to 9
^B for the spinning ore-dimensional antennas of the SYNCOMS and prior
INTELSATS, to about 19dB for an earth-subtending conical beam. This in-
crease in gain has brought corresponding increase in the satellite's effective
isotropically radiated power (EIRP) which has been fully as useful (up to this
point) as corresponding increases in transmitter power.

Having achieved such earthward beams, it becomes relativ.--ly
straightforward to make the antenna beam even narrower, with higher gain,
letting it illuminate only some smaller portion of the earth that it is intended
to serve. A 30-dB gain would be obtained from a five-degree beamwidth, for
example, one which would about cover Brazil but not the rest of South America.
Thus, further gain-increase brings reduction of earth coverage, making it
less useful in some cases than a corresponding increase in transmitter power.

So long as a satellite has only one earthward beam, its channel
capacity remains limited as previously discussed. If more circuits are
needed than this single-beam satellite can provide, .; second such satellite
can be placed nearby at some minimum orbit sepaz ation from the first.
Similarly, additional satellites can be added to the useful segment of the
geostationary orbit up to the limit of this minimum separation. This method
of increasing circuit capacity by adding satellites has complications, some as
simple as those discussed in relation to a second Atlantic satellite. Never-
theless, satellite clusters are forseeable, as also is the use of intersatellite
relay links (over short arcs) as a means for minimizing the need for multiple
earth stations.

Another means of increasing the circuit capacity is through the
use of two or more earthward beams from the same satellite. If two such
beams could be used with accurately orthogor.tal polarization, both could reuse
the same frequency band. Maintaining sufficient interference discrimination
by this means alone could be difficult, however. Alternatively, if the two
beams were used to illuminate sufficiently separated areas of the earth, both
could reuse the same frequency band. In either case, this reuse would per-
mit doubling the satellite capacity in terms of numbers of voice channels and
a specified modulation. If additional narrow beams are used, all adequately
separated, additional reuses of the same frequency band are feasible. In
contrast, only two orthogonal polarizations are possible. These techniques
can be combined, to some extent, using polarization orthogonality to enhance
the isolation of certain pairs of beams whose angular separation would be
inadequate. For example, one might have two beams, A and C, with adequate
angular separation but wish to put a beam, B, between. Cross-polarizing
B with respect to the polarization used for both A and C probably would
provide the solution. As a 3-beam example in which polarization orthogonality
would not save the day, let us start with beams A and B having been cross-
polarized because of inadequate angular separation. Now it is desired to di-
rect beam C at a point eq ,iidistant from A and B and with inadequate separa-
tion from either. C's polarization could be crossed with respect to that of
either A or B but then would be the same as that of the remaining beam, from
which its inadequate isolation would prevent reuse of the same frequencies.

The foregoing discussion may help clarify the beam-isolation problem
when trying to place multiple beams for coverage of the major land areas vis-
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i.ble from the satellite. Even with good use of orthogonal polarization, some
beams having like polarization would still be much too closely spaced to per-
mit them to reuse the full frequency band without excessive mutual interference.

There is another discouraging limitation to multibeam coverage of the
earth's land areas, the technique often advocated because, "We shouldn't
use costly satellite power to heat the oceans!" The implication is that multi-
beam coverage of the land areas should make substantially better use of the
satellite power than if it all were radiated in an earth-covering (18 0, 19 dB
gain) beam. In a typical example, reasonably complete land coverage could
be achieved with 9 beams, each of 5-degree width and 30-dB gain. Assuming
that these each are fed with 10-watt transmitters, the EIRP at beam centers
would be a nice 40 dBW. However, if all 90 watts had been put into the
earth-covering antenna, the EIRP would nave been a nearly-as-good 38 dBW.
The use of the nine beams from nine transmitters aboard the satellite would
seem a rather questionable way of saving only 2 dBW from the ocean!

Recognizing that there is some interest in similar use of multiple
beams for the coverage of some one continent, or smaller region, and that
these techniques have not yet been reduced to practice, the present conclusion
,73uld be that area-coverage applications of multiple beams offer little or no
better use of the satellite power (compared with single-beam coverage of the
same area), while offering partial reuse of the same frequency bands.

Going toward the of îf erextreme, these earthward beams might be
made sufficiently narrow and well separated for full reuse of the band, but
each beam might then cover only one terminal city leaving intervening areas
without coverage. In add:.,tion to full -reuse of frequencies, these extremely
narrow beams would have correspondingly higher gain, leading to a sub-
stantial increase in the EIRP of the individual beams, without any increase
in the total satellite power. This latter aspect suggests the use of millimeter
waves in multibeam point-coverage systems, both because of being better
able to obtain these very narrow beams from satellite antennas of acceptable
dimensions and because this EIRP improvement would help compensate for
the higher propagation losses at these higher frequencies.

Going beyond these considerations the acceptability of point-coverage
multibeam systems might depend heavily upon their system application. For
example, studies have shown (see Appendix H) the probable applicability of
such a system as a part of the U. S. domestic communication system, v^,ith
the satellite beams directed toward each of some reasonable number of
selected and well-established traffic nodes (at major cities, generally) and
with the assumption of very close coordination between the operators of the
satellite and terrestrial systems. Imperfect cooperation between these oper-
at... , could lead to service impairments more easily than with an area-
coval ;';age system.

Such a nodes-only type system would not be an acceptable substitute
for area coverage in the global system because suitable traffic nodes are not
yet well enough established in many of the developing nations. These areas
require a system that offers area service so that an earth terminal can be
established in the future wherever needed. Similar reasoning indicates the
need for area coverage in points-to-point systems, such as for data collec-
tion, and for point-to-points systems, such as for TV distribation.

It may be observer however, that a future Atlantic satellite might
well incorporate the combined use of area coverage of the four continents
using the 4- and 6-GHz bands at least twice, with the addition of narrow, high-
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gain millimeter wave beams directed at known natural nodes or gateways of
heavy international traffic. Although this traffic is heaviest between points
in North America and Western Europe, there are significant and solidly
fixed nodes at some of the large cities of South America, such as Buenos
Aires. Such a satellite would use as small an orbital arc as other satellites
contemplated but could have a total traffic capacity greatly exceeding that of
satellites presently planned. Admittedly, such a satellite might become
complex, as judged by today's standards, because it should provide flexible
interconnectability between the stations having their own millimeter wave
beams from the satellite and all similar stations, plus the many light-traffic
stations covered at the lower frequencies, plus ones with heavier traffic but
in locations (such as Scandinavia) where the millimeter waves might not be
sufficiently useful.

3.4 General System Principles

In the development of system plans for the extension of communication-
satellite service into all its many applications in worldwide telecommunica-
tions it is useful to choose a few general guides and principles for reference.
These are:

1. Since there are alternative methods technically capable of filling any
of the needs encountered throughout the world, the rel.-tive economics of the
competing technologies will be a major determinant in the choice between
satellite or the various surface technologies. Comparisons of service quality
are an additional determining factor and measure of benefits. For example,
HF radio circuits have thin-route advantages in low cost, ease of implemen-
tation, etc. , but they are unreliable and too often unintelligible.

2. With the possible exception of HF radio circuits, the cost of any
terrestrial circuit (exclusive of its terminal costs) is proportional to its
length, so it can be obtaine , '	 . a cost per circuit mile. Similarly, the
corresponding annual costs ; _., 5e expressed in dollars per circuit mile year.

3. A very significant characteristic of terrestrial systems is that pro-
gressively lower costs per circuit mile year are achieved by increasing
the circuits per system and by introducing systems of greater cross section
(i. e., circuit capacity). This trend is shown clearly by Figure 9. 3. 2, which
came from AT&T, via ODTM. It is an updated and extended revision of a
1957 AT&T family of comparative annual cost curves for various systems, as
filed with the FCC, Exhibit 2253 to Docket No. 11866 (1957 hearings). Note
that these annual costs are comparative, and that the relation to dollar costs
was not specified and remains uncertain. Various comparisons with costs
reported elsewhere suggest that one dollar corresponds to a comparative
cost of about 5, probably not more than 7, and surely less than 10. The
trend line is especial.v significant in that the curves for the specific systems
remain so close to it. Thus, when an actual system has not been specified,
or its costs are not known, a cost obtained f_:om this trend line provides a
reasonable approximation. Additionally, this trend cost can be put in a
functional form. In doing this, one notes that the circuits scale is not ex-
actly logarithmic but has been slightly compressed at its high end, so as to
preserve straightness of the trend line, even though the new higher capacity
systems seem to be showing a slightly declining rate of cost reduction. Neg-
lecting this, and for less than N=5000 circuits, the slope of this trend line
agrees reasonably with that of N- 0.7 . Then, using five comparative cost
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units per dollar gives a cost trend relation, 380/N O.7 dollars per circuit
mile yer. This is in reasonable agreement with a similar relation,
300/N 2t3 , from the RAND Corp.

4. Surface routes are longer than the airline distance, D, between their
ends. The factor 1. 3 frequently is used in converting from airline to route
miles. Using 1. 3D x 380/N 0.7 and rounding off, leads to 500D/N 0.7 , dollars
per circuit year, D being in miles. This permits plotting the trend costs for
various distances (as a family of parallel lines which can be used as an
underlay for satellite circuit costs curves - see Figure 9. 3. 3), for studying
the break-even relations and trends, as will be explained later. Better cost
curves of this general type should be used whenever available, ones applicable
to the specific system and part of the world being considered.

5. The most significant aspect of satellite circuit costs is their com-
plete independence of the distance between the two earth stations, one-hop
satellite circuits being assumed. Since terrestrial circuit costs are distance
proportional, there will be some break-evtn distance, beyond which a satel-
lite circuit would be less costly. However, since terrestrial system costs
also vary widely with the number of circuits, this break-even distance will
also depend on the number of circuits, generally being less for the light
traffic.

6. In an ideal INTELSAT-type system (one without compensatory pay-
ments), the earth stations contract and are charged for their use of the satel-
lite by units of utilization of the space segment, S, multiplied by a penalty
factor, P, which corrects for the less efficient utilization of the satellite by
a substandard station. At present (prior to INTELSAT-III) the standard
(85-ft antenna, 50 0Kelvin) earth station pays S = $20, 000 per year per half-
circuit (i. e. , a channel pair, to and from the satellite). A 30-ft antenna
station, operating at 200 0 Kelvin, would be charged P = 27 times this rate,
or $540, 000 per year per half-circuit, on grounds that a circuit between two
such stations uses as much of the satellite's power and bandwidth as 27 cir-
cuits between standard stations. Note that S is a rate, set by the satellite
operator (INTELSAT), but it becomes a cost to the  sing earth stations.

7. Other than providing more circuits, if needed, or providing some new
service such as demand-assigned multiple access, the earth stations' only
economic interest in or benefit from the introduction of larger and better
satellites, having much lower costs per circuit, depends on how much this
space-segment rate, S, and/or their penalty factor, P, may be reduced.
Thus, in a user-oriented economic analysis, improvements in the space-
craft need not be considered beyond their probable effect on S and (for sub-
standard stations) P.

8. In a domestic-type system, with the satellite and all its earth stations
owned and managed by the same entity, use costs may be more closely
coupled to changes in cost and capability of the satellite. Hence, it is pre-
ferred to price out such systems completely.

9. The annual cost of an earth station can be considered as a function of
its number of circuits, N, to and from the satellite. This functional relation
may be approximated by the first two terms of a power series (see Appen-
dix A),

To+T1N+..

T o is the no-circuit coefficient azd depends on the antenna, buildings, etc.
Tl is the per-circuit coefficient and depends on the modems, echo suppres-
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sors, etc. These coefficients account for labor and other operating costs as
well as for amortization of the investment. Thus the annual cost per circuit
is To/N + TI, or each circuit's individual cost, plus its share of t'ie no-
circuit cost. The "economy of cross section" lies in the decrease of To/N
as the circuits per station is increased, with Tl being approached as the
lower limit. Note that if all these stations were used for a single route to
another station, (i. e. , no multiple access) this economy of cross section
would be similar to that with many forms of terrestrial communication.
The significant difference is that N is the station's circuit total, from all its
routes to other stations. Thus, even the light routes contribute to this total
and to the reduction of To; N.

10. If a station adds a route (via preassigned multiple access) it may
incur a slight additional annual cost, Tr, for processing the signal from and
to this additional station and this must be spread over the Nr circuits of this
route, as Tr /Nr. Typically, this incremental cost will be negligible except
for very few circuits per route and will not be large even for a single-circuit
route. Neglecting this incremental cost and neglecting the slight change in
the station's circuit total, N, as the Nr circuits in one of its routes is changed
one sees that the cost per circuit of a satellite route can be essentially
independent of its number of circuits, Nr, as well as of the route istance
between stations. Thus, multiple access satellite communication has its
greatest leverage relative to terrestrial communication for long, light
routes between multiroute stations.

11. The break-even conditions between the annual cost of a satellite
circuit and the annual (trend) cost of an equivalent terrestrial circuit can be
obtained readily from the above relations and applicable coefficient values,
as explained in Appendix A.

12. The break-even conditions are poorest for a single route between a
pair of stations N = Nr. Here, though the cost per circuit decreases with N,
it may do so at a rate little different than that of the surface cost trend lines,
N- 0. 1 . This leads to a minimum break-even distance which is broad, chang-
ing slowly with change in the number of circuits. See the "per station" curve
of Figure 9. 3. 3.

13. The break-even conditions improve greatly when the stations have
multiple routes, with few circuits per route, but totalling reasonably many
circuits per station. Illustratively, the break-even distance may decrease
from a few thousand miles for a single route stat` in-pair, with 100 or less
circuits, to a few hundred miles for light routes (12 circuits, more or less)
between relatively large-capacity earth stations.

14. The above short and light break-even capability gives multiple-
access satellite communication an attractiveness for intrrnational ( domestic)
use in developing nations which need light-traffic routes between relatively
remote cities, each of which has enough total traffic (including international
traffic) to justify an earth station. The balancing factor is that the potential
traffic increases as the routes become shorter, so these short routes may
not remain light. Thus the growth of traffic on these shorter intercity routes
tends to increase the break-even distance and, perhaps, to favor the con-
struction of higher-capacity terrestrial facilities.

15. Somewhat different problems enter in considering a domestic satel-
lite system for a nation which already has heavily developed terrestrial
facilities. The fact that there is a large investment in terrestrial facilities
being used for services that could more economically be provided by satel-
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lite s can safely be ignored in planning for the introduction of satellite facil-
ities into a situation of rapid expansion such as exists in the United States.
The time required for a transitional period to reassign the services to satel-

-e facilities and utilize the unloaded terrestrial facilities for shorter haul
services is not long as compared with the time required to set up the satellite
system. However, close coordination between the operators the two types
of facilities is required and might be much better accomplished by a single
engineering-planning agency.

lb. The transmission quality of satellite circuits for the various types
of information exchange demanded of a telecommunications system can be
considered as essentially equal to that of the competing terrestrial facilities.
Each transmission-system technology presents its own unique set of technical
constraints that must be observed -n attaining a given level of quality. Ex-
cept for HF radio, however, methods are available for accomplishing de-
sired quality levels.

A characteristic of geostationary satellite circuits that needs to be
considered in relation to transmission quality is the relatively great propa-
gation time (or delay) for this long space path, approximately a quarter-
second each way. This is of no concern for one-way services, such as tele-
vision, but it may contribute to constraints on such two-way services as
telephone and on data error-correcting syste;ns of the ARQ type.

In respect to telephony, it is generally agreed that any quality im-
pairment is apt to result from imperfectly suppressed delayed echoes, or
from other degradations introduced by echo-suppressors. Thus, although a
two-hop "four-wire" circuit (i. e. , no echoes, no suppressors) might be ac-
ceptable to most users, the practical necessity of using available echo-sup-
pressors dictates that two-hop circuits be avoided. This constraint need not
be serious for even the longest intercontinental circuits which require only
that a single long satellite hop be extended by terrestrial links of reasonable
length and availability. The potential constraint may be more serious in
relation to domestic or regional satellite systems being impeded in the use of
a second hop through an international satellite and possibly then a third hop
via another domestic satellite, to reach some desired station. As an inter-
esting example, a Canadian domestic satellite system probably would not be
bothered by this constraint. In southern Canada, as in the United States, the
terrestrial facilities provide low-delay circuits to earth stations on both
coasts. Points in northern Canada might be most dependent on their domestic
satellite system, but probably would have little need for inter national cir-
cuits other than to Europe and Australia, which can be reached from southern
Canada via submarine cable.

17. Satellites provide a means of establishing communications between
any two nations without transiting the territory of a third nation. This ability
has previously been available only with low-capacity and relatively poor-
quality HF radio. This feature may lead, for reasons of national interest,
to the acceptance of higher than minimum costs in a number of situations.

18. Although certain aspects of multiple access have been mentioned,
this is such a unique and important aspect of satellite communication sys-
tems that further discussion will be found useful.

Multiple access refers to the important capability of satellite sys-
tems for simultaneous communication between three or more—usually many
more—earth terminals using the same satellite. The duplex channels or cir-
cuits between pairs of terminals may be utilized by being preassigned (either
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permanently or according to some prearranged time schedule) or may be tem-
porarily assigned upon demand for individual calls. With demand-assigned
circuits, the up and down channels may be demand assignment, channels
through the satellite may be variably assigned to earth stations at their
transmitting ends, receiving ends or at both, the assignments being for the
duration of a demand. With fully variable demand-assigned circuits, both
channels are variably assigned at both ends. With semivariable demand as-
signment, the circuits are composed of channels which are preassigned at one
end to a specific station and are variably assigned at their other end. This
offers four possibilities, of which the use of preassigned transmitting chan-
nels, variably received, seems of interest because of its compatibility with
the multi destination carrier (FDM-FM) form of preassigned multiple access
now in use.

All these types of demand assignment permit earth stations to pool
their traffic for more efficient use of their circuits. For good service there
should be a low probability (P=176, preferably) of finding all circuits bUE).
With only a single circuit available, by its preassignm.-nt to a light route,
this circuit could not be used more than one percent of he time or the prob-
ability of its being found busy would exceed this same percentage. Moreover,
if one were to "hold" until this busy condition ended, the average delay would
be much greater than if one could use the first idle circuit from among
several. This pooling of circuits for satisfying the fluctuating demands of a
number of light routes has a significant economic effect in raising the ef-
ficiency of circuit utilization, as illustrated by Table 9. 3. 3.

TABLE 9. 3. 3

CIRCUIT CAPACITY

Probabilitv of finding all circuits busv P - .01

No. of Perctnt Avg. Delay on Delayed Calls
Circuits Usage in Holding Time

1 1.0 1.0
3 14.5 0.4
5 25.6 0.3

10 41.4 0.15
25 59.4 0.1
50 70.1 < 0.01

100 78.2 < 0.01

A major difference between the
forms of demand-assigned multiple acct
circuit pooling at the station level where
number of satellite circuits, for use by
the traffic capacity of the satellite. * Ai
is that demand assignment permits each
communication with any other station, e

semivariable and fully variable
:ss is that the former provides the
:as the latter pools the much greater
any station, thus further increasing
important advantage- of either form
station of a satellite to have direct

ven though the demand consists

*Lutz, S. G., A T, affic St
	

tiole Access S
based on an Atlant- 	rt I, July
pp. 27-32; Part II, August 1968, pp. 25-31.
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simply of an occasional call--clearly not enough to justify even a single full-
time preassigned circuit. There are, of course, some equipment costs
associated with providing demand-access capability. The exact amount of
these costs is determined by thr method chosen and no meaningful cost esti-
mates have thus far become available.

Because of these costs, whatever they may be, earth stations prob-
ably will use demand-assigned circuits for only lighter-traffic routes, while
using preassigned circuits for heavier ones. Therefore, the compatibility
of these two methods should be considered in sele .-ling or improving a mul-
tiple-access system. (Appendixes B and C contain more detailed discussion
of multiple access.)

3.5 Categories Of Services Considered

Point- to-point communications are categorized in different ways for
convenient consideration of different aspects of the subject. For some pur-
poses a differentiation is made between domestic, i. e. , intranational, and
international services. Such classification is useful for legal and organiza-
tional purposes but is not of much interest technically. It should be used
with care in technical considerations because international traffic across a
common border, such as between the United States and Canada, tends to be
quite similar to domestic traffic in general characteristics. This is partic-
ularly evident in the short-haul portion that crosses the border for relatively
short distances.

"Intercontinental traffic" is sometimes used as a separate classification
but is becoming less and less useful as the technical capabilities of ocean-
crossing facilities improve. It is one of the areas in which, at the present
time, assignment of management responsibility on the basis of technology
rather than on :he basis of geography causes difficulty in determining re-
quirements and choice of facilities to be used for particular applications,

Another common way of categorizing traffic and requirements is by
types, or format, of the information flow to be handled. This gives the var-
ious categories such as telephone (whether analogue or egital is not signifi-
cant), record, data, and TV. These distinctions are unhappily often used as
a means of assigning management : saponsibility and are likely to cause dif-
ficulties since they are becoming less and less meaningful technically. Fre-
quently it is impossible to distinguish between formats on the transmission
facility.

In this report, these different categories are all considered tG be in a
single set unless specific modifiers indicate that only a particular subset is
being considc red.

The characteristic of transmission facilities of rapid unit-cost decrease
as a facility cross section increases leads naturally to a desire to combine
all categories of traffic on the same facility to the maximum possible extent.
However, there are forces working in the contrary direction that should be
recognized. First, there are always some limits on the maximum cross
section that it is practical to attain on a given facility. For cables, the limit
is usually due to the physical difficulty i-a handling excessively large cables;
for radio systems such as terrestrial microwave and satellites, the limit is
frequently due to limitations on the available frequency spectrum. A second



force working in this direction is the desire for high reliability of communi-
cations between each pair of points. This leads to a spreading of require-
ments over two or more separate facilities where the penalty is not too
large. In many instances, these forces can induce acceptance of higher-than-
minimum possible costs.

In order to obtain a system that has good economic characteristics for
postulation as a basis of this report, it is assumed that substantial weight
is placed on the economic characteristics covered above and, to a reasonable
extent, all categories of traffic are considered for combination on a single
facility within a given area. Encouragement for such a procedu-e lies in
the current INTELSAT, where 58 rations have been able to reach adequate
levels of agreement to make progress toward a worldwide system engineered
and implemented on a cooperative basis to serve the needs of all. While
contrary forces are recognized, it is assumed, because of the great advan-
tages to all, that it will be possible to continue such a form of international
cooperation in telecommunications.

3.6 Projections of Communications Requirements

The demand for communications varies over an extremely wide range
in different parts of the world. This fact produces very marked differences
in the economics of transmission facilities. For example, in areas where
needs can be filled by routes of approximately 50 voice circuits the annual
costs per terrestrial circuit are around $20. 00 per mile. In areas where the
traffic is adequate to justify routes having 20, 000 to 30, 000 voice circuits,
the annual costs drop to around 40 cents per circuit mile. Ratios such as
this for the competing terrestrial facilities produce a situation in which
satellite facilities are justified at widely different costs in various parts of
the world. Clearly they are most attractive in the areas where demand is
not highly developed. These areas include the developing nations particu-
larly, and apply to the long haul needs most favorably. In areas, such as the
United States, which have highly developed and still rapidly growing require-
ments, the cost competition encountered is such that the satellite system
design needs to be changed to achieve break-even at much heavier traffic
volumes but at not too great distances, and its routes must be selected with
gr 3at care.

The most comprehensive worldwide traffic studies and forecasts have
been made by the Regional and World Conferences of the ITU Plan Committee.
Their forecasts, however, generally have not attempted to separate satellite
and terrestrial traffic and have been constrained to an unknown extent by the
forecasters' knowledge of terrestrial circuit economics and practices. World
forecasts for the INTELSAT system are prepar. 1 from data supplied by its
members and these data are processed and updated periodically by COMSAT.
These data are available by routes in "units of utilization" (a "standard"
station's voice circuit, to and from the satellite. A circuit between such
stations represents a utilization unit from each). In effect, this practice
assumes preassigned multiple access, showing zero traffic for most possible
routes that raight be demanded infrequently. A summary condensation of
this COMSAT data, with the addition of AT&T estimation of U. S. domestic
satellite traffic, is given in Table 9. 3. 4.
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TABLE 9. 3. 4

END-OF-YEAR FORECAST IN UNITS OF UTILIZATION

Path 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

N. America - Europe 560 924 1,214 1,496 1,820 2,078 2,336 2,608 2,880 3, 26E
N. America - Middle East 4 30 38 64 72 82 90 102 108 12(
N. America - Africa --- 4 26 50 66 154 174 194 226 248
N. America - Puerto Rico --- 222 324 388 456 534 642 770 904 1,04C
N. America - L. America --- 174 346 402 452 506 558 616 668 764
Europe - Middle East --- --- 74 232 270 312 340 386 426 49E
Europe - Africa --- 22 108 124 176 320 358 388 424 46C
Europe - L. America 8 162 256 330 348 396 420 482 510 58E
L. America - L. America --- 16 78 112 136 158 190 222 240 27C
Africa - Africa --- --- 12 30 130 172 192 216 240 26C
Europe - Europe --- --- 92 102 106 116 124 130 138 16C
Dthl't Minor Paths --- --- 4 8 26 30 34 38 40 44

572 1,554 2,572 4,058 4,858 6,152 6,152 6,804 7,724Total Atlantic 3,338
Total Pacific 506 7.4 926 1,240 1,442 1,620 1,822 2,004 2,212 2,502
Total Indian --- 86 308 616 836 1,016 1,202 I t 396 1,568 1, 95C
KASA - Atlantic* 291 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245
NASA - Pacific' 157 157 157 157 157 157 157 157 157 157
Total World 1,526 2,796 4,208 5,596 6,738 7,896 8,884 9,954 10,986 12,57E
Average World 1,120 2,161 3,538 4,902 6,167 7,317 8,390 9,419 10,470 11,782
U.S. Domestic 12,800 38,400 38,400 78,400 87,600 101,200 160,000 182,40C

*Reflects maximum utilization requirement and includes five units for order wires.

The validity of the i..,vrnational forecasts is seriously questionable for
more than a few years in the future, but they are the best we can obtain at
present. The data include only those requirements that the concerned ad-
ministrations anticipate as calling for satellite service. For the most part,
it should be anticipated that the figures are too low rather than too high.

The data contained in Table 9. 3.4 suggest that illustrative considera-
tion be given to two rather distinct systems, an INTELSAT-type global sys-
tem having only international routes and a North American regional system.
The Panel recognized, however, that there might be other regional or do-
mestic systems elsewhere and that these might either be independent or a
part of the INTELSAT system. Also, it appears probable that there will
be separate Canadian and U. S. systems, possibly also a Mexican system,
rather than the North American system which the Panel chose to study.

3. 6. 1 Global-International Aspects

For the Period of the forecast in Table 9. 3. 4 and according to its
data, a 3-satellite (Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean) system appears
adequate, with the satellites us; ng earth-covering beams and the 4-GHz and
6-GHz bands. However, an advanced satellite such as 1NTELSAT-IV will be
needed for the Atlantic region at an early date. An area-covering system
seems essential, because it is not feasible to forecast where additional earth
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stations will be built. There might, however, be high-gain beams toward
western Europe and the northeast coast of North America to aid in carrying
the heaviest traffic. Frequencies above 12 GHz appear undesirable because
of the low-angle paths.

It was recognized that the traffic estimates are very uncertain, with
a possibility of very rapid growth due to the stimulation of better service.
Rate of growth can turn out to be influenced in a major way by the provision
of new features such as demand-access. Also, other satellite locations
may become desirable, even within the time period of the forecast. For
example, a Pacific satellite could be located somewhat farther east and pro-
vide a direct route from western South America to Japan. This route then
could be extended throughout the Orient via terrestrial facilities and it is
to be hoped that the construction of such facilities would enable the rest of
South America to communicate with the Orient via this satellite.

3. 6. 2 North America

For the most part, North America is characterized by well-devel-
oped terrestrial facilities, large geographical extent leading to long circuit
requirements for internal needs, comparatively very heavy traffic demands,
a high rate of growth in demand, and relatively cheap competing transmission
facilities due to large route cross sections. Conservative forecasts of poten-
tial demand for satellite circuits for internal rse in this area indicate that
the equivalent of over two million voice charne ,s may be needed before the
year 2000, a not unreasonable period to consider when planning the introduc-
tion of new technologies. Rough calculations indicate considerable doabt
that it would be feasible to provide these quantities with multibeamed satel-
lites using only the allocated 500 MHz of bandwidth; the order of magnitude
actually required might be up to four or five satellites with multiple beams,
each beam using 3 to 4 GHz of bandwidth.

A look ahead at technological development of terrestrial facilities
such as millimeter wave guides or laser beams in a pipe indicates the pos-
sibility that the economic competitiveness of satellite facilities could be

'	 severely handicapped unless the wider frequency bands are available to
permit the economics-of-scale factors to operate.

With '.hese requirements for internal service, no significant econom-
ic handicap is imposed by the use of separate earth terminals for internal and
intercontinental traffic. Hence the rest-of-the-world satellites can be used
for intercontinental purposes but these are not in the correct positions to
be visible from both coasts simultaneously as is required for internal traffic.

Because of the high development of investment in terrestrial micro-
wave systems in this area and the extent of their use, the interference prob-
lems due to sharing the frequency band with satellites are much more serious
than elsewhere in the world. It appears likely that the millimeter bands af-
ford the only possibility for obtaining nonshared allocations. Hence the inter-
ference problem presents another reason for considering the use of higher
frequencies.

3.7 Postulated Commercial Communications-Satellite System

In order to provide a basis for recommendations regarding NASA's pro-
gram, it is desirable to postulate a reasonable system adequate to serve the
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entire area of the world and at least be plausible in the real world of con-
fli sting interests of many types other than purely economic and technical.
Hence the postulated system does not in any way constitute a forecast nor
does it describe a system that will be adopted or evolve. In the technical
and economic sense, it seems that this would provide a reasonably optimized
system. Whether this is true or not may be determined by the outcome of the
further studies that are recommended. No attempt has been made to de-
scribe the system in all details. Rather the intent has been to specify major
characteristics to show the need for the studies recommended.

The following paragraphs contain this description of the postulated
global and regional systems.

3. 7.1	 Need for Subsystem Design Coordination

The two subsystems to be considered will show the need for good
design coordination and of correlation of their use of frequencies and the
orbit.

Because of the provisions of the Space Treaty, the fact that area-
covering antenna beams from satellites may not be accurately confined within
the borders of a single nation, and other factors, it is mutually advantageous
to all nations if the frequency spectrum involved and the geostat:unary orbital
spaces used be considered as international resources. A degree of door-

=	 dination of frequencies already exists through the mechanisms of ;:he ITU.
However, the function corresponding to that performed by the FCC within the
United States for domestic commercial use of the spectrum is not fully
provided for on any international basis at present. The International Fre-
quency Registration Board, an ITU organization, does little more regarding
these frequencies than its name implies. It registers station license infor-
mation (frequencies, locations, calls, etc.) and informs applicants of all
prior registrations for frequencies that they wish to use, but it does not

-	 attempt to evaluate the engineering and other considerations underlying the
license. The FCC function involves the assignment of particular frequencies
to particular users and the regulation of the power and radiavion patterns
used by the individual assignees. Moreover, there is no mechanism, except
within INTELSAT, for administration of the geostationary orbital space slots.
International competition for particular slots could easily develop into major
proportions in some particular sectors where demand is high as it is in the
overlapping arc of visibility of the United States and Canada.

Hence it is necessary that the two subsystems--global-international
+	 and North American--postulated below be engineered and designed in certain

respects as if they constitute a global system. Some agency should perform
this function, either INTELSAT or some new and stronger ITU agency. As a
practical matter, however, the orbit coordination problems between the
global and North American subsystems would seem minor, since the global
satellites would be well removed.

3. 7. ?,	 Global-International Subsystem

1. This subsystem would consist of a minimum of three satellites
using the presently allocated 4-GHz and 6-GHz frequency bands.

2. Service areas can be described as the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Indian Ocean areas.
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3. Initially, the antennas would provide for full coverage of the
visible earth area with such gain as is compatible. Each satellite would
utilize the full 500 MHz of the spectrum. As growth produces a demand
greater than the capacity of a single 500-MHz beam in any one of the areas,
the satellite involved would be replaced with a multiple-beam design or an
additional satellite would be added depending upon the mix of demand that is
encountered. Capabilities for demand assignment of part of the voice cir-
cuits would be provided, with the exact method and form of modulation sub-
ject to determination after further study. Preassigned circuits would be
used for the heavier-traffic earth-station pairs, probably those requiring
at least 12-channel group capacity.

4. Recognizing the much greater investment in earth stations than
in satellites, especially for the stations serving the Atlantic satellites, it would
seem economically attractive to shift this cost-burden somewhat, using satel-
lites of higher power and better receiving sensitivity so as to lessen the cost
of additional earth stations, or _o gain other economies. Further system
cost analyses are needed to guide such a decision.

3. 7. 3	 North American Subsystem

This description of the North American subsystem is given on the
assumption that no attempt will be made to go ahead with a fully operational
subsystem confined to the 4-GHz and 6-GHz bands, for reasons previously
discussed. This assumption presupposes the practicability of developing
the technology for use of bands above 11 GHz and a worldwide agreement to
allocate adequate bandwidths in that region for commercial satellite use.
The state of the present technology makes such an assumption reasonable
although not certain. The forego.ng does not preclude the possibility of
some sort of pilot system in the 4-GHz and 6-GHz bands in this area for pur-
poses of operational trials and experience. In fact, the consensus is that
such action is probably desirable on a temporary basis. Moreover, service
at these lower bands seems desirable for lighter routes, where demand-
assigned service would be desired, and especially where long, low-angle
paths t'-rough rain-clouds might make use of the higher-frequency bands un-
desirable. These higher bands generally would be used to serve the heavy
traffic nodes of the continental U.S. and southern Canada.

The North American subsystem can be characteriz.--d as follows:

1. Multiple satellites, each with multiple beams, located in geo-
stationary orbit for visibility from all or most of North America.

2. The system wculd provide service for all general telephone,
record, and data purposes plus point-to-point TV and, unless a different and
more extensive form of satellite broadcasting develops, networking services
for commercial broadcasting and such networking of ETV and ITV as i:, de-
termined desirable by further developi?zents. If TV networking is served by
the subsystem, it seems probable that the 4-GHz band would be used for the
down link in order to obtain the needed area coverage.

3. Multiple, narrow-beam antennas ,.vith coverage approaching the
minimum area to provide diversity needed to handle rain attenuation, etc.
Frequencies are in the bands above 11 GHz except as specifically noted for
these beams.
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4. This narrow-beam service to heavy-traffic nodes would be via
preassigned circuits, probably on a full transponder basis, between most
pairs of earth terminals, with the transponder capacity matching an integral
number of master groups in the terrestrial systems, as well as matching
TV needs. Some switching flexibility or beam-steering capability in the
satellite would permit changing assignments.

5. Spec".al provisions should be made for service to northern
Canada, Alaska, Mexico and the Caribbean Islands, where lighter traffic
and other problems would be apparent. Here, studies might show a need for
demand-assigned circuits.

6. Earth stations should all have equally good angular discrimina-
tion ability, because of the use of equally spaced satellites.

3.8 Recommended Projects

In the global-international subsystem, an important problem is reducing
costs for the many small users among the developing nations. Whatever
can be done in this direction probably would assist also in cutting costs for
small-user terminals within the heavier-traffic areas. It is not sufficient,
howevt-r, to consider cheaper earth stations alone, especially if the less
efficient use of the satellite by such stations leads to much higher space-
segment costs (see Appendix C) or to the use of excessive segments of the
orbi t . A better objective would be the reduction of the annual cost per cir-
cuit, between stations having reasonably large numbers of circuits (say 24
or more). It is this cost per circuit which determines the terrestrial break-
even, some short distance relative to light routes or longer for heavier routes.

3. 8. 1	 System Studies and Developments

Numerous system studies and related developments should be con-
ducted, toward improving this form of satellite communication and making it
more useful, especially to the developing nations. The most significant items
are as follows:

1. Study of the probable change in the space-segment rate, S, ($ per
unit of utilization by standard stations) as the satellite power is increased..
This should assume FDM-FM, with the deviation ratio being reduced (a)
to unity, (b) to not less than D = 3, or other compromise value. Note that
earth coverage should be maintained. If the satellite EIRP were increased

	

I
	 by narrowing the earthward beam, this would correspondingly reduc earth-

	

s	 coverage and hence limit the us .ulness of the utilization unit.
2. For a small (30-ft, 200 0K) station, determine how the penalty

factor, relative to the standard station, would change under the above con-
ditions of increasing the satellite power, especially after the standard station
reaches D = 3.

3. Make overall system optimization studies, directed broadly to-
ward lowering the cost of satellite circuits and thus improving their break-
even. This should account for heavier traffic over shorter routes, increased
numbers of stations closer together, optimum balance between satellite costs
and total earth station costs, etc.
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4. Conduct demonstrations and initiate service trials of demand-
assigned multiple access; the form of service which permits a station to ob-
tain use of a direct circuit to any other station when needed, call-by-call
rather than by the year. Demand assignment also improves circuit utiliza-
tion efficiency by pooling many more circuits, from which any idle circuit
may be temporarily assigned. A remaining uncertain factor is the deter-
mination of the best of many possible methods, determination of its equip-
ment costs and, hence, determination of the minimum number of circuits
per route for which preassigned circuits would break even. See Appendix B
on Multiple Access.

5. Investigation of the best methods of using a single earth-station
antenna with multiple beams allowing access to a second satellite, which
may be a useful economy. The second satellite might be required relatively
early in some situations—for example, where a decision has been made to
use a large amount of capacity for TV distribution.

6. It would be worth investigating the desirability and possible dif-
ficulties of utilizing more than three satellites for the global service. On
one hand, providing additional satellites would increase the overlap areas
in which stations would have direct access to more of the earth by being able
to use eastward and westward satellites. At present, none of South America
and not even Mexico can see a westward satellite. On the other hand, pro-
posed uses of a second Atlantic satellite would tend to divide the Atlantic .
Basin into two smaller regional systems and thus prevent direct communica-
tion between many of its stations.

7. Studies of the possibilities of lower-cost earth terminals, re-
.aining the use of high-discrimination anten n as. Several possibilities seem
to offer some promise. One would be the use of fixed ("hole in the ground")
spherical reflectors, with movable feeds for beam-steering. This approach
is also a possibility for multiple beams. See Appendix E on Point-to-Point
Communication Antennas.

8. Improved understanding of frequency-sharing, with more em-
phasis on techniques for avoiding interference with terrestrial microwave
relay systems even when earth stations are to be located close to metro-
politan areas. This interference coordination also would seem easier if
more of the transmission burden. were shifted to the satellite, so that earth
stations would be less powerful and less sensitive, while keeping their an-
tenna beamwidths narrow.

3. 8. 2	 Special Requirements for a North American Subsystem

+	 The requirements for a North American subsystem appear more
t	 difficult, especially in its heavy-traffic aspects, and if it is forced into a

youthful marriage with TV program distribution. The problems of such a
system also would depend upon whether it would need to combine light-
traffic coverage of remote areas with the (eventually) very heavy traffic of
the continental United States and southern Canada. In the latter case, the
use of broader bands at :requencies above 11 GHz should be thoroughly con-
sidered. Thus, further investigation in the following areas seems needed:

1. P ny extensive and long-lasting use of the 4 -GHz and 6 -GHz bands
for the heavy domestic traffic would seem to require a - pore constructive ap-
proach to the problems of frequency-sharing (as discussed in item 8 of Section
3. 8. 1) plus careful consideration of orbit utilization. See Appendix D.
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above 11 GNz are to be used it should
bands are also tc, be shared or not.
different and possibly more difficult,

re located at heavy-traffic nodes.
ropagation, scattering, and absorption
frequencies above 11 GHz. See Ap-

2. If, however, frequencies
be decided quickly whether such new
Sharing problems would he somewhat
for example, if earth-station pairs a

3. Improved knowledge of p:
phenomena seems needed, for use of
pendix G.

4. Spectrum reutilization, via multiple earthward beams, adequately
separated, seems most feasible at frequencies above 11 GHz, partly because
of spacecraft antenna problems at lower frequencies. The antenna tech-
nology for the formation, placement, control, and utilization of multiple
beams seems inadequate and in need of prompt and strong effort.

5. The use of intersatellite relaying between the satellites of a
heavy-traffic cluster should be investigated, both technically and from an
economic aspect. The apparent alternative would be larger numbers of
multibeam earth stations.

A third class of subsystems also should be considered more thor-
oughly, regional or national systems for less developed areas. A main con-
cern with such system proposals should be with their confinement of coverage
area and consequent curtailment of the distance-leverage. A related matter
is that of retaining accessibility to intercontinental satellite systems and to
the stations of other domestic systems, without multihop constraints.
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4.0 POINT-TO-POINT ASPECTS OF OTHER SPACE PROGRAMS

4, t Introduction

The main emphasis of this study is upon the more classical problems of
communication between two or more earth terminals for voice, data, and
television needs. This section briefly discusses some other types of point-
to-point links and missions in support of development for point-to-point needs
that do not fit the pattern of the more classical traffic. In particular, point-
to-point in space (space-to-space lin:s), passive reflector techniques, and
the possibilities connected with manned orbital programs are the subjects of
this section.

In general, the panel considered that NASA has a primary interest and
a unique and well-demonstrated competence in providing the communication
to and from its spacecraft and that it has a motivating interest in developing
communication between spacecraft. Consequently, the topics in this section
received less stuc^the panel and they appear here mainly for reference
and for completeness. Nevertheless, some elements of these topics demand
further study and coordination with other efforts. Recommendations con-
cerning them should be considered in this light.

4.2 Space-to-Space Links

4. 2. 1	 Low Earth-Orbiting Satellites

Every space vehicle depends upon a communication link to return
data to Cie earth and to receive commands from earth. To date, this link
has been established directly between the spacecraft and some appropriate
earth terminal, and the distribution of signals to and from that earth terminal
has been by various terrestrial means, with few exceptions. NASA has
leased circuits from COMSAT to relay Apollo communications from s -
and shore-based terminals back to Houston. However, these circuits are
alternates to HF radio or cable and in no way replace a space-to-space
link from an orbiting Apollo capsule direct to a COMSAT satellite. The
support given to the Apollo capsule comes from the links provided by NASA
between the capsule and three ships or, alternatively, stations on Ascension
Island, Canary Island, and Australia. Thus the actual contact with the as-
tronauts depends on special tracking and communications sites maintained
around the world by NASA. The same is true of other earth-orbiting satel-
lites such as the TIROS or ESSA weather satellites and other experimental
satellites. The number of stations is kept to a minimum in the latter case
::y storing information in these satellites and transmitting only when in view
of an earth terminal.

The need for continuaus communications with manned orbital opera-
tions is not currently satisfied over some areas of the earth, especially the
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ocean areaLj, and the provision of enough tracking ships to do so would rep-
resent a sizable investment. The future advent of high-resolution sensors
for earth- resources- satellite applications may dictate the need for continuous
read-out transmission in order to keep pace with the large amounts of data
generated. NASA has begun the study of providing continuous contact with
spacecraft in low earth orbit by using a synchronous satellite as a relay.
The expected benefits will be the cost savings in the operation of sites around
the world and the achievements of full-time coverage.

Results of work to date indicate the technical feasibility of establish-
ing a satellite relay system using three satellites in geostationary orbit to
provide continuous coverage for low-altitude earth-orbiting target satel-
lites.	 So far, analyses have been confined to a specific set of requirement
parameters; further study of probable system requirements is necessary be-
fore defining an actual system.

A highly desirable emerging technology is that of the phased-array
antenna. Such an antenna consists of several hundred small transponders,
each connected directly to its own antenna element. The phase of each trans-
ponder is controlled in such a manner that all signals add in an interference
pattern to produce a beam in the desired direction. This has the advantage
that several concentrated beams can be formed simultaneously by the geo-
stationary relay sa,.Alite, each b,tm directed toward a specific low-alLitude
satellite. I a particular technique of transponder phasing, known as the
retrodirective principle, is used; these beams will automatically follow the
individual satellites. Changes in the attitude of the geostationary satellite
are likewise automatically corrected in this approach.

The phased array has certain desirable features of redundancy and
reliability. Since there are several hundred transponders, the failure of a
few does not impair the overall operation significantly.

Appendix I contains some of the considerations that size the syn-
chronous relay an(! determine the number of relays required. An early
system using present component technology could be deployed, using launch
vehicles based on an. Atlas-Centaur for a minimum capability or the Titan-
III-C series for greater capability. The transmissions assumed would provide
a television (real-time) capability from a manned vehicle or a voice channel
in an emergency mode if the manned craft should lose its attitude control
for any reason. Other satellite needs for data transfer were not studied, and
further study of system requirements is still required.

The frequency band preferred for this application (see Appendix I)
was the S-Band region presently being used for satellite-data links. Rec-
ommendations dealing with further development efforts are included in
Section 4. 5.

4. 2. 2	 Synchr onous-to-Synchr ono • is Relay

Two distinct applications are visua' =	or which a synchronous-
to-synchronous relay in space might be des 	 ble. They differ primarily in
the distance likely to be chosen between the satellites and the type of traffic.

The first application is the ultimate commercial use of such a. link
simply to provide connections among the various users of two separate sat-
ellites. Because of the time-delay problem inherent in the use of geostation-
ary sate'lites for commercial telephony, the additional delay between two
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satellites on a space-to-space link should b^ kept to a minimum. Bence the
satellite spacing is kept to a minimum.

In the second application, other types of data including control sig-
nals for satellites in a System would be transferred and the distances could
become quite large. For instance, in the system discussed above in Section
4. 2. 1, the three geostationary satellites must be controlled and their data
brought back to a control point in the United States. Two of these satellites
could be visible from a single site in this country; the third would require an
overseas site. A space-to-space 1`. ^r to this third satellite would save the
cost of installing, operating, and miintainir_; such a site. The cost trade-off
in the commercial application would involve quite different considerations
than thou e relating to one single site, such as achieving the interconnections
by terrestrial means. Further s <,udy of t'. - merits of such space-to-space
relays is required.

There are, however, certain corzmon features in. the two applica-
tions. As Shown in Appendix 1, there is a need for tracking antennas on
either :;nd of the synchronous-to-s ynchronous link. Generally speaking, 3ith
a tracking antenna at either end, the system will optimize at a higher antenna
gain, which implies higher frequency. Propagation limitations are removed
since these links do not intersect the atmosphere. Therefore, the use of
millimeter waves is indicr<ed. While frequencies near 60 GHz have the
advantage that the atmosphere is relatively opaque and int-rference from
earth is minimal, their use as discussed in Appendix I is illust rative and
further study is recommended to arrive at a final choice.

Economic benefits are probabl y substantial savings in the cost of
alternative earth-terminal : :es for terrestrial distribution. Therefore
further detailed study is recommended. feasibility of achieving such links
is based on the projected use o,' precision antenna mounts in space such as
the LEM (lunar excursion module) rendezvous radar for Apollo, and the gen-
eral status of component development in the millimeter-wave portion of the
spectrum.

4. 2. 3	 Lunar Communications

A considerable history exists on actual communications with various
lunar mission spacecraft related to the Ranger, Surveyor, and Orbiter pro-
grams. Furthermore, an exhaustive study has been made of all phases of
the Apollo program communications needs in the lunar environment as a part
of the Apollo study.

.,^

	

	 With this background of history of experience and committed plans,
one can quickly isolate what seems to be the sole remc.ining area fo: new
development, communication with operations behind the moon. The urgency
of any such development should be directly .related to plans, if any, for op-
erations behind the moon.

In Appendix I, the question of providing a communications link to
the back of the moon is considered and two general approaches are suggested.
One consists of a relay satellite i.n a quasi-stable orbit around the libration
point behind the moon. The, second system concept is based on three
equally spaced relay satellites in lunar orbit at such an altitude that one is
always visible at the lunar surface points of interest. Intersatellite space-
to-space links provide connections to earth terminals at all times.
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The first system requires long-term propulsion for orbit mainte-
nance. High specific-impulse electrical propulsion systems appear useful
for this purpose. Thus this application should be included in planning the
development of such propulsion systems.

Similarly, the second system features space-to-space links, and
that application or requirement should be included in the general rationale
for developing such relay links.

A study to compare the relative merits of these two relay systems
would be worthwhile, and no specific development other than such a study
is recommended at this time. Should behind-the-moon missions be under-
taken, the specifics of the communications-relay system should be im-
mediately included as part of such mission planning. Meanwhile, lunar
communications, to tYa limited extent considered, merely support the gen-
eral rationale for certain technique developments.

4.2.4 beep-Space Communications

Communication with deep space probes such as the Mariners or
P 4 oneers has developed historically along certain lines using microwave tech-
niques for the most part. There seems little reason to belaevc that these
will not satisfy future requirements. The three sites of the 1, ep-space
net on the earth seem to be the best means of maintaining links to such
probes. While future requirements for wider bandwidths of data over longer
distances will press developments severely--especially the equipment on the
probes--there seems to be no a priori reason to separate such development
from the general context of the using programs.

The question of using lasers for such links is often debated, but
Appendix I concludes that there is :io obvious merit to laser developments
for this specific purpose.

Alternatively, it appears that the incorporation of deep-space links
as a part of an earth-orbiting relay sysiem may find some .merit. Thus,
such links do provide a collateral support for the rationale of recommending
Further study of earth-orbiting relay systems and development of space-to-
space relay links at millimeter wavelength. Further effort in these areas
should address the re q uirements of such deep-space links among all the
other requirements included from other applications.

4. 2. 5	 Relation to Data Collection and Air Traffic Contro:

The Earth-orbiting data relay satellite system as visualized would
maintain link coni_ections between a site in the continental United States and
most of the earth's surface. The satellites would be designed to work simul-
taneously with several different data sources. The retrodirective phased-
array techniques previously d;,scribed provide the full receiving capability
of the relay satellite to a given data source independentl y of its concurrent
preoccupation_ with other sources and links. Such a syst:;m has a significant
capability, therefore, of addressing the many data-sensing packages en-
visioned for certain applications in hydrology, meteorology, and oceanog-
raphy. A cursory examination of the hydrology section of this study
(Panel 3) indicates that the total data-collection needs for hydrology appli-
cation could be included within the scope of the system considered for sat-
ellite-to-satellite earth-orbiting relay systems.
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An air traffic control system requires extension of communication
links to aircraft in flight over ocean areas by use of geostationary satellites.
Further consideration of integrating this requirement into the earth-orbiting
data relay system is advisable, at least apparently. This becomes especially
true for the time periods when, if at all, aircraft will move to frequencies
near 1. 5 GHz for such communicatio: s. The benefits of such integration of
the total system requirements alone command further analysis.

Even if such requirements fail to coalesce in a final system, there
is strong basis for suspecting that the development of retrod:rective array
antennas for geostationary satellites at appropriate frequencies will satisfy a
broad range of requirements. Thus, basic development of principles and
components may be of ultimate interest for many uses. The need to make an
early determination of the usefulness of such developments leads to the rec-
ommendation that such broad requirements be included in a study of total
earth-orbiting relay-system requirements at an early date.

4.3 Consideration of Manned Space Platforms

Because of the possibility of putting manned, resupplied space platforms
into both medium-altitude and geostationary orbits, serious consideration
was given to possible uses of such a platform for point-to-point communica-
tions.

However, there do not appear to be any attractive applications of such
a facility to operational communications systems. It is unlikely that
platform placed so as to be useful for a multiplicity of purposes would be in
the correct, limited position needed for commercial operational systems.
The only useful function that man could perform in such systems would be for
adjustment and maintenance. The cost of sending men up for that purpose is
likely to be greater than the cost of replacing the satellite, however.

For collection of data and carrying out trials and experiments, the
presence of men on the space platform could be very helpful. One specific
example is collection of data on the interference from terrestrial microwave
transmitters to satellite receivers. While this work could be done with or
without men, it might be facilitated and expedited by men on the scene.

Such a manned capability might also be helpful i. collecting data on the
utilization of each portion of the frequency spectrum in various places on
earth. Both the FCC and the Director of Telecommunications Management
have a need for such data in connection with their problems of administering
the spectrum. However, the needed data are rather fine-grained and pos-
sibly cannot I-e gathered from any satellite orbit. A relatively inexpensive
study of the possibilities of this application would be desirable.

One observation pertaining to classical point-to-point communications
and relative to manned operations is of interest. The Communications
satellite Act of 1962 specifies that the United States government will supply
launch services, when requested, on a reimbarsible basis. As manned
flights to geostationary orbit become operational, they may provide an ef-
fective means of providing such launch services.

To the extent that large passive reflectors have an operational com-
munications value, they may also be deployed by manned flight operations.
Manned flights may also be an effective means of deploying certain experi-
mental communications satellites or subsystems whenever the complication
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of such devices merits the attention of a man and success in a single mission
is economically dictated. Conversely, the deployment of an earth-orbiting
data-relay satellite system may provide continuous communications support
for manned operations. Further study is required as the basis of evaluation
of any of these possibilities.

4.4 Passive Communication Satellites

Early in the development of satellite communication there was consid-
erable interest in passive satellites, such as the Echo spherical reflectors.
The advantages often claimed for these passive satellites include: long life,
lack of frequency dependence, response linearity, simple multiple access,
etc. However, in drawing comparisons with active satellites, ones em-
ploying amplifying transponders, the disadvantages overwhelmingly outweigh
the advantages. In essence, the active satellites provide quite large elec-
tronic amplification, in addition to the considerable gain attainable from
both receiving and transmitting antennas, whereas the passive satellite
provides only its reflection gain. Consequently, the passive satellite's lower
gain must be offset by more powerful earth transmitters, use of fewer voice
channels (typically one), and by the use of lower orbits.

Larger and more effective reflectors have been proposed akid, in prin-
ciple, it would be possible to achieve quite high reflection gains, to some
relatively small area of the earth, for example, by using an accurately
oriented reflecting plane. Nonetheless, the active amplification would be
lacking.

4. 5 Conclusions and Recommendations

With the disclaimer that, because of the limitations of time and the
priority of other more central topics, the topics of this section have received
inadequate consideration by the Panel, the following recommendations are
offered:

A detailed study of the total requirement p of earth-orbiting satellite
relay systems should be undertaken as soon as possible. The earliest re-
quirement, and therefore the pacing one, appears to be the low-altitude sat-
ellite to geostationary satellite-to-earth relay for data cost ected by such
satellites and for command, control, and orbit determination of such sate'.-
lites. This application appears essential to large-scale surveying of earth
resources from satellites in near-earth orbits and clearly desirable for
better communications support of manned missions in such orbits. The
techniques for such applications should be the subject of an experiment in
the ATS-F and G program.

insofar as point-to-point communications is concerned, a quite
different application of intersatellite relaying is foreseeable; that is,
its use between the satellites of a domestic or regional cluster. Such
relay links would generally be shorter and more stable, but their use
could become complex by virtue of their numbers. The alternative to this
application would be to require that each station receive channels from all
satellites of its cluster, so the choice would appear to depend on the numbers
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of earth stations and satellites and on the results of extensive tradeoff
studies.

Many additional applications are foreseeable in connection with future
space-research programs. For example, a gefistationary satellite as a
terminal in space would permit communication with deep-space or other
missions, at f requencies that might be absorbed by the atmosphere. Sim-
ilarly, relaying may be needed for missions to the far side of the moon.

In connection with the obvious antenna-tracking problems in such relay
appiications, the applicability of retrodirective phased array antennas merits
serious investigation and tests.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL
COMMUNICATIONS

Samuel G. Lutz
W. W. Neikirk

A. 1 Economic Benefits

It would be extremely difficult, and of questionable significance, to at-
tempt to calculate the economic benefits which the world can derive from
point-to-point applications of satellite communication. On the other hand,
it probably is simpler to understand how to achieve and measure such bene-
fits in specific cases than for other app ications of space technology, as will
be seen. Specifically, it will be shown in this appendix that there are rela-
tively simple relations which determine when satellite or terrestrial com-
munications should be less costly between any two points and when these
costs should break even. For the next few years at least, it appears that
heavy routes (100 or more circuits) will break even at a few thousand miles
whereas this may occur at only a few hundred miles fcr routes which need
12 or fewer circuits. The economic benefits will depend on the extent to
which satellite communication is used in excess of its break-even relations
and on the extent to which this economic advantage stimulates additional traf-
fic. It seems of greater importance to observe that the improvement of point-
to-point satellite communication systems can be measured by the improve-
ment of these break-even relations. Thus a better satellite system or better
use of a given system should break even at shorter distances, for a given
number of circuits per route, or should break even for heavier routes at a
giver. distance.

This appendix is intended to support, explain, and expand upon the Gen-
eral System Principles of Section 3. 4. As was explained in that section, the
analysis can be applied to a domestic, regional, or global system. The as-
sumption of an INTELSAT-type system means only that the earth stations
obtain (and pay for) their satellite service from some satellite operating
agency; perhaps a national or regional equivalent of INTELSAT. One recog-
nizes that a national postal telephone telegraph (P. T. T. ) administration or
operating company may own and operate the satellite(s) and all earth stations,
and that its routing decisions may be influenced by its existing terrestrial
network and traffic patterns (as treated in Appendix H) but it could allocate
its satellite and other space segment costs among its earth stations ac-
cording to units of utilization, a la INTELSAT.

The fcllowing analysis will be in terms of annual costs for new or addi-
tional facilities; not in terms of marginal costs. Thus, the terrestrial system
costs will be taken as explained in Section 3. 4, without considering the pos-
sible availability of idle or extra circuits between the points in question.
Similarly, we neglect the possibility of the earth terminals being equipped
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for more circuits than they are using and we assume instead that each car-
ries its share of the costs.

Ths numerical values of the cost factors to be introduced are uncertain,
time-varying and often controversial but the meaning of the various factors
seems most important and clear. Numbers will be assigned to these factors
only for illustrative purposes and readers are invited to change these to
whatever numbers they prefer. The method is more important than the
numbers!

A. 2 Satellite Circuit Annual Costs

We will assume that earth terminals (or their operating agencies) are
charged for satellite use in terms of units of utilization of the space segment,
S, and a multiplying penalty factor, P, the latter being unity for standard
terminals as defined by INTELSAT. This penalty rationale is that a sub-
standard station will use a fraction of the satellite's capability per channel
that could have provided P channels for a standard station.

Note carefully that S is a rate set by the satellite operator and becomes
a cost to the users—the earth terminal operators. For simplicity, we as-
sume that there are no compensatory assessments or dividends to the earth
station operators who participate in owning and operating the satellite (i. e. ,
nations that are members of INTELSAT). The important simplification thus
introduced is that all economics (and mistakes!) that are made relative to
the satellites and their operation appear only in the changing values assigned
to S. If a bigger and better satellite is pTaec1 in orbit, and when its greater
channel capacity is used adequately, its per unit cost to its operator may be
greatly reduced, thus justifying some (generally Iesser) reduction in his
rate, S. For example, the space segment rate that was first established for
Early Bird was $32, 000 per unit of utilization. This soon was reduced to the
present (INTELSAT-II) rate of $20, 000 and there are prospects of a sub-
stantial further reduction, perhaps with INTELSAT-III.

It is clear that high-capacity earth stations will cost more than those
equipped for few channels and that, consequently, there will be a functional
relation between a station's annual cost, C., and the ni .mber of circuits, N,
for which it is equipped. This relation can be approximated by the first two
terms of a power series:

To + T 1 N + . . .

Here, To is the no-circuit station cost coefficient and depends on the
antenna, buildings, cryogenics, etc. T l is the per-circuit station cost co-
efficient and depends on the modems, etc. Thus, these two terms should be
sufficient.

Additionally, if this station uses N satellite circuits with a penalty factor,
P, this brings its cost per circuit year to

N + T 1 + PS

For N circuits between two identical stations, Fig. 9. A. 1, each has the above
share and the total cost per circuit year to twice the above amount.



Introducing multiple access, we consider a route of NAB circuits be-
tween stations A and B which have equal penalty factors and have N A and NB
circuits respectively. Adding this route may enta :J additional equipment at
each station, such as that needed to separate and demodulate this station's
carrier. To allow for this we introduce an annual route cost coefficient,
T r , which each station distributes over the routes NAB circuits and which
thus results in the cost per circuit year becomi!ig

T	 T	 T	 T
Cy = N° + 3 r + T 1 + PS + 0 + N r + T 1 + PS

A AB	 `B AB

(Station A)	 (Station B)

N° + No + 2 
IN  

r - + T I + PS
A	 B	 L_ AB

A. 3 Illustrative Parameter Values

It was agreed by the Panel members and economic consultants that a
typical standard (85-ft, 500K) earth station, equipped for about 100 circuits,
represents an investment of about $5, 000, 000. Assuming a 10-year life
and an 8 percent return after taxes, the level annual cost was taken as
$1, 000, 000. In addition, operating and maintenance costs were assumed to
raise this to a total of $1, 800, 000 per year. One recognizes, however, that
this annual cost cannot be entirely independent of the number of circuits for
which the station is equipped. Thus, the above annual cost contains T o plus
some typical N T I. The value T 1 = $3, 000 per year has been chosen for il-
lustrative purposes, with recognition of its uncertainty and its probable de-
pendence on the modulation and multiplexing method and whether preassigned
or demand-assigned circuits are considered. Assuming 100 circuits leads
to T o = $1, 800, 000 - 100 x $3, 000 = $1, 500, 000 per year for present standard
stations.

The value T = $10, 000 per year has been used as the route cost coef-
ficient, recognizing that this value is very uncertain and probably high. For
a lower value, however, the effect would be less evident and often negligible,
as will be seen.

Additionally, it has been assumed that S and the T o (for standard sta-
tions) will decrease with time, as follows:

T o ($ x 10 3)	 S ($ x 103)

today	 1500	 20
"soon"	 500	 5
"so. i-Atime"	 150	 0



The values of T 1 and T r have been assumed cor -it with time, and P re-
mains unity because only standard stations are being considered, thus far.
The "soon" value of T o represents the result of expected economies from
the use of slightly steerable antennas, uncooled ( or Peltier cooled) preamp-
lifiers, other similar improvements, plus " learning, " longer amortization,
etc. The "sometime" value represents a tenfold reduction, which is as much
as now seems hopeful for a large - antenna station, even if unattended and
using an earth - supported reflector, etc. The "sometime" S = 0 would be an
unrealistic lower limit, except that we still have T 1 + S = $3, 000/year, and
this can be split to one ' s preference.

The corresponding parameters for small stations, ones with smaller
antenna apertures and higher noise figures, will be treated in Appendix C.
In respect to such stations, it should be recognized that this time - decrease
in S may be accompanied by system changes and new penalty factors that
may not be so devastatingly high.

Figure 9. 1 . 1 provides a graphic interpretation of the cost per circuit
year when tw tations serve a single route of N circuits, using present
parameter v.^ues. Thus, for 60 circuits between stations of this capacity,
each circuit would cost $96, 000 per year.

If multiple access is considered and one assumes that these two stations
have other routes, to which they add this route of N AB circuits, we use the
"Per route" curve, for which N AB is the independent variable, while N re-
mains constant: N = 60 in this illustration. Thus, for N AB = 1, this single

circ - iit would need to carry both stations' additional cost for this additional
route, 2T  = $20, O00, and the above $96, 000 circuit cost would increase to
$116, 000 as shown in Figure 9. A. 2. If this were a 5-circuit route, however,
each circuit ' s share would be 2/5 x $ 10, 000 = $4, 000, thus bringing the annual
circuit cost to $100, 000, as shown. For heavier routes the effect of T r be-
comes negligible. *

The extension to routes between stations of unequal size followa from
noting that

T	 T	 2 T0	 0 _	 o
NA + NB	N

where
2N  NB

N =
NA + NB

One may note that this has been an approximate method for dealing with
the cost o f an additional route, in that it introduces an apparent discrepancy
at N = NAB, amounting to 2Tr / N at the point wher-a the two curves intersect.
However, when NAB = N = 60, this would be the only route and not an added
route. Additionally, no consideration has been given to whether the two
stations have many light routes or only one additional heavy route. The in-
troduction of a more refined treatment may well be deferred until values of
Tr are better known.
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Thus, if A has 20 circuits and B has 200, we calculate 2T 0 /N for determining
the intersection with the per-route curve as if both stations had 36. 4 stations,
but remembering not to use this per-route curve beyond NAB '= 	 = 20
circuits.

A. 3. 1	 Terrestrial Circuit Costs

Figure 9. 3. 2 showed families of comparative annual circuit cost
curves for 18 U.S. types of terrestrial facilities, carrying from 10 to
100, 010 circuits, and having a straight trend-line, to which all the curves
cling within about ±50 percent. A careful examination will , w that the
"circuit's" ordinate is not truly logarithmic, being compressed at its upper
end, presumably to straighten the trend line over this four-decade range.
This scale-distortion is relatively s'ight so that for N = 5000 circuits or less,
its slope is in close agreement with that of N O. 7 . Considering that the ab-
scissa is converted to dollars if its comparative costs are divided by five,
one obtains a cost trend expression,

380N-0 ' 7 $ per circuit mile year.

Considering, next, that terrestrial routes are indirect, with an average
length about 1. 3 times the airline distance between their ends, we arrive at
a trend cost for U. S. surface circuits of

500 D%NAB

D being the airline length in miles between points A and B.
One recognizes that this trend coefficient may be higher or lower in

other countries, depending on the local labor and equipment costs, the ter-
rain difficulty, etc. Also, whenever an actual terrestrial system of known
costs is being considered, its costs surely should be used instead of the trend
costs. With these reservations, this trend cost relation will be found useful
in studying break-even distance trends and other comparisons with satellite
circuit cost relations.

A. 4 Break-Even Relations, Graphical Solution

Equating the costs of terrestrial and satellite: circuits on the above basis,
one obtains:

500D _ T o 	 To^.,T NA + NB +
AB

T
2	 r + T + PS

NA.B	
1

A similar relation which has been used by the RAND Corp. and by
COMSAT is 300N -2/3 $per circuit mile year.
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This, of course, is easily solved for the break-even distance, D, corre-
sponding to NAB circuits, or for the number of circuits at some given dis-
tance. Nonet!ieless, a graphical solution can be more illuminating and in-
structive as readily seen.

Referring to Section 3. 4, Figure 9. 3. 3 showed the per station and per
route curves of Figure 9. A. 2 used as an overlay to the family of terrestrial
cost-trend curves, plotted from the above relation. That figure showed the
break-even to be about 3500 miles (on this trend-line basis) for a single 60-
circuit route, dropping to 1000 miles for a 10-circuit route and to about 250
miles for a single-circuit route.

Next, Figure 9. A. 3 shows a more complete story, :or a 10 to 1000 range
of circuits per station, and using the "soon" anticipated S = $5, 000/year
space-segment rate. Looking first at the "circuits per station" curve, one
sees that this lower space-segment rate would permit two 60- circuit stations
to terminate a single 1 60-circuit) route that would break even with the trend
cost of terrestrial systems of this capacity at about 2400 miles (as compared
with 3500 miles when S = $20, 000/year, Figure 9. 3. 3. Equally important,
or more so, th ,-! cost per circuit year would be reduced from $96, 000 to
$66, 000. Following the "circuits per station" curves further for these two
figures, one sees something that frequently is overlooked--a deterioration
of the break-even relation for too-heavy single routes. At the present
S = $20, 000, a single route between 200-circuit stations would break even
at 5, 000 miles, as would such a route between 1000-circuit stations when
S = $5, 000. In the latter case, however, the cost of only $19, 000 per circuit
year would become interesting. For example, a 100-circuit route between
such stations would break even at 1000 rnilts and, even with the heavy as-
sumed value of T , 10-circuit routes could be as short as 200 miles, ac-
cording to Figure 9. A. 3.

In subsequent figures, only the circuits per s`.ation curves will be shown,
since these are worst-case curves, sateliite communications being least
competitive when used for single routes between station-pairs. Th-, use of
multiple access leads one to the left of these curves, to shorter break-even
distances for lighter routes.

Next, Figure 9. A. 4 shows that the no-circuit coefficient. T o has its

most important effect when there are few circuits per station, as one would
expect. Thus, with 4-circuit stations, the 10 to 1 reduction ir. T o would
result in more than an 8 to 1 reduction in the cost per circuit, whereas for
400-circuit stations the corresponding, reduction would be only about 1. 4 to 1,
or 29 percent. Moreover, 40-circuit . s tations at today's high T o would have
the same cost per circuit as would 4-circuit stations at the "sometime" value
of T o = $150, 000.

In Figur - 9. A. 5, the no-circuit coefficient has been held cunstant at
T ` _ $500, 000, its assumed "soon" value, while the value of T 1 + PS is
lowered in steps. Note that the highest value applies to a standard (P = 1)
station at todav's S = $20, 000, with the assumed T 1 = $3, 000. Of course,
the same curve would apply with other assumptions, such as S = $5, 000, but
P = 4 (a somewhat smaller antenna), so long as T 1 + PS and T o remain
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unchanged. The straight line, T I + PS = 0, provides an absolute lower limit,
requiring that the satellite service be free and the multiplexing and other
T 1 costs be negligible. The obvious conclusion is that, for any given T o, the
reduction of T I + PS will become increasingly important and beneficial as
the station traffic capacity, N, is increased. As N --3 co, the cost per circuit
year will approach 2(T I + PS). If, however, T I + PS could be kept negligible,
costs per circuit year could be made arbitrarily low, irrespective of To.
With a higher T o, one only would need correspondingly more circuits per
station to achieve any given circuit cost.

Finally, Figure 9. A. 6 shows the time-trend which may be anticipated,
if T I + PS and T o are both lowered, as shown. For these values, there
would be similar cost-reduction ratios, almost irrespective of station size,
with a reduction in the single-route break-even minimum to less than 400
miles, a reduction ratio of nearly 10 to 1. In the latter case, this minimum
is at about 20 circuits, though very broad, The corresponding coEt, about
$25; 000 per circuit year, might create demands for many more than 20
circuits per station!

A. 5 Traffic versus Circuit Length

Thus far, no adequate statistics have been found relating traffic volume
to circuit length. It is common knowledge from personal use of the tele-
phone that local calls are by far the most frequent. As a guess, there may
be 100 local (10-mile) calls to each 100-mile (state) call, and 100 of these to
each 1000-mile (national) call, with these outweighing 10, 000-mile inter-
continental calls by at least another 100 to 1. The determination of some
more accurate distribution probably should be undertaken by the World Plan
Oommittee of the I. T. U. The impact of this argument, however, is that:

1. Reduction of break-even distances will be accompanied by corres-
ponding increases in numbers of earth stations; otherwise there would be too
few stations that were not at much greater distances from a given station.
A few more will be at lesser distances, as is true today in Western Europe,
and they would not normally communicate with each other via satellite if
terrestrial circuits were available.

2. These shorter routes will carry (or soon attract) heavier traffic.
This, together with the increasing number of stations with which any one
station will be able to communicate, will increase the average number of
circuits per station, and greatly increase the circuits to be carried by the
satellite(s).

3. With more circuits per station, means of reducing PS and T I will
assume greater importance (see Figure 9.A.5), while reduction of T o will
become less important (see Figure 9. A. 4).

4. With shorter routes attracting heavier traffic per route, there will be
an opposing or balancing force toward increasing the break-even distance
(see Figure 9. A. 3), because of the downward cost trend of the heavier sur-
face circuits. This relationship actually may be a favorable one for the
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developing nations, as will be shown. Assume that a nation installs earth
stations A and B at cities D miles apart, these cities not having previously
been linked by terrestrial circuits (other than by HF radio--sometimes).
We assume these to be multiple-access stations, each having many other
routes, totalling many more circuits than N AB . Based on prior lack of good
reliable communication, the forecast or 'nitial NAB probably would be low,
and D probably would be well beyond the break-even for this N AB , NA and NB.
Opening of this satellite circuit might be followed by a large and rapid in-
crease in NAB , to a value well in excess of the break-even traffic for this
distance. Neglecting further reductions in the space-segment rate, etc. , it
would becccne advantageous to install a suitable terrestrial system between
the two cities, based on the demonstrated assurance of adequate traffic. In
this and other ways there should develop a healthy mixture of satellite and
surface routes.

A. 6 Some Aspects of Domestic or Regional Systems

This appendix has ignored the specific characteristics of the satellite(s)
and the ge•., b .cuphic distribution of the users, etc. , except as these influence
the penalty and space-segment costs, PS, and as the maximum distance of
interest may be constrained by the systern boundary, be this determined by
national boundaries or by the satellite's earthward beam.

Proposals for domestic systems usually are predicated upon narrowing
the satellite's antenna beam (or beams) to cover only the desired earth-areas
of the nation or region to be sarved by the system. For example, by nar-
rowing the satellite's antenna beam from an earth-subtending 18 degrees to
a Brazil-covering 5 degrees, its EIRP would be increased by 11 dB, for the
same transmitter. A 1-degree beam would buy additional 14 dB with which
to cover only 4 percent as large an area. To an extent (as treated in Ap-
pendix D), the modulation can be softened and the increased EIRP car. in-
crease the satellite's traffic capacity per earthward beam. In this way, and
in others, the traffic capacity oli the satellite can be increased and its cost
per channel can be lowered. Calculations of satellite costs for such sys-
tems frequently predict segment rates (S) which are well below $1000 per
unit year, even with adequate amortization of R&D, etc. Such rates also
depend on "filling" the satellite adequately from the heavier traffic of the
many shorter routes.

It frequently is proposed, also, that much of the EIRP-increase from
these narrower earthward beams be used to "cheapen" the earth stations,
via sx-aller antennas and less-sensitive receivers. Some of the problems
or constraints associated with this will be discussed in Appendix C.

A. 7 Large Satellites and "Economy of Scale"

By now, the "economy of scale" aspects of earth station costs should. be
clear, that costs per circuit may be reduced toward some 2(T 1 + S) limit by
letting the circuits per stat i on, N, be large enough to use a standard (P=1;
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station and to make T o/N arbitrarily small. Additionally, the value of T1
may depend upon the proportion of demand-assigned to preassigned multiple-
access circuits. Heavy-traffic stations would use a larger proportion of the
latter, and might thus reduce their T coefficients somewhat. The remaining
factor, S, depends heavily upon the satellites.

An obvious way to decrease the per circuit share of the satellite cost is
to increase its number of circuits, asstuning of course that they will be ade-
quately used. Thus far, from Early Bird through INTELSAT-III, this has
required little more than raising the satell i te's antenna gain (while retaining
earth-coverage) and using more of the available 500-MHz bandwidth, while
keeping the FM modulation index relatively high. Thus far, this increase
in channel capacity has been achieved without the increased cost of using the
Atlas or other larger boosters, so this has provided an impressive example
of economy of scale, as applied to the satellite. It is to be hoped that this
will lead to a correspondingly impressive reduction in S, the space-segment
rate, soon after INTELSAT-III enters service.

The extent to which satellites can achieve further economy of scale does
not yet seem sufficiently clear. Many steps can be taken to achieve further
increases of channel capacity but the cost-effectiveness of such "improve-
ments, " and their eventual orbit-use costs, seem in need of further study.
For example, Appendix D, Section D. 3. 7, shows that a fourfold increase in
channels could be achieved by decreasing the modulation index from D = 7 to
D=1, but this would require more than a hundredfold increase in the EIRP.
If the satellite's antenna gain cannot be increased another 20 dB, because of
the narrower beam no longer covering the user nations, one faces the ex-
pense of this large increase in "hot" power.

It would be less costly to increase the satellite channel capacity if the
500-MHz band could be broadened. This seems unlikely, except by opening
additional broader bands at frequencies above 11 GHz and it may be some-
what more expensive to use these more difficult frequencies.

The use of multiple earthward beams, separated to reuse the same fre-
quencies, holds promise of great increase in satellite channel capacities
but, again, the magnitude of anv economy of scale remains uncertain.

Altogether, the cost-effectiveness of the larger satellites of the future
should present an important field of study. Today, all that seems certain
about extending the economy of scale of satellites indefinitely is that this will
become progressively more difficult to accomplish than to talk about.
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APPENDIX B

MULTIPLE-ACCESS SATELLITE-COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS

Samuel G. Lutz
B. 1 Introduction

The communications section of NASA SP-142, A Survey of Space Appli-
cations, should be commended for having recognized and enunciated the
desirability and possibility of large-scale, multiple-access communica-
tion between an ever-increasing number of relatively inexpensive earth
stations, particularly those having the light anddiffuse traffic patterns
that may characterize stations in developing areas. This, of course, is
in support of the policy enunciated by the late President Kennedy, and
by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, in "... providing services to
economically less developed countries and areas as well as to those more
highly developed.... "

B. 2 Forms of Multiple Access

Multiple access in point-to-point satellite communication refers to the
ability of three or more stations (probably many more) to communicate with
each other simultaneously; via the same satellite. If N such stations share
the satellitee each has N-1 possible one-way direct routes to the other stations,
giving the system a total of (N- 1)N /: possible two-way routes. for example,
25 stations would have 300 such routes. One recognizes that a terrestrial
system would not use nearly tr:s many direct routes between any 25 cities,
but neither would such a system have a central node, such as the satellite
offers to its earth stations.

Multiple-access satellite systems can provide circuits ("go" and "return"
channel-pairs) of two kinds, either preassigned or demand-assigned.
Preassigned circuits connect two particular stations, permanently or at
prearranged hours. For such circuits, both channels are preassigned at
both ends. Demand-assigned circuits are those that can be used between
two stations upon demand, and for the duration of a call, after which the
circuit may be assigned to some other route to satisfy another demand.

B. 2. ].	 Forms of Demand-Assigned Multiple-Access Systems

Demand-assigned multiple-access systems are of two classes:
fully variable_ if the channels can be assigned variably (to any station) at both
ends, and semivariable if the channels are variably assignable at only one
end and are preassigned at their other end. Thus, there are four possible
forms of semivariable multiple access, corresponding to the four ways in
which the go and return channels can be preassigned at one end. Of these,
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the variably received form* has its channels preassigned at their transmitting
ends, thus making it compatible with INTELSAT's present "multidestination
carrier" form of multiple access, as will be discussed later.

B. 2. 2	 Traffic Efficiency Aspects and Example

First, consider that a single-circuit route will have more than 1
percent probability of being found bus y (i. e. , the CCITT 1 percent loss-
probability would be exceeded) if it were in use more than 1 percent of the
time during the busy hour (i. e. , if offered more than 0. 01 erlang of traffic).
A two-circuit route could be offered 15 times as much (0. 153 erlangs) traffic
with this same 1 percent loss probability while with 12 circuits this rises to
5. 88 erlangs, or nearly 50 percent continuous use of each circuit while pre-
serving a 1 percent probability that all these circuits will not be found busy.

With the demand-assigned (variable) forms of multiple access, cir-
cuits may be used by (or to) different earth terminals in succession. It will
be seen that this leads to the pooling of circuits with respect to traffic
capacity at a given loss probability.

As a specific example, it has been forecast that by 1975 South Africa
will use one 35-circuit route (to the U. K. ), in addition to 13 "thin" routes,
10 with single circuits and three with two circuits. The one heavy route
could be offered 24. 64 erlangs, or 0. 704 erlang per circuit, at 1 percent
loss probability. The light routes, however, could be offered only

10 x 0. 01 + 3 x 0. 153	 0. 559 = 0. 035 erlang per circuit.16	 -	 16
If South Africa were able to use demand-assigned circuits and if

only this 0. 559 erlang of traffic could be anticipated, just four such circuits
could be offered 0. 701 erlang, at 0. 5 percent loss probability. With the form
of demand assignment being assumed, the 1 percent overall loss probability
would be apportioned 0. 5 percent each to the two stations. It is possible that
South Africa would want all 16 circuits, but with the ability to use them on a
demand 'oasis for temporary routes to these 13 stations and to others. Used
this way at 0. 5 percent loss probability, these 16 circuits could be offered
8. 10 erlangs, or 0. 506 erlang per circuit.

Perhaps a more important consideration is that these 16 preassigned
circuits were planned for routes to only 13 chosen stations,. with no direct
routes being provided to about 30 other stations. With demand-assigner; mul-
tiple access, South Africa could obtain 16 direct circuits in any combination
to any of these stations when needed. Such unprecedented capability for di-

This also has been termed the "variable destination" form, because of
its possible use with "m u ltidestination carriers. " Unfortunately, "desti-
nation also has long been used as the "called" end of a circuit, the calling
end being the "origin. " Thus, "variable destination" also implies preassign-
ment of the channel-pair to the calling station, with their destination ends be-
ing variably assignable to the receiver and transmitter of the called station.
This line of reasoning shows that "multidestination carriers" could more log-
ically have been called "multiply received carriers, " but the former term has
already achieved acceptance.
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rect intercontinental communication surely would stimulate traffic growth far
in excess of this present forecast.

B. 2. 3 Economic Aspects

Section 3 and the analysis in Appendix A showed that multiple access,
even in its preassigned form, permits lowering the cost per circuit for any
route, heavy or light, by letting the station achieve an economically large
total number of circuits for many routes. Circuits are not always a good
economic measure, however, except for leased circuits. Traffic is more
closely related to revenue and it has been shown above that single-circuit
routes do not bring a station enough traffic, unless users are kept waiting
too often. The demand-assigned forms of multiple access permit stations
tc pool their traffic, even from their light and too-seldom used routes, rather
than merely pooling circuits, thus achieving efficient circuit use.

The negative aspect, economically, is that demand-assignment will
require some additional equipment, such as variable channel selectors,
and this will tend to raise the T l component of station costs by some uncertain
amount, relative to the T1 for preassigned circuits. More design and oper-
ating e-.oerience will be needed to evaluate this. This ratio of T 1 costs may
determine the minimum number of preassigned circuits per route, demand
assigauient being used for the lighter routes.

B. 2.4 System Traffic Efficiency Estimates

A recent study's provided a comparison of the traffic efficiencies to
be expected in an Atlantic system model with 25 earth stations (one per ITU
zone) and a traffic matrix similar to an INTELSAT forecast for 1975.
:t was assumed that preassigned multiple access would be used for 60
"heavy" routes of 12 or more circuits and it was found that these would
have an overall efficiency of 0. 733 erlangs per circuit, at 1 percent loss
probability. In comparison, the 12-circuit routes would have minimum
efficiency, 0. 485 erlange, per circuit. The remaining 80 routes, with 1
to 11 preassigned circuits, would be carrying only 0. 326 erlangs per circuit,
overall. In addition, there would be an additional 129 "too-light" routes be-
tween these stations, ones with too little traffic for even a single preassigned
circuit.

With demand assignment, and an allowance of about 30 percent more
traffic from these too-light routes, the 80+129 routes would lead to an average
earth-station efficiency of 0. 58 erlangs per circuit, which is considerably
higher than that for a 12-circuit preassigned route. This efficiency is limit-
ed by the traffic-pooling at each station for its light routes and therefore it
does not depend on whether the demand assignment is sera_variable or fully
variable.

Fully variable demand assignment promotes efficient use of the
satellite, which then can pool all such circuits. Thus, for the above example,
the satellite would need only 186 fully variable circuits to carry 0. 822 erlangs

Lutz, S. G. , A Traffic Study of Multiple Access Satellite Communication
Based on an Atlantic System Model, Telecommunications, Part I, pp. 	 29
Tu y 1968; Part II, pp. 25-31, August 19 .
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per circuit, as compared with 406 preassigned circuits at 0. 293 erlangs
each, for the routes with 1 to 11 preassigned circuits.

Studies such as this may tend to be misleading in their prediction
of fewer satellite circuits with the use of demand assignment. In interests
of conservatism, very little allowance has been included for the growtti-
stimulation of demand-assigned service. There would quickly be more cir-
cuits carrying this light-route traffic than if Fuch circuits were preassigned.

B. 3 Modulation and Multiplexing Aspects

The modulation and multiplexing aspects of multiple access have been
studied extensively and from various viewpoints. For example, some of these
studies have started by assuming "hard-limiting" satellite repeaters. Other
studies have assumed a mix of large and small earth stations, in the sense
of the latter using lower-gain antennas and some signal compensation,
without first establishing system conditions (numbers of stations, circuits
per station, space-segment rates, etc.), that show an economic necessity
for such a station-mix. Few studies have been directed toward the demand-
assigned circuits in a compatible manner.

In the direction of such a study, it has been found helpful to consider
how or whether channels can be variably assigned, in relation to various
modulation and multiplexing methods. For example, considering the use
of single-sideband, FDM, both to and from the satellite and overlooking the
problems of such a system in favor of its conceptual simplicity, one sees
that the channels "belong to the system. " One station could select its
receiving end. Thus, channel selection could be fully variable. Thuugh this
is possible, it is not necessary, because channels could be preassigned at
either or both ends, if so desired. SSB-FDM, is capable of fully variable
multiple access, whereas this would not be true with FM-FDM, iuc example.
Equally important, SSB-F'DM may be regarded as having a carrier-per-system,
even though its common carrier frequency be suppressed. It would indeed
be difficult ("impossible" in a practical sense) to have a carrier-per-
system FM-;r'DM system, with all signals arriving in phase at the satellite.
Therefore, FM-FDM is used on aar^rier-p -per -s tation basis (i. e. , the
"multidestination" or multiply receivT ed carrier technique), and FM
also may be used on a carrier-per-channel basis, as in the STAR system*.
The latter basis permits fully variable selction of channels, though not
without certain limitations or problems.

Turning our attention to digital modulations, such as PCM-TDM, it
would be possible to achieve multiple access on a carrier-per-system,
carrier -per -station, or carrier-per-channel basis. In the first case, the
use of nanosecond pulses could be difficult, but not impossible, as with FM.
The carrier-per-station use of PCM-TDM has attractions, but it limits
demand-assignment to the variably received form, as with FM-FDM. The
carrier-per-channel form provides full variability, as with the STAR system.

STAR System, NE C Research & Development, No. 8, pp. 1-66, October
1966. Also published in Telecommunications, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. T22-T25,
October 1967.
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Finally, the "matched filter" method of selecting certain spread-spectrum
signals offers an example of variably transmitted demand assignment systems.
Here, channels are preassigned to receiving stations by their selection
ilters and the transmitting station varies its modulating waveform to conform

with that to which the desired channel filter will respond.

B. 4 Calling and Routing Methods

In considering this matter, it should be recognized that centralized
control of channel assignments is not essential with all forms of demand
assignment, so that the familiar objections to nations entrusting their
communication channels to some master-control station can be avoided.
At the opposite extreme, channel or circuit assignment probably cannot be
on a simple "ring-down" basis in any large-scale system, if only for economic
reasonF. It would cost too much to separate and equip all incoming channels
at all stations. Between these extremes, there are ample opportunities
for routing or assignment systems via order-circuits between the earth
stations.

Centralized control of channel assignments first was proposed about
1961,  in connection with studies of a fully variable demand-assignment
system. * It was proposed that a central computer be used to keep track
of the satellite channel use and availability and to assign available channels
in response to iernands. It was recognized that multiple channel seizures and
related troubles would be encountered if stations were permitted to seize
channels which "sounded idle, " partly because of the propagation time being
more than a quarter-secoi,d. More recently, the STAR system also made
similar use of its "routing center. " An alternative to this centralized control
of channels would be to let each station keep track of channel usage via
computer and then provide an automatic system for establishing prior-
ities in the event of multiple-channel seizures.

An attracti% e but often overlooked aspect of the semivariable systems
is that the station to which one end of a channel is preassigned can know the
availability of that channel. Thus, "order-wire" communication etween
stations can be used to let the stations control *heir channel assignments.

B. 5 The Urgency Problem

Possibly the most serious problem has been the seeming lack of
urgency in regard to demand-assigned multiple access. As evidence of this,
the CCITT (at the New York meetings of Study Groups XI and XIII, spring
of 1966) decided in its terms of reference for study of the World Routing
Plan that only the preassigned form of multiple-access satellite communi-
cations need be considered within the time-frame (5 years) of its study.
These terms of reference were not modified at the January 1967 Geneva
meeting of the working party on this plan, nor were they modified subse-
quently at the Tokyo CCITT meetings. Further comments doubtless will

Hunter, L. C. , and J. A. Stewart, A Multiple Access Global Satellite
Communication System, National Space and Telemetry Conference,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 1961.
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occur to those who examine the participation in these CCITT meetings and
note the lack of representation from those nations to which demand-assigned
circuits would be most useful.

B. 6 Need for a Demonstration Experiment

It is recognized that NASA has sponsored studies of multiple access
and has conducted experiments, such as the single-sideband multiple-access
experiments with ATS-I and its successors. also, it is understood that
NASA has cooperated recently (summer, 1968) with Japan in three station
tests of a PCM-TDM, variably received (carrier -per -station) demand-assig-
ned multiple-access system, but adequate information about this system and its
tests has not yet been made available.

Although these tests are commendable, there still is a great need
for a program that would demonstrate openly the provision and use of
demand-assigned satellite circuits between participating stations in several of
the less-developed nations. Although few such stations exist today, contracts
are being awarded at such a rate that enough suitable stations should be
available by the time this demonstration program could be implemented,
perhaps in 1969.
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APPENDIX C

SMALL EARTH STATIONS

Samuel G. Lutz

C. 1 Introduction to the Small Station Problem
NASA SP-142 in its discussion of point-to-point satellite communications

tends to associate "small terminals" with multiple access, to associate
"small" with both a station's traffic and its cost, and also with the aperture
of its antenna. In interests of clarity, it seemed best to present a separate
discussion of multiple access in Appendix B, thus devoting this section to
small-station problems, even those of orbital and frequency considerations
for those applications that might need very small antennas such as man-pack
applications, for example. Most emphasis here will be placed on the eco-
nomic and traffic aspects, however.

Nearly everyone recognizes a continuing need for large-scale parametric
tradeoff studies of multistation satellite-communication systems, toward re-
ducing overall use costs (and thus attracting more customers) by using larger
and better satellites of greater cost in order to achieve a significantly greater
overall reduction in the use cost of earth stations of which there will be a
large and growing number. Though such studies certainly should be encour-
aged and refined, they are inherently complex and are controversial in regard
to the assumptions used and the interpretation of the results. Efforts to sim-
plify or shortcut such studies frequently try to treat the space segment and
the earth stations separately, as if they were independent or nearly so. For
example, it sometimes is assumed that the present INTELSAT standard
(G/T = 40. 7 dB) earth stations are too expensive `_or those nations who may
need only 12 to 24 satellite circuits at present, and ghat satellite service
could be made more attractive to these light users by letting them use smaller
stations. Such stations could be much less expensive, as a consequence of
smaller antennas and simpler cryogenics (if any).

When interrelation of these small stations with the space segment is
considered, recognizing the lower figures of merit (G/T) of these stations, it
seems usual to propose the use of a correspondingly stronger satellite signal,
obtained perhaps by merely increasing the satellite's antenna gain. However,
there still would be a station-mix problem, in that the standard stations
would expect to take advantage of their higher G/T and the satellite's higher
EIRP to obtain more channel: at less cost. Using F'DM-FM, these stations
would want to reduce their midulation index (frequency deviation) toward
unity as a probable lower limit.

Another common suggestion is that the lower G/T stations be subsidized
in their less efficient use of the satellite, perhaps by being given a sufficient-
ly larger per-channel share of the satellite's power and bandwidth, at little
if any increase over the standard rate, S. This approach tends not to recog-
nize the great disparity between standard and small stations in respect to
space-segment utilization, as expressed by the penalty factor, P.
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C. 2 Illustrative Station Parameters

In interests of clarifying the economics of the small stations and their
use, it was decided to apply methods of Appendix A to stations of three sizes,
whose characteristics follow:

STATION SIZE
LARGE MEDIUM SMALL

(Standard)
Antenna Aperture, feet, 85 42.5 30
Gain (at 4 GHz, 55% E;ff.) dB. 58.0 52.0 49.0
System Noise (degrees K) 50 100 200
Margin, dB (rain, etc.) 6 4 4

Penalty Factor, P 1.0 6.5 27

The above noise temperatures might correspond to the use of liquid helium
by the standard stations and progressively less expensive cooling of the
parametric amplifiers by the smaller stations. Note that the degradation
margin is 2 dB higher for the standard station because, at 50 0K, the noise
temperature of rain clouds will be more detrimental. The penalty factors
conform with INTELSAT practice and reflect the loss of satellite channels
relative to use by standard stations. Thus, for each channel between these
30-foot stations, INTELSAT could have provided 27 channels between stan-
dard stations.

Next, panel members agreed on representative total annual costs for
stations of these three sizes, as shown in the following tables. These esti-
mates assumed the use of conventional tracking antennas and allowed for
maintenance and operating costs ^s well as for amortization, as was ex-
plained in Section A. 3. Similarly, these annual costs were inclusive of the
T 1 costs associated with some typical but unspecified m- fiber of circuits, No.
Consequently, the no-circuit cost component, T o, w--,s estimated for each
station, as shown:

STATION SIZE
STANDARD	 MEDIUM	 SMALL

+	 (Thousands of dollars)
T	 Total Annual Cost, T o f N o T 1	 1,800	 600	 300

No x T 1	 100 x 3	 33 x 3	 10 x 3

T	 11500	 500	 270
0

Finally, iL was decided to study cost relations both on the basis of the
present, S = $20, 000/year and the anticipated future S = $5, 000/year space-
segment rates.

o,_
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C. 3 Circuit Cost and Break-Even Relations

As was explained in Appendix A, if two stations are of the same size and
number of circuits, N, the worst break-even relations (vs the terrestrial
cost-trend curves) occur when there is a single N-circuit route between these
stations; the corresponding cost relation is:

T
2 N + T 1 + PS $ per circuit year.

Figure 9. C. 1 shows the curves thus calculated for the three station
sizes at the present S = $20, 000/year rate. It is immediately apparent that,
on this basis, 30-foot stations would be expensive bargains! For one or two
circuits, the cost would be less than with the large standard stations, but
few applications would justify circuit costs in excess of $1, 400, 000 per year.
Moreover, for more than five circuits the break-even distance would exceed
the maximum span of a one-hop satellite circuit. Even if the stations were
donated and operated free, the space-segment costs for the circuit would be
2PS = 2 x 27 x 20, 000 = $1, 080, 000 per year.

The 42-foot stations, at this value of S, would be better than the 30-foot
stations irrespective of the number of circuits. Also, they would be better
than the 85-foot stations, provided that no more than 9 circuits would be
needed.

The case for the small stations becomes a little better at the anticipated
future rate, S = $5, 000 per year, as shown in Figure 9. C. 2. Here, the 30-
foot stations would yield lower circuit costs than standard stations, but only
so long as the need did not exceed 9 circuits. Even the 42-foot stations
would be better than the smallest ones if more than two circuits were needed.
The 42-foot stations remain preferable to standard stations, if not more than
40 circuits are needed. Compared with the trend costs of terrestrial com-
munication the single-route minimum break-even distance appears somewhat
better for the 42-foot stations than for standard stations, though the number
of circuits is low and their cost is relatively high.

C. 4 Ways of Reducing Earth-Station and Overall Costs

Taking a long-term view, one recognizes that the space-segment rate, S,
and penalty factor, P, should change to reflect the benefits from future use
of bigger and better satellites by a growing number of earth stations. It
seems likely that the future trend will be toward the use of higher EIRP sat-
ellites with larger numbers of earth stations having correspondingly reduced
cost. Fully steerable 85-foot antennas look expensive, perhaps too expensive,
so they become a too-obvious target for economy in such a cost tradeoff,
especially so when possible costs of orbit-waste are not considered. There
are many other possible earth-station economies, such as less-costly cryo-
genics, lover transmitter power, fixed-reflector antennas (of large aperture),
unattended operation, etc. These less-obvious earth-station economies
should be considered thoroughly, before taking the orbit-wasting "economy"
of a too-small antenna.
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On the other hand, forces may come into play that will let the penalty
factors be reduced to less devastating values. As an extreme example (see
Appendix D, Section 3), if the satellite EIRP were raised until today's stand-
ard stations were to operate at or near unity deviation ratio, a station having
a 10- dB lower figure of merit, G/T, might obtain half as many channels from
the same fraction of the satellite's power. As a possibly better example, it
may be decided that, for reasons of good orbit utilization, lowering of the
deviation ratio should be limited to some value such as 4. 0. Then, as the
satellite EIRP is increased beyond the value which standard stations would
require, the somewhat lower G/T stations might be enabled to operate at
this same deviation ratio. Standard stations might take advantage of their
extra EIRP in other ways. Additionally, this might lead to redefinition of
standard stations, perhaps as having 60-foot antennas and 200 0 K noise
temperatures. Further studies of this nature seem desirable.

C. 5 How Small is "Small"?

At 1P ast two other aspects of the small-station problem should be con-
sidered. One is that standard (G/T = 40. 7 dB) stations are now selling at
around $5, 000, 000, which is less than the cost of many microwave routes.
Thus, even these present costs are not prohibitive, though they can and
should be reduced.

The second aspect of the problem is that present forecasts show little
need for light-traffic stations. For example, Table 9. C. 1 shows that among
those developing nations believed likely to have earth stations by 1970, only
two have forecasts for less than 18 circuits, whereas 11 would use 18 to 35
circuits. On the other hand, Table 9. C. 2 shows 11 other nations whose fore-
casts (for 19 or fewer circuits) have been excluded because it seems un-
likely that they will have earth stations by 1970. These INTELSAT forecasts
were made on the assumption that these stations would have only preassigned-
circuit routes to about one-quarter of the other stations. With more stations
per satellite and using demand-assignment to provide routes between all
stations, there will be an influence toward more traffic per station. More-
over, it seems unlikely that a need for fewer circuits per station would be
created by adding intranational routes (between several stations in Brazil,
for example) because such routes will tend to add heavy traffic.

Another consideration is that the traffic efficiency would deteriorate for
smaller stations, even with demand-assigned circuits. At P = 0. 5 percent,
18 circuits would carry 9. 58 erlangs, or 0. 53 per circuit. (See Section 3. 4. )
With only 9 circuits, this would drop to 3. 33, or 0. 37 erlangs per circuit.
For such reasons, it seems unlikely that there w= 11 be any compelling need,
commercially at least, for stations with much smaller numbers of circuits
than the present INTELSAT forecasts indicate.

C. 6 Very Small Antennas — Frequency and Orbit Utilization

There have been frequent references to an objective of communicating
with physically small ground stations, even man-pack, mobile, or small
data-collection stations. Thus far, however, there seems to have been
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insufficient consideration of the frequency needs and orbit-utilization aspects
of such stations which would require antennas of relatively small size, hence
small aperture and broad beamwidth.

Aperture, not gain, is the measure of an antenna's energy-collecting
capacity. For a given power-flux density, we would be able to collect essen-
tially as much energy at any frequency from an antenna of given aperture.
A two-foot parabola, however, could be used at 570 MHz with a 3-dB beam-
width of 60 degrees, whereas it would have a one-degree beamwidth at 34
GHz and probably could not be used from a bouncing automobile. Thus, from
a convenience (and cost) standpoint, broad antenna beams are desirable,
making the use of relatively low frequencies equally desirable.

An opposing factor to the above is the desirability or eventual necessity
of orbit conservation. For example, the 60 0-3dB antenna would have an
interference beamwidth that would be essentially hemispheric. It would be
difficult, except perhaps with very "hard" modulation requiring low inter-
ference-suppression ratios, to reuse a low-frequency band from several
orbit stations because of the large separation angles required.

Higher frequencies and higher satellite powers do not solve the problem
of small earth stations that require broadly directive antennas. Rather, they
only serve to complicate the problem. For example, the gain of a 60 0 an-
tenna is 9 dB at any frequency. We might receive at 4 GHz with such an
antenna if the satellite ERP were raised by 50 dB or so, but what would this
do to nearby earth stations receiving with 59-dB antccmas from normal power
satellites at adjacent orbit stations? Similarly, what about the inverse prob-
lem of transmitting to the satellite at 6 GHz with a broad antenna beam?

A positive conclusion from this discussion is that the many possible
small-station applications of satellite communication require careful con-
sideration of their ability to share orbit-space and to share frequency bands
with other similar small-station systems or even with the large-antenna
(highly directive) point-to-point satellite systems.

Another apparent conclusion is that, in terms of these small and broad-
beam-antenna type applications, there is a much greater need for allocating
broad frequency bands below 4 GHz than for allocating millimeter-wave bands.
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TABLE 9. C. 1

INTELSAT 1970 TRAFFIC FORECASTS FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS
THAT PROBABLY WILL THEN HAVE EARTH STATIONS

Less than 18 Circuits: (2)

Kenya - 13	 Bahrein - 14

18 to 35 Circuits (11)

Kuwait - 18
Korea - 18
Vietnam - 19
Morocco - 20

36 to 59 Circuits (10)

Colombia - 37
Chile - 37
East Pakistan - 41
Saudi Arabia - 42

60 or more Circuits (7)

Turkey - 61
Philippines - 80
Venezuela - 69

Singapore - 22	 Malaysia - 31
Ivory Coast - 23	 Panama - 31
Israel- 26	 Taiv^ _= n - 33
Peru - 29

Mexico - 44	 Thailand - 47
West Pakistan - 45 Lebanon - 51
Ceylon - 47	 Nigeria - 52

Brazil - 101	 Hongkong - 118
Argentina - 103	 India - 119

TABLE 9. C. 2

INTELSAT 1970 FORECASTS FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS
NiOT EXPECTED TO HAVE EARTH STATIONS AT THIS DATE

Nation	 I

`

Circuits Reason for exclusion

Jordan 5 No station yet planned

Syria 3 No station yet planned

Ethiopia 9 No station yet planned

Senegal 19 No station yet planned

Iraq 1 No station yet planned

Okinawa 13 Primarily U.S. military base

Cuba 4 No station yet planned

Martinique 11 No station yet planned

Ecuador 2 No station yet planned

Uruguay 8 Could use Argentine station

Paraguay 4 Could use Argentine station
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APPENDIX D

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRUM UTILIZATION

James D. Rinehart

D. 1. 0 Introduction

As the application of communication satellites expands and more systems
come into being, the utilization of the allotted frequency spectrum and of the
useful geostationary orbit positions becomes a problem. It often is said that
the frequency spectrum is a natural resource that must be conserved. How-
ever, tea same frequencies can be reused from different orbit stations, if
sufficiently separated, so the geostationary orbit constitutes another spec-
trum that should be conserved. An important difference is that this orbit-
spectrum is not open-ended. Additionally, a satellite can have multiple earth-
ward beams with which it can reuse the same frequencies from its orbit sta-
tion, aided perhaps by use of orthogonal polarization. Thus, there actually
is a multidimensional spectrum whose conservation should be considered. It
will be seen from this appendix that the communication capacity of this spec-
trum is tremendous, if efficiently used, far greater than foreseeable needs.

On one hand, it does not appear necessary to insist on the most highly
efficient use of the spectrum, since this would delay and even prohibit good
and useful applications of satellite communication. On the other hand, it
seems necessary to recognize and limit those applications which would 3vaste
this spectrum excessively. Judgment in these matters will require knowledge
of these spectrum dimensions, and of their use-interrelations or tradeoffs.
A major purpose of this appendix is to provide some of this information. Its
other major purpose is to show the importance of generating further informa-
tion and of making it available in a. thorough though simple and readily useful
form.

The Atlantic INTELSAT at 24. 5 oW (see Figure 9. 3. 1) offers an example
of orbit-spectrum value, and of associated problems. A satellite in this
position can be used by the earth stations of four continents, thus maximizing
the number of users and their interconnectability to other users. A satellite
farther east could not be used from Mexico. whereas others could not use a
satellite if farther west. Once this becomes an accepted satellite position it
becomes desirable for all these stations to continue to pass their traffic
through the satellite at this position, even though there is a strong possibility
of overloading it. The addition of a second satellite near the first, to carry
additional traffic, probably would require considerable facility additions at
every station desiring to use the second satellite. Instead, a relay link might
connect the two satellites, but its complications might raise the cost of the
satellites. Similar considerations would apply to the use of two or more
earthward beams from the same satellite. The simplest and usually the most
tempting means of increasing the satellite's traffic capacity would be just to
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increase its channel density by "softening" its modulation, decreasing the
frequency deviation and raising the EIRP, for example. Unfortunately, doil,
this would require that other satellites be kept at a somewhat greater separa-
tion, thus making available fewer channels per orbit degree at this highly
desirable part of the orbit.

Domestic and regional systems pose a more severe problem in utilizing
the multidimensional spectrum because the requirements for service in these
systems may exceed the capacity of a single satellite very early, and because
the systems of more than one region may place demands on the same orbital
space. As an example, Figure 9. D. 1 shows the portions of the synchronous
arc that could be used by several possible regional systems (assuming 50
usable elevation angle at land-mass limits). When regional systems are con-
templated for these areas, considerable care must be exercised to ensure
that this multidimensional spectrum is used efficiently. The systems pro-
posed should offer growth into the foreseeable future and should protect the
potential growth of other users of the spectrum.

In the light of the above discussion, means for increasing the use of the
multidimensional spectrum can be categorized as follows:

1. The provision and use of additional frequency bands of greater width,
ones above 11 GHz, for example.

Z. The use of many satellites around the geostationary orbit and (when
and if necessary) the use of more satellites in other orbits, ones compatible
with the geostationary orbit.

3. The use of narrow-beam antennas, having low sidelobes, to permit
use of small orbit separations.

4. Precision orbital station-keeping; more satellites if less of the orbit
must be reserved for drift.

5. Frequency reuse. by means of multiple earthward beams, adequately
separated, using orthogonal polarization for additional isolation to the extent
applicable. Note that multiple beams become mo: a attractive at the higher
frequencies.

6. The use of modulation having near-optimum "hardness" to interfer-
ence, recognizing that this involves a bandwidth/interference trade.

7. The use of higher EIRP by all cofrequency satellites, with redistri-
bution of the thermal noise vs interference budgets, letting the stronger sig-
nal override less thermal noise and more interference.

8. Grouping of satellites according to near-equal EIRP's. Satellites
using low EIRP must be separated farther from high-power satellites, thus
wastin` orbit if they are intermixed indiscriminately.

This appendix does not attempt to dispose of the above matters but does
provide some exploratory and illustrative analyses which indicate the type of
investigations that are needed and the kind of results to be expected. Section
D. 2. 0 derives a generalized upper limit on orbital-arc information-rate
capacity, based on Shannon's Law. Section D. 3. 0 examines effects of
changing the modulation hardnPRs, the deviation ratio in the case of FDM-
FM telephony, and the PSK levels in the case of PCM-PSK telephony.
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Additiona ' ly, this section examines the earth-coverage area vs the inter-
ference area and beam separation required for the use of multiple earthward
beams reusing the same frequencies. Section D. 4. 0 shows the use of redun-
dant coding, and particularly that of the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
type, for the further hardening of digital modulation.

0INTELSAT-III (ATLANTIC)
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

ALL UNITED STATES (Including Alaska
and Hawaii)

CANADA

SOUTH AMERICA

TTU —175--M_

Degrees, West Longitude

FIGURE 9. D. 1 Synchronous-orbit positions that are usable for var-
ious regional systems (5-degree minimum elevation angle).

D. 2.0 THEORETICAL LIMIT OF COMMUY-ICATION CAPACITY OF
AN ARC OF GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT T

William E. Bradley

D. 2. 1 Three Dimensions of Frequency

Consideration of frequency utilization by communication- satellite systems
must include not only frequency but also wave -propagation direction. Both
frequency ane direction of a plane wave can be described by the propagation
vector of the wave K. All field components vary with position as

the real part of [exp ( , tilt - j K • r)^

where the vector r specifies the position in space at the point of observation
and w = 2 n f. The magnitude of K is 2 E f =	 where f is the frequency, C

is the velocity of light, and A is the wavelength. An antenna has a ° direc-
ti-ity function k& (IK) that is equal to the (complex) ratio of the amplitude of
the signal at the antenna terminals to the amplitude of a plane wave being
received with a propagation vector K.

*Bradley, W. E_ , Cc-nmunicatio,.s Strategy of Geostationary Orbit,
Astronautics & Aeronautics, Vol, 6, No. 4, pp. 35-41,  April 1968.
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A frequency band B specifies only a spherical shell in K space lying
between

2 n fl
K =

1

C

and

2 or f2
K2 =	 C

A directional antenna further delimits the volume in K sl . : corresponding
to signals that may be received. The power gain of the anLenna for a plane
wave is	 I# = I q, 

I 
2, The relative power gain F (A , 95) is the

ratio of + t/i I 2 at the direction specified by the two angles Q and 0 to the
value of I	 12 at the beam center. The two angles Q and 0 may repre-
sent east-west and north-south departures of the wave vectors from the
beam axis respectively.

By ►neans of a multiplicity of antenna beams, either from separate com-
plete antennas or from a single multiple-beam antenna, it is possible to
receive several independent wide-band signals at a given space location in
exactly the same frequency band. Thus, both satellites and earth stations can
reuse the assigned frequency spectrum many times to the Pxtent that they can
distinguish desired signal source3 from interfering signa.'s ^y antenna direc-
tivity. Since the directivity functions of the several beams at a given terminal
are likely to overlap slightly, each received signal from a particular source
received by a particular beam will be contaminated with interference from
other sources in other directions, and the permissible number of frequency-
band utilizations is limited by the interference to signal ratio.

D. 2.2 Communication Capacity of a Single Satellite

The maximum rate at which information can be received in a bandwidth
B from a single direction at such a terminal is

Ii = B log  (1 + S/N)

where I is the rate of information transmission in bits per second, S is the
power of the desired signal and N is the competing noise and/or interference
power.

Instead of communicating with the entire face of the earth exposed to it
by means of an earth-coverage ant-nna, a satellite alternatively may have an
antenna system in it that limits its coverage to two or more discrete regions.
Such a satellite may use the same portion of the frequency spectrum to com-
municate with both regions provided only that the antenna system. directivity
of the satellite together with the type of RF modulation employed assure that
no objectionable cross-talk between the two regions will result.
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If a single satellite communicates with M such separate regions, each of
which is provided with a regional coverage antenna beam and a separate re-
peater in the satellite, then the bandwidth B can effectively be used M times
over. If no interconnections in the satellite :.e xist between the regional re-
peaters, then the satellite cannot provide interregional, but only intraregional
communication. Obviously some channels could be permanently cross-con-
nected in the satellite so that a fraction of the channel capacity could be avail-
able for interregional communication, but this would corre:^pondingly reduce
the effective amount of frequency band reuse.

The bandwidth B can be fully utilized M time: by M regional-coverage
antenna beams only if the satellite contains means within it to switch base
band information, groups of channels, or individual channels from region
to region tinder control of an addressing or routing system.

It follows that the upper limit of communicatiop capacity of a single
satellite is

IM = MB log, (1 + S/N)

if all its M beams are independently fully utilized in the same frequency
band B.

D. 2. 3 Maximum Capacity of an Earth Station

Frequency-spectrum sharing among other than geostationary satellites
is complicated by the time variation of satellite directions and consequent
intermittent use of satellites. Geostationary satellites offer the opportunity
to reuse the assigned spectrum at each earth station as many times as
angularly distinct satellites are available.

The number of earth-station spectrum reutilizations possible using n
equally spaced satellites in geostationary orbit all contained within an arc
of longitude extension, 9 , is

n =

where 08 is the intersatellite orbital spacing.
The amount of communication capacity provided to a particular earth

station by such a set of geostationary satellites cannot exceed'

I	 —B	 B log2 (1 + S/N)

According to CCIR data, the power gain of existing large microwave
antennas can be conservatively assumed to decay with angle away from the

This assumes that each satellite is placed in the center of its angular
domain of width 08 .
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beam axis as ee -2.5 . This can conveniently be represented by the approx-
imation to F(95, 9 ) for 0 = 0 given by

F'(9)
1 + ( A9 	)

where 9. is the angle of departure from the beam axis at which the gain is
reduced by 3 dB from its value on the axis.

If all the satellites have equal effective radiated power, and if noise
other than intersatellite interference is negligible, then

N = 2]	
1

S	
+ ( 

K49 ) 2.5
K	 1 0'

where K is an integer and where the sum includes all satellites except the
desired one.

This sum can be approxir sated by

2. 5

S = 2b ( 
D8 )

1	 1	 1
	where b = 1 + 2 2.5 +	 32. 5 +	 4 2. 5 + ... is approximately 1. 343.

Then the total aggregate capacity provided by the set of satellites to any
one ground station cannot exceed

BB	 e eie	 =	 log	 1+	 1(	 ) 2 5

AO	 2	 [	 2b	 91	 JJJ

At small values of A9 the capacity varies as A 8 1 ' 5 , while at large
values the capacity decreases with 0 9 . It follows that there is a maximum
possible capacity determined by an optimum value of De . See Figure 9. D. 3.

This optimum value of e 8 corresponds to a root of the equation

log 2 (1 + x) =	 2-i	 x log? e

where
_ 1	 ( ee ) 2.5

x	 2b	 80
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FIGURE 9. D. 2 Earth station information rate versus satellite angular
spacin g in geostationary orbit, assuming Shannon limit on each path.
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The value of this root is about x = 8. 2, and since the value of b is approxi-
mately 1. 343, the optimum value of AO is

AO = 3.6 9,

This corresponds to a power ratio of interference from one adjacent satellite
to desired signal of about 1/23 or -13. 6 dB.

To achieve high-quality communication with a power signal-to-noise ratio
of 8. 2, as corresponds to the "optimum" choice of AO , would require an in-
tricate system of modulation and coding. For a practical system, a larger
value of AO would be economically more attractive. Thus, if a practically
attractive signal-to-noise ratio P is selected, then

P =	 2b (

 AO ) 2. 5

and

1/2.5
AO = (2.6 P )	 9, .

Thus if P = 100, AO = 9. 24 8, instead of the minimal 3. 44 80 .
The maximum earth-station capacity, using the optimum value of AO

is

max = 0.86I 9
	 0

Using the more practical signal-to-noise ratio P = 100 (instead of the minimal
P =3. 44) gives:

B9
Ie = 0. 719 e,

D. 2.4 Anomalous One-Satellite Advantage

An apparent anomaly exists in that a single satellite appears to be able,
in accordance with Shannon's law, to transmit an infinite amount of informa-
tion while a mu.:igeostationary- satellite system has a finite limit to its
capacity with given antenna sizes. Thus I 1 = MB log 2 (1 + S/N) for a
single satellite approaches infinity as S/ is increased, although only loga-
rithmically, while Ie	 = 0. 86 MB ^ is finite with optimized satellite
spacing. The explanation is that no practical means is known to trade band-
width for signal-to-noise ratio sufficiently to fully realize the theoretical
possibilities of Shannon's law, while the use of a second satellite (or any
other source of noise) reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and leads to the op-
timization process described above.
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D. 2. 5 Upper Limit to Capacity With Ideal Antennas

The foregoing analysis is based on the CCIR semiempirical data on
sidelobe amplitude and hence the possibility exists that larger system capac-
ity could result if the details of sidelobe structure were taken into account.
An upper bound to a multigeostationary- satellite capacity per Hz per degree
of orbit on fundamental grounds can be derived by assuming that the earth-
station antennas are rectangular and are uniformly illurninated by their feed
radiators. Only the east-west dimension of such an antenna controls the
intersatellite angular spacing. The directivity function of a uniformly illu-
minated rectangular antenna is approximately

2	 nDOe	 trD c^
F( 01	 2	 sin (	 ) sin ( --	 )

n DO D6 0
where

D O is the east-west dimension and D95the north-south dimension of the
rectangular antenna aperture.

The nulls or zeros of the directivity function F(0 , 0 ) are spaced at
angular intervals d 0 = DO . It follows that the maximum capacity of a
segment of geostationary orbit would be

ADO
I 9 = M	 X B log 2 (1 + S/N)

where S/N is now independent of A 0 because each satellite is located in a
null of the directivity function of every earth-station beam not intended to
communicate with it.

To approach such a limit practically, account must be taken of several
details:

1. Even with perfect station-keeping, equally spaced geostationary satel-
lites will not appear to be angularly equally spaced from more than one
earth station, so that the positions of the nulls of the antenna-directivity
function would have to be slightly altered -from the equal angular intervals
specified above to accommodate more than one small region.

2. Thermal noise sets a limit to S/N that can be controlled by choice
of satellite ERP. In practice, some intersatellite interference would also
result from failure to place antenna nulls on other satellites with perfect accu-
racy.

3. The rectangular illurnination pattern desired above would not be neces-
sary in practice. In Appendix E, "Antennas," it is pointed out that multiple-
beam, fixed-reflector antennas present the attractive possibility of control-
ling the placement of nulls in the directivity pattern by adjustable external
cross-couplings between the multiple-beam output terminals. Analysis of this
possibility shows that the antenna-illumination pattern, provided that it has
an east-west dimension larger than that for the ideal rectangular antenna, is
noncritical. It is necessary, however, to choose carefully the time delays as
well as the attenuations of the cross-coupling connections in order to avoid
change of null-angles with frequency.
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D. 2.6 Conclusions

1. The maximum total communication capacity of a geostationary orbit
segment O , operating within a frequency bandwidth B, with each identical
satellite in the segment using the band M times by means of multiple antenna
beams, with identical intersatellite angular spacings and assuming ideal earth-
station antennas having an east-west dimension D is

Imax = 
MDOB	 log, (1 + SIN)

2. The maximum capacity of a single satellite is

Is	=	 MB 109 2 (1 + SIN) .

This equation applies when any earth-station antennas providing adequate
signal- to-noise ratio are used.
3. The maximum capacity that can be provided to a single earth station by
the arc Q is

i_	 = DOB	 log2 (1 + SIN)

for the conditions stated in Conclusion 1.

4. If sidelobe level of the earth-station antennas is assumed to decay as
( a 9)-2' 5 , then an optimum intersatellite angular spacing exists that depends
on the beamwidth of the earth-station antennas. If the 3 dB beamwidth is 2 l90
then with optimum satellite spacing, the three preceding limits of capacity
become

I	 = 0. 932 MO B
max	 00

I s = MB log, (1 + SIN)

I E = 0. 932 9 B

0

Discussion:

An estimate of the upper limit of communication capacity, for joint use
of a community of earth terminals, provided by a string of equally spaced
identical satellites in a geostationary orbit arc of 6 radians and in a band
BHz is given by the expression I above if all satellites have earth-coverage
single-beam antennas, or alternERively have identical coverage of a single
region contaning all earth terminals of the system.
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This estimate is the least upper bound to capacity in the sense that the
approximations used in the analysis to calculate aggregate interference have
tended to overestimate that interference, while Shannon's law was used to
determine an upper bound to the capacity of each path, subject to the aggre-
gate interference and the bandwidth limitation.

The capacity estimated in this way is large but not unlimited. For ex-
ample, suppose that the bandwidth is 500 MHz and the beamwidth, 2 go, of
each earth terminal beam is 0. 006 radians, such as might be obtained from
an antenna of effective diameter of 40 feet at a frequency of 4000 MHz.

Then in an orbit arc of 10 degrees the upper limit of capacity would be
at least

I E = 0. 932 
6 ee 

= 2. 91 x 10 10 bits per second.
0

At 50 kilobits per second for a high-quality voice band, this upper limit
amounts to 582, 000 one-way voice bands in the 10-degree orbit arc. To do
this, 17 satellites spaced 0. 59 degrees apart would be necessary. A signal-
to-noise power ratio of 8. 2 would characterize each path of the system,
necessitating sophisticated coding and modulation methods to maintain the
required quality.

Using the :-.ore practical signal-to-noise ratio of 100, satellite spacing
becomes 1. 6 de;recs and the number of satellites 6. With this nonoptimum
intersatellite .^, pw_ing, the capacity is reduced because of the smaller number
of satellites but this loss is partially offset by the improved rate of informa-
tion transmission per path achievable with the improved signal to noise ratio,
in accordance with the factor log 2 (1 + S IN) of Shannon's law. The system
capacity is then reduced to 426, 000 voice bands.

With simple, available modulation systems it is easy to achieve an in-
formation rate of 2B bits per second in a bandwidth B if the power signal-to-
noise ratio is 100. Using this ultraconservative figure for information rate
on each path and with the satellites spaced 1. 6 degrees apart, as is appro-
priate to achieve the stated S IN, then the number of voice bands furnished by
the ten-degree arc containing six satellites would be 128, 000. This last
readily attainable figure is included to give some idea of the order of mag-
nitude of improvement that can be obtained by closer approach to ideal mod-
ulation techniques.

The analysis in this section illustrates the importance of modulation
hardening for economy of spectrum-orbit resource conservation. If modula-
tion techniques carried over from older communication practice, in which
every eifort was directed to packing voice bandE into the smallest possible
frequency space, are used for satellite communication links, then even small
amounts of RF interference greatly degrade output signal quality. * As a
result the intersatellite spacing Qg must be maintained at a relatively large
value and geostationary orbit space is wasted.

*This follows directly from Shannon's law; as B is decreased, SIN must
increase disproportionately for a given information rate.
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To use both resources, frequency space and orbit space, most efficient-
ly, the modulation must be such that 'ie ratio of bits per second transmitted
to bandwidth utilized should not exceed about two. The actual value of the
ratio that optimizes resource use is different for each type of modulation,
both for base band and carrier. The optimization procedure for any particu-
lar system is as follows; (a) find the relation between the band-spreading
parameter of the selected modulation system and the signa l -to-noise ratio

1	 2.5
required for adequate quality; (b) from the expression S/N =$ 

a9
 9 0

find the value of g as a function of the band-spreading parameter that with
the antenn4 beamwidth selected, will produce this signal-to-noise ratio;
(c) calculate system capacity ir. the assigned orbit arc and bandwidth with

and hence the number of satellites, parametrically determined from b
as a function of the band-spreading parameter. It is anticipated that a well-
defined optimum will be found for the band-spreading parameter that will
maximize system capacity within the frequency and orbit Rpace constraints.
Tc.) much band spreading wastes frequency space while too little wastes orbit
space.

Section D. 3. 0 of this appendix contains examples showing how system
-apacity within a given band and orbit arc varies with deviation ratio for an
FDM-FM modulation format, and with multiplicity of levels for PCM-PSK
modulation.

Antenna size in the east-west dimension has an important effect on spec-
trum/orbit utilization efficiency. The analysis shows that the system com-
munication capacity available to a comr.iunity of earth stations sharing the
same frequency band and having identical antennas varies directly with east-
west antenna aperture, provided that multiple identical satellites equally
spaced in orbit are packed as closely as the aggregate signal-to-noise ratio
requirement will permit. The smaller the east-west antenna aperture, the
farther apart must be -:he satellites, so that small antennas tend to waste
orbit space.

The analysis also implies that reducing either satellite ERP or earth
terminal antenna gain to the point that receiver noise is appreciable is waste-
ful for the system since the S/N is thereby decrea ed with no compensating
benefits. An efficient system should have its capacity limited only by self-
interference.

D. 3.0 SOME PERTINENT PARAMETER INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Hayden W. Evans

D. 3. 1 Introduction

This section develops the interrelationbhips between system parameters
affecting the number of telephone channels that can be derived from (a) the
frequency bands allocated to commercial satellite service and (b) the station-
ary orbit. Since the major use of this analysis will be to point out (in other
sections) that there is a real need for wider frequency allocations, it is ad-
dressed primarily to the large user and does not take into account the prob-
lems of apportioning capacity among very small users. Some of the relation-
ships used and developed are approximations, good enough to demonstrate an
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argument, but not accurate enough for final system design. Most of the
"small print" that would delineate these restrictions has been omitted so as
not to interfere with the main arguments.

We consider two types of modulation: FDM-FM (frequency division mul-
tiplex transmitted by frequency modulation) and PCM-PSK (pulse code modu-
lation transrr. 4 tted by phase-shift keying).

For FDM-FM, we will bound the probable range of frequency deviation,
which relates the capacity of the system to the occupied bandwidth. We will
calculate the suppression required between two such signals in terms of the
interference, and we will calculate the angular separation required between
satellites to attain this suppression. Knowing the capacity per satellite and
the separation between satellites, we can calculate the capacity of the pres-
ently allocated frequency bands.

For PCM-PSK, we will go through the same sequence, but in less detail,
and we will compare PCM-PSK capacity to FDM-FM capacity.

Finally, we will point out that multiple beams from satellites can multi-
ply frequency usage and hence multiply the capacity of the stationary orbit.
We will recommend a program leading to an understanding of the advantages
of multiple beams.

A common nomenclature is used in the following presentation and is given
in Section D. 3. 12.

D. 3. 2 Frequency-Deviation Ratio for FDM- FM Telephone Systems

A formula will be derived for the peak frequency-deviation ratio that re-
sults in meeting the noise and breaking margin requirements simultaneously.

D. 3. 2. 1 Noise Requirement

B = 2 f  + 2f  = 2f  (D+ i )

fb	 2(D+1) = 4, 2G0 n

B
n - 8, 400(D+ If	 (t)

The FM equation, for n > 240, can be written:

C __ N3 W peak	 (2)
c D

where N 3 = KTB = 1. 38 x 10 -23 T 3, 100	 (3)

and	 Wpeak = 3. 16 x 10 -5 x 15.85n	 (4)

assuming average talker power = -15 dBrn0 = 3. 16 x 10 -5 watts

multiplex peak factor	 = 12 dB = 15. 85
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Inserting (1), (3) and (4) into (2):

	

C _ 1. 38 x 10 -23 x 3 10 0 x ?. 16 x 10 -5 x 15. 85	 BT	 1
N F D 

2 
(D+ 1)

2. 55 x 10 -27 BT	 1	 (5)
NcP	 D! (D)

D. 3. 2. 2 Breaking Margin

At threshold:	 N I
I	

=	 3 250D	 (6!

B ( threshold

At normal working point: N	 -	 l{ TCB	 (7)B

where T' takes into account all the sources of noise that contribute to break-
ing, such as down-link thermal noise and up-link thermal noise.

N +N
T' = T c	 u

N
C

C C	 NC

NB KTB N + Nc	 u	
(8)

C

Margin= M =	 NB	 =	 B N 1+c N	 1	 (9)KT 

NB I
c u	 3 Z5_OD

threshold

The use of threshold-extension receivers is not assumed. Threshold-extension
receivers trade bandwidth for breaking margin and would demand higher de-
viation ratios and yield fewer channels than standard. receivers.

D. 3. 2. 3 Simultaneous Noise Requirements and Breaking Margin

Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (9):

M = 2. 55 x 10 -27 BT	 1	 1
N c P	 D2(D+1)	 1. 38 x 10 -23 BT

N 	 1x N + N
c	 u	 3
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2. 935 s 10 -5	1
(N +N P	 7/3 (10)

(D+1)D

Rearranging:

(D+1) D7/3 _ 2. 935 x 10-5	 (11)(N +N PM

Note that D is independent of bandwidth, number of voice channels, and car-
rier power.

D. 3. 2. 4 Typical Values

Noise in international circuits must not exceed 10, 000 pWpO accord-
ing to CCIR recommenaations, but 500 pWpO of this is allocated to inter-
ference from radio-relay transmitters to the satellite and 500 pWpO is allo-
cated to interference from radio-relay transmitters to the earth-station
receiver. Although the CCIR does not specify it, we should also allocate per-
haps 500 pWpO to interference to the satellite from other earth stations and
500 pWpO to interference to the earth station from other satellites. This
leaves:

N + Nu = 8, 000 pWpO = 1. 2 x 10-8c	 watts unweighted

P and M are nit col-,npletely independent, particularly if M is small. If M
is 3 dB = 2. 0, which is reasonable for economical earth stations, P cannot
be taken greater than 3 dB = 2. 0.

Putting these values into Eq. (11):

(D+1)D7/3	 =	 2.935 x 10 -	 = 520
1. 42 x 10 -8 x 2 x 2

D = 6. 2

D.3.3 Interference Between Two Wide-Deviation FDM-FM Signals

An expression is developed to relate the ratio of wanted to unwanted car-
rier power to the interference in a telephone channel, for the case of a wide-
deviation F T)M-FM signal interfering with a similar signal similarly modu-
lated.

fd = Dfb = B (D+1)	 (1)

If the peak power of the multiplex signal is 12 dB greater than the average
power, then

fs = 0.251 fd = 0.251B D+1
	 = 0. 1255 B D+1	 (2)
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Assuming that the spectrum is Gaussian (which it approaches when D ex-
ceeds 2), and integrating the power fi om -2, 000 to +L, 000 cps relative to the
carrier, we find, if f  >> 2, 000 cps:

C	 -/_2 v f 
s

C 4 -	 4,000 (3)

Inserting (2) in (3):

C	 27T 0. 1255 B	 D
C 4	4,000	 D + 1

(4J
7. 85 x 10-5	 D_

B D + 1

Following the argument made in CCIR documentation that the interfered-with
earth receiver reacts to noise-like interference just as it reacts to thermal
noise, * we can write:

14	 1 
N 4	 N 	 (5)

I
14 = N4 N 

c

Now

N 4 = KTB = 1. 38 x 10-23 x 4, 000 T

= 5.52 x 10-20 T
	 (6)

Inserting (6) in (5):

1
I4 = 5.52 x 10 -20 T N	 (7)

c
s

Since the interfering and interfered-with signals are similar:

I	 _ C
14	C4

and inserting (4) and (7):

'This is recognized to be an approximation, since the interfering signal is
coherent. The exact solution involves a convolution of the two spectra and
is complicated.
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I	 = I4 C = 5. 52 x 10-20 T I
I 
c 7. 85 x 10-5 B ,) D 1

4	 c

(8)
=

	

4.34 x 10 -24 BT i 
I	

D D 1
C

Formula (5) of Section 4. 2. 1 gives an expression for C as follows:

C	 _	 2. 55 x 10 -27 BT	 1	 (9)N  P	 D2 (D + 1)

Dividing (9) by (8):

S	 _	 C	 =	 2.55 x 10 -27 BT	 1	 (10)I	 N  P	 D2 (D + 1)

1
	

N 	 D + 1	 5.89 x 10-4

x 4.34 x 10 -24 BT
	

I 	 D	 PI D3
C

D. 3.4 Suppression versus Angle, in Beamwidth

An expression is developed to relate suppression at specified angles off
the major lobe to the beamwidth of a circular antenna.

D. 3. 4. 1 Antenna Gain versus Beamwidth

Conical Gain = Area of sphere	 _ 47r r 2 = 2r
Area of spherical segment	 2 it rh	 h

r-h = r cos B
	h = r-r cos	 = r(1-cos 2

Conical Gain =	 2r	
9	 = -	 2	 6	 =	 4 y

r(1 - cos 2 )	 1 - cos 2	 sin	 2

Actual Gain = 71 Conical Gain =	 47	
= Of

2 0sin 2 e
	If 6 is small, sin I _ Or and sing B =	 4r

fQ	= 0. 01745 9d
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and Cr = 52, 500	 2	 (1)

0d

31, 500

d

Compared to actual (nonconical) antenna beams, results from (2) are about
0. 5 dB higher than if 9 d were the half-power (3 dB) beamwidth. Stated dif-
ferently, for an actual antenna of gain oe at its beam center, 0 d would give
the beamwidth at slightly below the half-power points, the difference being
negligible here.

D. 3. 4. 2	 Suppre s sion

The gain of an antenna with circular aperture can be written:

ar	 = 1. C2 x 10 -17 77 d2	f2	(3)

In decibels:	 dB = -170 + 10 log rl + 20 log d + 20 ?cg f	 (4)

The gain A 9 degrees off the major lobe can be written according
to CCIR documentation:

aA0 = 32 — 25 log A6 decibel.-	 (5)

Suppression is the difference between gain on beam and gain off beam.
Subtracting (5) from (4):

S dB = -202 + 10 log n + 20 log d + 20 log f + 25 log A9

If 77 = 0. 6, as assumed in (2)

SdB = -204 + 20 log d + 20 log f + 25 log 09

25 log A9 = 10 log 
C 

2. 5 x 1020	 d2 f2 ]

"See CCIR Report 391, Radiation Diagrams of Antennae at Communication -
Satellite Earth Stations, for Use in Inte rference Studies, Vol. IV, pp. 420-
425, Documents of the XIth Plenary Assembly, Oslo, 1966. This CCIR ref-
erence should be used with caution, recognizing that it was intended as a guide
to the average values of the sidelobes of large-aperture antennas. Some side-
lobes will exceed this reference value. Examination of Figures 2 and 3 of the
CCIR report also will show that the near sidelobes of well-designed actual
antennas may be as much as 10 dB better than this reference. This suggests
that careful attention to the suppression of the near-sidelobes would permit
reducing the satellite separations below the values predicted by (R).
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log AO = 0. 4 log2. 5 x 1020Id f2 2

rDA	
2. 5 x 1020S 1 

0. 4	 (6)
= L
	 d2 f2	J

Now setting (2) equal to (3):

3150	 = 1. 02 x 10 -17 q d2 f2
ed

	

d 2 f2 = 5. 12 x 10 21	 (7)
82d

Inserting (7) into (6):

	

0. 4	 0.4

09 
=	 2. 5 x 10 

20
S 	=	 0.	 d0489 S 82	 (8)

5. ).2 x 10 21
	 1

92

	

d	 `

D. 3. 5 Sum of Set of Interfering Satellites

Assume that an earth station is receiving a signal from the center satel-
lite in the figure below, and that this signal is interfered with by satellites A
... D and A'... D', spaced AO degrees along the st,-'	 ,- orbit. (The angle
between the satellites as seen from the earth station... almost identical to the
angle seen from the center of the earth. ) What is the interference from all the
interfering satellites as compared to the interference from satellite A ?

D	 C	 B	 A	 A'	 B'	 C'	 D'

FIGURE 9. D. 3 Set of interfering satellites.
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d 2 f 2S=
2. 5 x 1020

(A0)2.5 (2)

1. 47 x 1017
PID 3 d2 f2c 

(3)

From equation (8) of Section D. 3. 4. 2,

S	 =	 K(A 
0) 2 * 5

I Interference
Interference from A

1	 1	 1

2	
(AO)2.5 +(2AO)2.5 + (3Ae)215 + ...

1

(A0)2. 5

2	 1 +221 5 + 32 1 5- + 421 5 + ..	 = 2.686

The total interference is 2. 686 times the interference from the adjacent sat-
ellite.

D. 3. 6 Suppression versus Angle, in System Parameters

From equation (10) of Section D.3.3, the suppression required between a
wanted wide-deviation FDM-FM signal and a similar unwanted signal is as
follows:

S = 5. 89 x 10-
4

PI D3c

From equation (6) of Section D. 3. 4. 2, the suppression obtained C 8
degrees off the main beam is as follows:

(1)

Setting (1) equal to (2):

(A 0) 2. 5 = 2. 5 x 10 70	5. 89 x 10-4 =
d2 f 2	PI D3c

0=	 1. 47 x 1017
0.4

PI D 3 d 2 f 2c

(4)

As an example of the practical application of this equation, assume that
the total interference from adjacent satellites should not exceed 500 pWpO,
that the frequency-deviation ratio is 3, corresponding to that inferred for
INTELSAT-IV, and that the earth-station antenna diameter is 85 feet.

From Section D. 3. 5, the interference from the adjacer` satellite should
be about 200 pWpO if the total is to be 500 pWpO.
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I 	 200 pWpO = 3. 54 x 10 - 10 watt

D = 3,	 D3 = 27

d	 = 85 feet,	 d 2 = 7,200

f	 = 4x10 9 Hz	 f2 = 16x10'8

p	 == 4. 8 dB = 3. 0

o0- r	 1.47 x 10
17 0. 4

L 3 x 3. 54 x 10 - 10 x 27 x 7, 200 x i6 x 1018

_ (44. 6) 0 ' 4 = 4. 57 degrees

D. 3.7 Maximum Capacity of 500-MHz Band with FDM- FM

Assume that the 500-Mliz band is divided into N sub-bands B MHz wide
and that 20 percent of the bandwidth must be reserved for filter crossover.
Then:

NB= 0.8x500x 106 = 4x 108

Assume further that each sub-band transmits n frequency division multi-
plexed voice channels by frequency modulation with peak frequency deviation
D, such that the Carson's rule bandwidth just equals the width of the sub-band.
When channel, group, and super-group filters are taken into account, each
voice channel requires 4, 200 Hz of basebandwidth.

Total basebandwidth	 = 4, 200 n

Carson's rule bandwidth = 8, 400 n (D +1) = B, and

NB=8, 400nN(D+ 1)=4x 108

The total one-way voice-channel capacity of the 500-MHz band is n N, and:

4 x 10 8	47,600
nN = 8,400 (D+ 1)	 D+ 1

What range in D can we expect in practical systems? At one extreme,
there is no reason to expect that D will be less than unity because the spec-
trum does not continue to contract as D is reduced below unity. D = 1 thus
represents a bandwidth-limited system. At the other extreme, it is shown in
Section D. 3. 2 that the CCIR noise and breaking margin requirements appro-
priate to 4 GHz are met simultaneously where D is about 6. 2. This repre-
sents a power-limited system. Practical designs lie between D = 1 and
D = 6. 2, and the range in voice-channel capacity is thus:
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47, 600n N	 = --r + 1	 = 23, 800 one-way voice channels
frequency
limited

47, 600n N	 = T.— + r	 = 6, 600 one-way voice channels
power
limite d

As an example of the present state of the art, INTELSAT-IV, working
with standard earth stations, is expected to transmit about 12, 000 one-way
voice channels. On the basis of the arguments above this would correspond
toD= 3.

It is of interest to observe that although the capacity of a single beam
varies strongly with D, the total. capacity of the stationary orbit, at least as
measured by the ability of an earth station to separate adjacent satellites, is
not strongly dependent on D, because when the number of channels per satel-
lite is large, the spacing between satellites is also large, and vice versa.
This is illustrated in Table 9. D. 1. Separation angle is computed according
to equation (4) of Section D. 3. 6, and the channels per 500 MHz are computed
as above. Relative satellite power is normalized on D = 6. 2. Below 6. 2,
relative power varies according to equation (5) of Section D. 3. 2. 1, and above
6. 2 according to equation (6) of Section D. 3. 2. 2. The calculation of suppres-
sion is accurate only to about D = 30.

Although it would appear from this table that high deviation ratios are
desirable, they may result in an unfavorable economic balance in the com-
plete system because more earth-antenna beams are required to work with
the lower-capacity satellites.

Also, it is suspected that a more accurate solution as mentioned in the
footnote in Section D. 3. 3 would require greater separations at higher values
of D so that the channels per degree of orbit might fall off at high deviations.

TABLE 9. D. 1

EFFECT OF D (PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION RATIO)

Separation^^ Channels/ Channels/ Relative

D (Degrees) 500 MHz 500 MHz/ Satellite
Degree Power

1 17.05 23,800 1, 390 137
2 7.45 15,900 2, 110 22. 9
3 4.56 11,900 2, 580 7. 67
4 3.24 9,500 2, 930 3.43
5 2. 48 7,900 3, 180 1. 83
6. 2 1.91 6,600 3, 450 1.0
8.0 1.40 5, 290 3, 750 1.08

10 1.08 4, 330 4, 000 1. 18
20 0.47 2, 270 4, 800 1.48
30 0. 288 1,540 5,500 1. 70

*For 85-foot earth-station antennas.
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FIGURE 9. D. 4 Effect of deviation ratio, FDM-FM telephony.
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FIGURE 9. D. 5 Orbit utilization, FDM-FM telephony.
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Figure 9. D. 4 shows the above data plotted as a function of the peak
deviation ratio, to log-log scales. Additionally, Figure 9. D. 5 shows a semi-
log plot of the data against channels per satellite. Although a single-beam
satellite has been implied, the results apply on a per beam basis to multi-
beam satellites. These figures show that low deviation ratios achieve high
channel capacities per satellite at the expense of greatly increased power,
excessive separation of satellites and poor orbit utilization in terms of chan-
nels per orbit degree. At the other extreme, high deviation ratios appear to
require many close-spaced satellites with few channels each to achieve only
about a fourfold improvement in orbit utilization.

D. 3.8 Maximum Capacity of 500-MHz Band with PCM-PSK

If a PCM signal is not filtered, it will occupy far more bandwidth than is
necessary for accurate transmission.

If the system incorporates one-third cosine roll-off baseband filtering,
then the first null in the baseband spectrum will occur at frequency 2/3fb,
where fb is the baud rate, and it is safe to assume that spectral content above
that frequency can be removed without noticeable degradation. The radio
frequency bandwidth of the two-sided spectrum is about 4/3fb, assuming low-
index PSK modulation. It is necessary to increase the bandwidth 25 percent
to allow for filtering crossover and higher order sidebands, so that the total
width of the rf channel is 5 / 3fb .

The total baud rate that can be accommodated in a 500-MHz band is thus:

f  = 3/5 x 500 x 10 6 = 300 megabauds.

It is possible to increase the capacity of the band by using multilevel
PSK, at the expense of providing a higher S/N ratio. Remembering that

Rit Rate
Levels = 2Baud Rate

then

PSK Levels	 Voice Channels in 500 MHz

2	 4,560
4	 9, 120
8	 13,680

16	 18,240

The CCITT has not yet set standards for PCM transmission, and iL is
not possible to infer standards from those which have been set for FDM
transmission because with PCM, imperfect transmission causes occasional
clicks that cannot be compared with the thermal-type noise of FDM sys-
tems. It seems reasonable to design PCM systems for an error rate of
10- 6 , and then to tolerate interference that will degrade the error rate one
order of magnitude. A ''worst-case'' analysis leads to the following table, in
which the total interference is divided among 10 possible interferences.
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PSK Levels	 Total Interference
Ratio (dB)

	

2	 19

	

4	 25

	

8	 30

	

16	 36

Interference Ratio
per Exposure (dB)

29

35

40

46

In the following table, the separation angle is computed a:cording to
equation (4) of Section D. 3. 6 and the capacity is taken from the first table
in this section.

It is seen that 2-level PCM-PSK uses frequency space too lavishly,
whereas 16-level PCM-PSK is too "soft" from the standpoint of interfei ence.
Altho»oh 4-level and 8-level are nearly equal, 4-level will require less trans-
mitter power.

Levels	 Separation*	 Channels/500MHz	 Channels/500MHz/
(degrees)	 degree

2	 1.25	 4,560	 3,650

4	 2. 16	 91 120	 4,200

8	 3.44	 13,680	 4,000

16	 5.95	 18,240	 3,060

Figure 9. D. 6 has been plotted from the above data.

D. 3.9 A Spot Comparison of FDM-FM a,id PCM-PSK

The last table in the preceding section showed that four levels of PCM-
PSK make better use of the orbit than more or fewer levels, and prLvide
9, 120 one-way voice channels in a 500-MHz band. The last table in Section
D. 3. 7 showed that an FDM-FM system with D - 4 provides 9, 500 one-way
channels. The PCM-PSK system yields 4, 200 channels per degree of orbit,
whereas the FDM-FM system yields 2, 930 channels per degree of orbit.

What about the power required in the satellite? Is this increased orbit
capacity at the expense of satellite power?

For FDM-FM, from equation (5) of Section D. 3. 2. 1.

C _ 2. 55 x 10 -27 x 400 x 10 6	1	 = 2. 39 x 10-11	 1

T	 1. 42 x 10 -8 x 3	 D2(D+1	 D2(D+1)

*For 85-foot earth-station antennas.
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and for D = 4,

TCC = 3 x 10- 13	 (FDM-FM)

For 4-level PCM-PSK, and an error rate of 10 -6 , and making a 1-dB
allowance for up-link and a 2-dB allowance for transmission degradations:

	

C	 2.5

N400MH--	 m2

For a Gaussian spectrum, which is desirabl y, for interference coordina-
tion, the frequency-deviation ratio m should not exceed the inverse of the
number of levels. For 4-level PCM-PSK:

G = 2. 5 x 16 x 1. 38 x 10 -23 x 400 x 106 = 2. 2 x 10 -13 (PCM-PSK)

The two systems put essentially the same demands on the satellite and earth
stations.

We conclude that PCM-PSK warrants further exploration for
communication-satellite applications. We suggest experimental verification
of what appears to be a considerable advantage in interference suppression.
In this regard, we note parenthetically that PCM-PSK systems never have
idle carriers as do FDM-FM systems, so the knotty problem of carrier dis-
persal during periods of light load is avoided.

D. 3.10 Multiple-Beam Antennas: Coverage Area versus Interference Area

It is difficult to set out the interrelr , -lships between multiple beams in a
way that can be comprehended, because ao many design choices are possible.
An example will be constructed for frequency-modulated television. This is a
less difficult case, and hence more favorable than frequency-modulated tele-
phony, but it is more difficult and hence less favorable than PCM-PSK tele-
phony and television.

It has not been found possible to compute interference between two FM
television signals, so it is necessary to base the case on experimental obser-
vations. At least three such measurements have been reported, with results
in close agreement. A 35-dB ratio of wanted to unwanted carrier power has
been found to result in "barel,- perceptible" interference. These measure-
ments were made with unity frequency deviation ratio, and by informed but
unskilled observers. Satellite systems will use higher frequency deviation
ratios, resulting in smaller ratios of wanted to unwanted ca r riers, but part of
this advantage may be lost to more critical observation of the interference.
Some studies have estimated a 30-dB requirement. This will b- used here.
It should be pointed out parenthetically that there is an urgent need for exactly
pertinent tests, carefully observed.

With multiple-beam antennas, the number of interference exposures is
multiplied along with the number of beams so that the objective applied to each
particu:ar interference must be less than with -ingle-beam satellites. When
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both up and down directions are taken into account, with adjacent satellites,
adjacent earth stations and adjacent beams, the requirement per exposure is
likely to be about 40dB. (Some requirements may be higher, some a little
less, because the overall objective will be allocated somewhat in accordance
with the difficulty of meeting the separate requirements. )

In Section D. 3. 4. 2, the angle off the main beam, Ag, necessary to ob-
tain suppression S is related to the beamwidth 0 d as follows:

0. 4
A0 = [0.0489 S 0 d 2

If S is 40 dB = 10 4, as discussed above, then

0. 4	 0. 4
AO = [ 0.0489 x 10 4 0 d2 	 _ [ 489 0 d2	 = 11.9 0 

d0.8

This formula was used with an approximation for the earth area illu-
minated by a conical beam to define the area within which excess inter-
ference will occur. The approximation is not very accurate at the angles
involved, but it is accurate enough to make t::e point we will bring out. For
comparison, the coverage area is also given. The coverage and interference
areas assume the satellite is straight south of its coverage area and that
the beam is aimed at 40 0 latitude. The areas are approximately_ elliptical,
w miles wide (east to west) and h miles high (north to south).

Beamwidth
Od

(degrees)

Satellite	 Interference
Separation I	 Area

AQ	 w	 I	 h	 I	 w 	
i 
	 h

(degrees)	 (miles)	 (miles)	 (miles)	 (miles)

Coverage
Area

n -ft

0. 1 1.89 770 1, 110 41 59
0.2 3.27 1,325 1,910 81 117
0.4 5. 7 2, 320 3,340 162 234
o.6 7. 9 3,210 4,610 242 350
0.8 9.95 4,050 5,820 325 469
1.0 11. 9 4,840 7, 100 406 585
1.2 13. 75 5,600 8,080 486 700
1.4 15. 65 6, 380 9,200 568 819

Figure 9. D. 7 has been plotted from the above data. Subject to the as-
sumptions used, one sees that the area ratio is large, even for the broadest
beams considered, and that it increases as the beams are narrowed. This
tends to discourage area-coverage applications of multiple beams, in favor
of directing very narrow and well separated beams toward known earth-
station locations, leaving the intervening areas uncovered.

*The widths and heights of these interference and coverage ellipses were
calculated by an approximate method. For better accuracy and convenience,
see RAND Memo RM-5228-NASA-Sept. 1967, The RAND Sync-Sat Calcu-
lator, by N. C. Ostrander.
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D. 3. 11 Time Zone Systems

Proposed applications for multiple-beam satellites are of two distinct
types: (a) interconnection of specific cities, where the broad objective is to
make the beams as narrow as possible and then reuse the same frequencies
to as many cities as possible, and (b) services to several areas, such as time
zones in the United States, reusing the sarn,e frequencies for at least two time
zones. The table is encouraging to the first application, but not to the second
unless some tricks are used. Fortunately, there are a few tricks available.

As an example of point-to-point service, if the beamwidth of the satellite
antenna is 0. 2 degrees, other beams can be aimed at cities 662 miles east and
662 miles west of the first beam, and also to cities 955 miles north and 955
miles south. In an area as large as the 48 contiguous United States, some
ten such beams could be put down, if their spacing happens to coincide with
cities to which se -vice is needed. Practically, fewer beams than 10 would
probably be preferable and this would give more possibility for maneuvering
the beams to cities with large requirements for service.

As an example of the problem of area coverage, assume it is desired to
cover four zones in the 48 contiguous United States, reusing frequencies in
zones 1 and 3 and in zones 2 and 4. Each zone must be about 1, 000 miles
east-to-west by 1, 800 miles north-to-south. The center-to-center distance
between zones 1 and 3 or ? and 4 is about 1, 500 miles. The table shows that
to meet the interference requirements, the coverage area cannot exceed about
100 by 150 miles. Conversely, if the coverage requirement is met, another
beam cannot be used anywhere on the earth's surface.

What can be done?
1..	 The first possibility is to accept impaired service. This is unattrac-

tive because the customers are known to demand a very high grade service,
and contrary to the telephone case. it is not possible to trade crosstalk for
thermal. noise.

2. The interference allowed to the various sources of interference could
be reapportioned so as to favor adjacent beam interference at the expense of
wider spacing between satellites, etc.

3. A reevaluation of the required ratio of wanted to unwanted carriers
might :result in an easier requirement.

4. The carrier frequencies of interfering beams could be staggered.
Twenty MHz separation between carriers will reduce interference 20 to 30 dB,
depending on the out-of-band selectivity and the AM-to-FM conversion char-
acteristics of the receiver subject to interference. A separation of 40 MHz
between interfering carriers would probably result in negligible interference.
(These numbers have been calculated and need further experimental verifi-
cation). This mode of isolation is usually counted on to permit simultaneous
transniission to adjacent zones, such as 1 and 2, 2 an(i 3, etc. , and cannot be
used for adjacent zones, such as 1 and 2, and second adjacent zones, such
as 1 and 3.

5. Cross-polarization discrimination, either from two linearly but per-
pendicularly polarized signals or from opposite circular polarized signals can
provide as much as 30 dB suppression if the satellite antenna is very care-
fully designed. Departures from reflector symmetry about the main beam

*'Appendix E calls attention to the fact that practical factors may limit the
suppression to as little as 10 dB.
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axis, illumination asymmetry, the likely use of small horn feeds, the incor-
poration of multiple feeds, reduction in focal length to fit constraints imposed
by the launch vehicle, and the use of offset feeds all serve to worsen the
polarization discrimination, and their effects need further investigation.

6. It is possible to devise combinations of frequency-staggering and
cross -polarization, such as the following, which apply at least one benefit to
each of the interference paths (V and H denote simply opposite polarization,
and do not imply an endorsement of linear polarization. )

Satellite Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4

S 
1iPolarization

Frequency set A B A B
 V V H H

S2 
IPolarization
Frequency set B A B A

 H H V V

S 3
I
Frequency set A B A B
Polarization V V H H

Note that, in each area, adjacent satellites use staggered frequencies
and polarization discrimination. Second adjacent satellites use neither and
must get all their protection from antenna directivity.

7. It is possib'e to conceive of a neutralization matrix, using energy
from one feed to cancel the interference on another.

8. There is a real possibility of improved antenna sidelobe perform-
ance by careful design.

In regard to point-to-point service, the smallest beam angle that can be
used is determined by:

a. the degree to which the beams can be stabilized so that they do
indeed hit their intended destinations,

b. the size of antenna that is practicable in view of the dimensional
restrictions of possible launch vehicles, or the state of the art inantennas un-
furled or assembled in space from pieces which do conform to the dimensional
restrictions, and finally,

C. the spacing between earth stations of diversity pairs when system
design considerations dictate that diversity is necessary.

Investigation is needed into stabilization arrangements capable of at least
+ 0. 1 degree beam accuracy and a lifetime of 10 years without excessive fuel
or weight requirements.

As to antennas, it will be seen from the following table that if± 0. 1 degree
accuracy can be obtained it will be feasible to use 10-foot apertures at 16
and 30 GHz, thus making full use of the launch vehicle dimensions. Further-
more, it makes unfi)rlable antennas attractiv- % .r point-to-point service at 4
and 6 GHz.

d = 10	 ft d = 40 ft
f Gain Beam Gain Beam
Hz (dB) degrees (dB) egrees

4 40 1.8 52 0.45
6 43.5 1. 2 55. 5 0.3

16 52 0. 45 64 0. 11
30 57. 5 0.24 69.5 0.06
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(If the antennas are equipped with multiple -beam feeds, somewhat less than
the full aperture will be available to each beam. To cover the 48 contiguous
states of the United States for instance, the gain must be about 1 dB less and
the beam will be about 12 percent wider. )

D. 3.12 Nomenclature

B occupied bandwidth, Hz

C wanted carrier power, watts

C 4 power in that 4-kHz bandwidth about the wanted carrier containing
most power, watts

d	 diameter of aperture of antenna, feet

D peak frequency deviation ratio = fd/fb

f	 frequency, Hz

f 	 top baseband frequency, Hz

f 	 peak frequency deviation, Hz

f 	 rms frequency deviation, Hz

h	 altitude of spherical segment

I	 power of interfering carrier, watts

I4 power in that 4-kHz bandwidth about the unwanted carrier containing
most power, watts

I 	 interference power in a voice channel, watts

K Boltzmann's,.corstant

m PCM-PSK frequency deviation ratio

n number of voice channels

N B noise in occupied bandwidth B at receiver input, watts

• number of sub-bands

N 3 noise in 3100 Hz at input to earth receiver, watts

N4 noise in 4 kHz at input to earth receiver, watts

Nc down-link thermal noise in a voice channel, watts

•u up-link fluctuation noise in a. voice channel, watts
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P preemphasis advantage

r	 radius of sphere

S	 suppression

T noise temperature of earth station, degrees Kelvin

W baseband signal power, watts

w width of coverage area (east-west), miles

of	 antenna gain, numerical

04
antenna gain, decibels

cc a@ antenna gain De degrees off main lobe

11	 antenna efficiency

0d bearnwidth, degrees

0r beamwidth, radians

49 degrees off main beam

D. 4.0 CODING AND SIGNAL RUGGEDNESS

Dan C. Ross

Efficient utilization of spectrum and orbital sr- ? is facilitated by em-
plo ) •ing "rugged" signals to reduce the effect of im, erence from adjacent
bands and beams. As signal ruggedness is increased, a point of diminishing
returns is reached at which the added resistance to interference is offset
by the need for additional bandwidth as shown in the derivations in Section
D. 2. 0 based or, ttie Shannon limit and in Section D. 3. 0 based on FDM-FM
and PCM-PSK,

•

	

	 Other well-known approaches to the design of rugged signals include
various spread-spectrum techniques such as pseudo-noise or code-division
multiplexing and polynomial codes for forward error correction (FEC).

k

	

	 Automatic request query (ARQ) schemes currently used for terrestrial data
transmission would lei d to inefficient use of synchronous satellite communi-
cations because of the long propagation delay, unless some other techniques
were employed to reduce the number of times that the ARC2 system is re-
quired to operate. FEC coding is quite feasible for use ir satellite communi-
cations, not only for data transmission but also for telephone and other ap-
plications.

See Digital Communications, Solomon Golomb ed. Prentice Hall.
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The purpose of this section is :n indicate the applicability of FEC tech-
niques to improve the efficiency of utilizing satellite-communication channels
and to suggest tae need to include coding along with modulation parameters
in studies of o p timum utilization of spectrum, orbit, and equipment costs.
The utility of FEC will be illustrated by a simple example based on the binary
transmission systems shown in Figure 9. D. 8. System A will be used as a
point of departure .o consider improvements in error rate by two different
procedures:

1. Maintain constant signaling rate and increase transmitter'• p .)wer to
yield System B.

2„ Use FEC coding and increase signaling rate through the channel to
maintain ove, 11 throughout; the result is System C.

---a— Channel --P► Receiver —^- —]

System A without FEC

Encoder --ft- Transmitter -a►rChanne)	 Receiver	 Decodzr

System C with FEC

FIGURE 9. D. 8 Systems to be compared.

The param- l ers of the three systems will be indicated by subscripts A,
B, and C on the following symbols:

p	 probability of error in one bit
b	 ' ransmitted block length of FEC code
n	 maximum number of correctable errors
d	 number of data bits per block
P probability of error in one block
S 2 (k) (signal-to-noise power ratio)

where k is a constant determined by the waveform of the signals
transmitted over the cha-u:el and the reference band used for defin-
ing noise power

Consider a code with b = 24, n = ?, and d = 12. Such a code requires that
the signaling rate through the channel of System C be greater than that in A
by a factor of

ba = 24/12 = 2	 (1)

The ratio of signal energy to noise energy involved in each binary decision is
assumed to be inversely proportional to the signaling rate over the channel.

2

SC	 d	 = 1/2	 (2)SA 2	 - b

---^ Transmitter
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Assuming normally distributed noise, the probability of an error in one
bit is given by

	

1	 -S	 _x2/ z

	

P -2n	 dx e	 = F(-S)	 (3)

-oo

where F is the normal distribution function.
The probability of an error in a block of d data bits at the output of each

of the three systems is given by:

FA -.1 1 - (1 - PA )d _	 dpA 	(4)

PB = 1 - (1 - pB ) d z	 dp B 	(5)

- :^ b
P C = 1	 Pi = 1	 (i) P C ' ( l - PC)

	

b-i	 (6)

i=0	 i=0

where P i is the probability of exactly i errors in a bl-rk of length b.

For n = 3, i. e. , triple-error correction, we have

_	 b!	 4	 4b!	 5
PC	 4!(b-477 PC - _5_!(_b-_3T! PC

lOb!	 6
+ 6!(b--6)ri PC

_	 b!	 4 r 4(b-5)	
+ 

(b-5)(b-6)	 2
PC ` 4 ! b-4) ! pC 1 1	 5	 PC	 3	 PC

For the assumed code, we have

PC = 10, 626 PC  (1 - 15. 2 PC + 114 PC2) .

Suppose that the SIN ratio in System A is such that SA = 8;

then S C 2 = 4 from Eq. (1) and

PA = F (-2. 828) = 0. 0024

PC = F (-2. 000) - 0. 0228

i. e. , about an order-of-magnitude increase in the probability o _t error.
The corresponding probabilities of block error are
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PA = (12)(0. 0024) = 0. 0288

PC = (5. 5) 10 -4 (1 - 0. 345 + 0. 059) = 3. 9 x 10-4

i. e. , a reduction by a factor of about 70.
Let System B have the same block error rate as C.

PB = 3. 9 x 10 -4 = 12 PB

P B = 3. 2 x i0
-5

 = F(-SB)

S  = 4

(SB2)/ (SA 2 ) = 18 = 2

Thus, the use of FEC coding in this example yields about '.1 , :^ same
overall improvement as doubling the S/N ratio. The particular code in this
example was chosen rather arbitrarily. Better choices can undoubtedly be
made.

The problem of varying the choice of signal parameters to find optimum
combinations for spectrum and orbital-space utilization is somewhat more in-
volved with FEC codes than with classical modulation schemes. The code
parameters are re tricted to positive integers acid not all combinations of b,
d, and n correspond to feasible codes, while FM parameters, as an example
from classical modulation, form a continuum. However, much is known
about FEC codes and they may be readily examined by straightforward com-
puter techniques.

FEC codes exhibit threshold effects just as i, FM. The example given
above was selected to illustrate the behavio r of triple--error correction near
its threshold where it tends to be "brittle," as does wny "hard" modulation
technique.

In add?tion to error-correction capability, most FEC codes also have a
considerable error-detection power that can be conveniently employed in ARQ
loops around a duplex circuit employing FEC in each direction. If sufficient
FEC were provided for high-quality telephony, some data-transmission ap-
plications might require such outer ARQ loops to obtain overall transmis-
sion accuracy of the order of one error in 10 9 bits or better.

In general, it appears that FEC and similar forms of redundant coding
are means of giving further "hardness" to digital transmissions in exchange
for a reduced information bit rate where the basic bit rate (and bandwidth) is
fixed. One obvious application lies in lowering the error r:ae to the values
desired in digital data systems.

A salient consideration is that this coding can be introduced at the ter-
minals, by the users, producing much the same effect as if the earth stations
had changed to a harder form of modulation such as dropping from 4-level
to 2-level PCM. Although the latter course might seem simpler and more
direct, most users (of telephony for example) might prefer the higher bit
rate despite its higher error rate.
*See Er ror Rates in Data Transmission, Siegfried Reiger, Proc. I. R. E. ,
May 195P, pp. 919-920.
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APPENDIX E

POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS

William E. Bradley
Spencer W. Spaulding

E. 1 Introduction

It has been pointed out in Section 2 of Appendix D that economical utili-
zation of the frequency/orbit space depends heavily on the use of directional
antennas. The requirements of the emerging satellite-communication art
are exacting and novel in sorne respects, and in this section it is pointed out
that attractive opportunities exist to improve performance and economy of
both earth-station and satellite antennas while concurrently making efficient
use of the spectrum.

E. 2 Steerability of Earth Antenna Beams

Concerning the earth-statio:i antennas, Appendix C has shown the eco-
nomic advantage of using high-gain earth antennas with today's international
satellites and those c:f the near future, and for typical numbers of circuits
per station. This high gain brings correspondingly narrow beamwidths, less
than 0. 140 at half-power points for an 85-foot parabolic reflector at 6 GHz.
Such a narrow beamwidth, with correspondingly narrow sieelobes, has been
a major factor in sharing frequencies with terrestrial services. Also, of
increasing future importance, these narrow beams will permit stationary
satellites correspondingly smaller orbit-separations and thus enable them
to obtain correspondingly more orbital use—more channels per orbit degree.

Thus far, the commercial (INTELSAT) earth stations all have used full-
tracking antennas. The usual large parabolic antennas produce only one
beam and require rotation of a massive structure to change beam direction.
Such a design evolved naturally from the large radar antennas of the past
decade, from radio astronomy, and from the early use of low-orbit satellites
with their requirement for tracking with whole-sky coverage.

Years before geostat^onary satellites became a reality it was pointed
out* that such satellites should permit the use of fixed-reflector antennas,

*S. G. Lutz, A Surve y of Satellite Communication. Telecommunication
Journal. ITU, Vol. 29 No. 4, pp. 107-112, April 1962 (Geneva).

S. G. Lutz, Twelve Advantages of Stationary Satellite Systems for Point
to-Point Communication. IRE Transactions PCTSET Vol. 8, pp. 57-65,
March 1962.
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and that such antennas could employ relatively inexpensive earth-supported
concrete structures, resembling tilted swimming-pools. A basic and under-
standable objection to the use of fixed parabolic reflectors has been the very
limited control of the direction of the beam axis which can be achieved satis-
factorily by moving the antenna feed. With para: ►ola.s having conventional
ratios of focal length to aperture (F/D as Q. 4) the beam shape and gain deteri-
orate excessively if the beam displacement is much more than one beamwidth.
Thus far, no effort has been made to hold geostationary satellites on station
to these tolerances throughout their life, though this should become possible
in the future. Even if perfect stationkeeping were assured, however, there
would remain apprehension (or claims thereof) of prolonged service inter-
ruptions, between failure of a satellite and the stationing of its replacement,
even if this replacement were an orbited spare.

Without question, prompt hand-over would be desirable, following a
satellite failure. Equally desirable but more impossible is the prompt repair
of a damaged submarine cable! The practical question seems to be, "Over
how great an arc need such a hand-over be made; one degree or one hundred?"
Proponents of our fully steerable monsters point out that they can be steered
to a replacement satellite within minutes, even if it is a hundred degrees
away—but how useful would such a distant replacement be to all stations of
the system considered? Satellite orbit stations may be critical in longitude,
losing certain of the earth stations if moved even a degree east or west.
Accepting more prolonged interruptions for a few such stations, one concludes
that the hand-over arc could be two or three degrees but should not be much
more than ten.

For such limited steerability along the orbit and near it, it becomes
attractive to use simpler limited-motion pedestals for conventional parabolic
reflectors. It should become even less expensive, however, to employ an
earth-supported spherical reflector with a movable phase-correcting feed,
as discussed later.

E. 3 Multibeam Earth Antennas

With a spherical reflector, it also would be possible to use multiple
feeds to create multiple beams toward a corresponding number of satellites,
accomplishing this at little additional antenna cost. Of course, the cost of the
transmitting and receiving equipment for these additional beams cannot be
neglected.

Such multibeam earth stations are of interest relative to heavy-traffic
(domestic) systems, requiring a cluster of satellites. In such a system, each
earth station might transmit to one satellite but receive from all. Alterna-
tively, if intersatellite relaying were used, an earth station need receive only
from the same satellite(s) to which it transmits. The choice between these
two methods for using satellite clusters is not yet clear, but this use of
satellite clusters does not appear imminent.

E. 4 Future Satellite Antennas and Problems

The role of satellite antenna gain and considerations relative to the use
of multiple earthward beams have been discussed in Section 3. 3. 3, while the
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separation required between earthward beams for spectrum reuse was treated
in Appendix D, Sec. 3. 10. Briefly, the most challenging foreseeable need
for multiple earthward beams is for heavy traffic "nodes-only" systems,
where the individual beams can be sufficiently narrow relative to the beam
separation to permit reusing the same frequencies without harmful inter-
ference. Area coverage by use of overlapping multiple beams seems to lead
to little if any power advantage or spectrum reuse.

The maximum separation between earthward beams would be th, angle
subtended by the earth, about 17 degrees, whereas the minimum beam separa-
tion in a domestic system could be less than a degree. In the latter case,
beamwidths less than a tenth degree would be required, but even today's
standard earth stations have broader beams! This and other considerations
suggest that the frequencies above 11 GHz would be of prime interest for such
applications. In an even broader sense, the generation and control of a family
of such earthward beams toward traffic nodes appears to be a new and
challenging problem in antenna technology.

E. 5 Fixed Spherical Reflector, Movable- Feed and Multiple- Feed Antennas
for Earth Terminals of a Satellite-Communication System

In this section, it is pointed out that cheap, large, multiple-beam an-
tennas with each beam independently adjustable in angle are almost certainly
feasible by adapting a type of antenna so far utilized only for special purposes
such as radio astronomy. Especially attractive is the fact that such antennas
need no active elements, unlike phased arrays that have sometimes been
proposed. It is proposed that large fixed spherical reflectors be utilized
instead of the more usual parabolic reflectors. Such reflectors may be
cheaply constructed by excavation and reinforced-concrete lining, using
plasterer's techniques to achieve a spherical concave surface to a tolerance
of a few millimeters or less. A conductive surface attached to the concrete
surface completes the reflector.

A spherical reflector will provide performai.ce equal to that of a para-
bolic reflector if the portion of the sphere actually illuminated does not differ
frcm a parabola by a dimension, parallel to the spherical radius of more than
1/16 of a wavelength. To meet this condition, the diameter of the illuminated
area on the spherical surface, D, must not exceed a magnitude given by

D4 <_ 8 J1 R 3

where A is the wavelength and R is the radius of curvature of the spherical
reflector.

It is convenient to introduce the parameter 8 equal to A/D which is ap-
proximately the width of the main lobe of the beam measured in radians. In
terms of 0,

DS2R01/3

For example, if the beam angle is 1 / 125 radian or 0. 46 degree, then if
the radius of the spherical reflector is 100 feet, D is 40 feet, and the feed
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antenna should be located at a distance of 50 feet from the center of the re-
flector. In practice, the reflector should be extended beyond the calculated
value of D to provide noise shielding and to permit beam-angle adjustment by
changing the placement of the feed.

Use of a spherical reflector imposes the necessity for using a directional
antenna for a feed to avoid any substantial illumination of the area of the re-
flector outside the desired diameter D. Alternatively, the feed may be de-
signed to correct the spherical aberration for such wider zones of the re-
flector. The feed antenna should be placed at the midpoint of the spherical
radius which is the continuation of the desired beam axis. To change the
direction of the beam, the feed can be moved to other locations defined by
the similar midpoints of sphere radii extending in those directions.

A 1, 000-foot spherical reflector having a single movable feed that can
move the beam ± 20° in any direction has been operated successfully for
several years in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, for radio-astronomy purposes. The
feed for this antenna is an end-fire array designed to deliver a broad conical
pattern of radiation of nearly constant intensity within the cone and with a
low sidelobe level outside it.

Spherical-reflector-movable-feed antennas six feet or more in radius
have been used in some rapid-scan radar and radiometer apparatus and per-
formed perfectly satisfactorily.

There is no doubt on theoretical grounds that such a reflector could
serve many feeds simultaneously, each governing a single beam and movable
to the extent necessary to permit adjustments. Such a design would be
eminently suitable for earth terminals of a geostationary satellite-communi-
cation system. Such an antenna has several important advantages:

1. The fixed, earth-mounted spherical reflector can be inexpensively
shaped to an accuracy of ± 1 millimeter and can be expected to retain its
shape for a long time.

2. A spherical contour is easily fabricated with great precision.
3. The mechanism to change beam angle is required only to move the

relatively small feed, weighing only a few pounds, and moving in translation
along a circular arc. A relatively cheap, low-cost mechanism should be
possible.

4. The directional-feed antenna required to limit the area of illumina-
tion also helps to discriminate against interference from terrestrial sources
and can help to maintain low antenna noise temperature when required.

5. A single fixed spherical reflector can provide many beams. The
cost to add a beam is only the cost to add one more feed. Each feed can be
adjustable to occupy any position not already occupied b,- another feed.

6. There is an important possibility that interference received by a
feed from a strong source not in its beam can be neutralized by placing a
second identical feed so as to most strongly receive the interference and
adding its output, properly attenuated and equally delayed, out of phase with
the interference. Reduction of mutual interference between a set of geo-
stationary satellites by cross connections between the several feeds corre-
sponding to each satellite would be possible if satellite stationkeeping is
accurate enough. (Such neutralization between large, independently located
antennas of conventional design is impractical because of difficulties with RF
phase stability over the widely differing and varying paths required. )
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7. Beam-directivity pattern and sidelobe structure should be unaffected
to the first order by change of beam direction. A spherical reflector has no
preferred axis, and only when the illuminated area overruns the edge of the
reflector will the directivity pattern of a beam be affected by beam ang. e.

E. 6 Phased-Array Antennas

Fixed-reflector antennas have advantages of simplicity and weight in
many applications where a single beam, or at most a very few beams, are
required in a fixed or relatively slow-changing geometry. Phased-array
antennas have been developed primarily for radar systems in which multiple
tracking beams are required and where the ability to switch a beam rapidly
from one direction to another is at a premium. To date phased-array an-
tinnas have not found much application to communications systems primarily
be.-,,.use the physical needs of the systems have favored solution by fixed-
reflector techniques. Communications satellites of the future will have new
demands placed on them and phased-array techniques may become attractive
as solutions to these requirements.

The earth-orbiting data-relay system generates these requirements
because:

Several tracking beams are required, readily switched from one
direction to another.

Large apertures are required and phased arrays ease the mechanical
tolerances required.

Location of users is not necessarily known to any central control point.
Retrodirective phased arrays automatically respond with full gain in
direction of a pilot tone transmitted by the user.

1	
System requires high reliability and phased arrays have inherent re-,
dundancy.

Commercial point-to-point communications generate requirements
because:

Many high-gain beams would reduce earth-terminal requirements for
users but beams must be reprogrammed to allow for new entries to the
system.

Multiple beams facilitate reuse of the spectrum.

Time division multiplexing can be coupled with rapid beam switching
to provide a unique, high-capacity, flexible interconnect system for
multiple access.

The phased-array antenna can be made in a plane. Retrodirective arrays
can be made very tolerant of first-order deflections or errors in the plane.
This facilitates deployment of the antenna compared to large-aperture para-
bolic or spherical reflectors.
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The retrodirective phased array is made up of many small transponders,
each feeding its own antenna element. The phase of the signal being pro-
cessed is derived within each transponder from a pilot tone received from
the user. Thus, beam forming and switching are automatic and instantaneous,
requiring no information other than the pilot tone and a common phase
reference distributed to each element of the array. The addition of all the
individual transponder elements is done automatically in the interference
pattern of the far field. Since several dozen or even several hundred ele-
ments are used in a single array, failure of some of the elements has no
significant effect on the overall performance. This leads to high reliability
for spacecraft antennas.

Each element of an array is low-powered, which permits the use of
solid-state devices of potentially lightweight design. In particular, inte-
grated RF circuits for each transponder are a possibility.

For these reasons the retrodirective array has considerable promise
for satisfying the future requirements of both orbital relay systems and
commercial communications.

The needs of other systems such as direct television broadcasting can
also be served by such arrays. While such applications are not considered
here, the application to broadcast satellites should be further coordinated.
Generation of large amounts of RF power in a phased array alleviates a
difficult cooling problem and also enha-+ces the reliability. This suggests
that phased-array developments may have direct interest to other missions.

Further development efforts of the retrodirective phased array should
include both system and component level of detail. System consideration
should include reuse of the spectrum, sidelobe control, application to time-
division multiplexing and packaging and deployment. Component studies
should be directed toward lightweight, multichannel transponder designs
using RF integrated circuits. Frequencies in the UHF, S-Band and C-Band
should be included in such component developments.
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APPENDIX F

INTERFERENCE BETWEEN SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

F. J. Altman

F. 1 The Interference Problem

The problem of interference arises between stations in the space service
and those in the terrestrial service where they share the same frequency
bands. For a aple, communication-satellite and terrestrial radio-relay
systems have common allocations in the 3, 700-4, 200 and 5, 925-6, 425 MHz
bands. To control potentially harmful interference, limits have been placed
on station power and spacings, which result in turn in limitations on space-
service capabilities with regard to maximum number of channels, minimum
antenna size, and closeness of earth stations to users. As there are many
areas of uncertainty in the derivation of these limits that may be unduly
penalizing one system or the other, it is important to perform studies and
experiments to minimize these areas. Questions of interference within the
space service will not be considered in this appendix.

F. 2 Background Information

The restrictions on the sharing services were set at the Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference (Geneva, 1963), based on the recommen-
dations of the CCIR, which continues to study such matters. It is, there-
fore, appropriate to use the CCIR basis in general and the particulars
wherever appropriate.

The categories of interference of interest are shown in Figure 9. F. 1,
where it may be noted that the up-link and down-link cases concerned with
the satellite involve line-of-sight transmission and antenna gain uncertainties.
On the other hand, the purely terrestrial cases involve major uncertainties
in high-level tropospheric and rain-scatter propagation.

Many of the factors concerned in determining the limitations on the
services are subject to fairly precise analysis or bench experimentation,
such as modulation technique, carrier dispersal, and (receiver) interference
reduction factor. The less easily definable factors are considered in further
detail below as appropriate matters for NASA's study program.

F. 3 Terrestrial Interference Problems

Possibly the most difficult interference problem is estimating the
tropospheric transmission loss likely to be exceeded 99. 99 percent of the
worst month between two stations on the earth's surface. The propagation
phenomena involved are anomalous, and, because of the small percentage of
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FIGURE 9. F. 1 Desired and undesired paths.

time which is of interest, adequate useful data can be collected only over
long periods of time. It is, therefore, of utmost importance to attempt to
isolate contributory mechanisms and to determine meteorological correla-
tions facilitating predictions based on the large data base of, :limatological
observations, extensive both in time and space. This general area is the
subject of the CCIR Question discussed in Doc. IV/317, Oslo, 1966. Two
major classes of propagation are involved.

On-path or great-circle tropospheric transmission loss has been the
subject of study by CCIR Study Group V and others for a long time, but the
difficulties in the anomalous high-signal case may be seen from the fact that
the applicable CCIR Report 244 provides three alternate methods of estimation
for even the relatively regular low-signal case. A typical important prob-
lem may be seen in the small allowances for site-shielding factors even
though the shielding high terrain will normally break up the ducting which
gives rise to large coordination distances, especially over water.

Off-path or off-great-circle propagation due to precipitation, aircraft,
or other scattering is still less understood, although recent experiments by
the FCC (POPSI) and others have indicated that it may be a serious problem.
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F.4 Up-Link and Down-Link Interference Problems
The unknown factors at the heart of the up-link and down-link problems

are the upward-directed gains of earth- station and radio-relay antennas and
the aggregates thereof as viewed from various orbital locations. To deter-
mine these factors as well as any other important illumination from the
earth factors, full-scale experiments with a satellite in space will be re-
quired, although careful measurements are desirable on the periscope or
fly-swatter types of antennas for which upward patterns are not available,
but which are large, contributors to upward flux.

It will be important to know this upward flux to permit appropriate reduc-
tion of earth-station transmitter power until up-links and down-links contrib-
ute equally to the noise budget. This was not possible when the down link was
severely power-limite d, but this limitation is being lifted by advances in
launching capability, satellite stabilization, satellite antenna gain, and both
primary and secondary power generation. It will also be necessary to consid-
er interference noise contributions from actual or potential adjacent satellites
for some applications requiring multiple satellites each with multiple beams.

This problem is of special interest in connection with regional satellite
systems in which restricted or small-angle, high-gain satellite antenna beams
will nut be radiating directly into as many terrestrial station antennas as as-
sumed in deriving flux-density criteria. It may be possible from the rec-
ommended experiments to increase the number of channels per MHz or to
reduce the antenna sizes or both, with large potential benefits for both com-
munications and broadcast systems.

F. 5 NASA Interference Program Evaluation
The 14ASA program in this area has been addressed to the most critical

problem, terrestrial interference. The existence of precipitation scatter
at a harmful level has been demonstrated by the Institute for Telecommunica-
tion Sciences Administration (ITSA) and by the Stanford Research Institute
(SRI), and its occurrence has been estimated by both ITSA and Communica-
tions & Systems, Inc. As the Precipitation and Off-Path Scatter Investigation
(POPSI) experiments of the FCC indicated clear-air side-scatter beyond that
expected, NASA is proposing to conduct an additional experimental program
for the Director, Telecommunications Management (DTM) (provided funding
is poRSible) to verify or explain and dismiss the preliminary indications.
These programs have incurred a very '.ow expenditure to produce vitally
needed information. It has already been shown that it is undesirable to per-
mit earth-station and radio-relay antenna- beam intersections, but that sta-
tions with nonintersecting beams may be located within 10 miles of each
other, at least so far as precipitation scatter is concerned. If this mech-
anism is found to be controlling for an extension of the POPSI tests, then it
may be possible to locate TV distribution earth stations on top of TV Control
Centers instead of at remote locations requiring connecting links at as much
as one million dollars each.

F. 6 NASA Interference Program Recommendations

Especially in view of increasing pressures to abandon the shared bands
before high ones are thoroughly investigated, it seems essential to verify
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the basis for the current restrictions and to increase the overall inter-
ference program in several areas. The first is the provision in A'tS-F and
G, or if possible sooner, of a high-gain antenna capable of accurate noise
measurements through the 5925-6425 MHz band in order to verify up-link
constraints.

Terrestrial interference problems are not susceptible to equally
straightforward solutions, but at least an equivalent effort 94 ,+ms in order to
provide a basis for answers required even in the higher bands regarding
rainfall distribution, ducting, and the like. To this end, the experiments
being planned for the DTM, which might be termed TOPSI for Tropospheric
Off-Path Scatter Investigation, should be considered as more that an eval-
uation of POPSI. The following specific items are recommended:

F. 6. 1 POPSI Evaluation

First priority must be given to deciding whether off-path clear-air
scatter can produce harmful interference. This requires new data with the
POPSI beam-angle configurations, but with sites not high above the average
surrounding terrain, with antennas having very low sidelobes, and with
carexally controlled calibration routines. If POPSI results are confirmed,
large -scale experiments, probably including Wallops Island, will be required
to characterize quantitatively the new mechanism under various meteorological
conditions in several climates.

F. 6.2 Precipitation Scatter

If off-path clear-air scatter is found not to be controlling, then chief
emphasis should be placed on off-path scatter by precipitation because of
its ability to nullify site-shielding and create harmful interference at long
range via the large hail frequently found at 50, 000 feet in thunderstorms.
Confirmation of the methods of calculating this interference should be part of
the TOPSI experiments, but the preferred method of creating the required
data base regarding a rare phenomenon (0. 01 percent level) is to use the large
number of weather radars throughout the country with appropriate modifi-
cations to provide three-dimensional reflectivity data extensive in time and
space. This technique has been demonstrated by the Stormy Weather Group
of McGill University, and others. The same basic instrumentation, with
additional analytic capability, will provide information regarding spatial
correlation of reflectivity, useful for determining the diversity spacing
essential to using higher-frequency bands above 11 GHz. Studies should be
initiated to determine the accuracy to be expected in estimating attenuation
from reflectivity considering effects of frequency, type and size of precipi-
tation, and averaging in time and space.

F. 6. 3 Aircraft Scatter

The problem of aircraft scatter interference should he evaluated by
considering typical traffic patterns and bistatic radar cross sections. These
should be determined experimentally if sufficient data are not available.

The TOPSI experiment should be used to confirm such analytical
studies of the severity and occurrence of aircraft scatter. Commercial or
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military flights should be used if possible but special flights may be required
if the TOPSI paths cannot be suitably located with respect to normal traffic.

F. 6. 4 On-Path Trans-Horizon Interference

In view of the uncertainties of predicting on-path interference using
CCIR Doc. V/244, it would be very desirable to increase the applicable data
base by instrumenting military troposcatter links. Many of these are sub-
ject to ducting that will make the normal receiver nonlinear but which, there-
fore, can be recorded directly from the input waveguide by a video receiver.
Such a receiver, re gording only time that signal is above a preset level,
would be very cheap and yet useful.

F. 6. 5 Additional Experiments

There are several other desirable studies that are not necessarily
related to the TOPSI program:

1. Definitive experiments are needed regarding the subjective ef-
fects of common-carrier interference with television relaying via the high
deviation :naex frequency modulation appropriate for satellite transmission,
and with different amounts of and schemes for carrier dispersal.

2. A study is desirable regarding the obscuration of a terrestrial
station beam by intervening rough terrain. If it cannot be shown analytically
to be simply calculable, field measurements by airplane may be required.

n s
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APPENDIX G

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS ABOVE 11 GHz

Hayden W. Evans

The history of radio communications has been a continuous push to higher
and higher frequencies to make room for burgeoning needs. The upward push
in radio frequencies has met tht downward push in optical frequencies as com-
munication engineers look for "windows" in the atmosphere where absorption
is not excessive. An example is shown in Figure 9, G. 1,* which covers the
range from 10 GHz to the upper frequencies of visible light. We look with in-
terest at the lowest frequency = window, from 10 to 50 GHz.

This lowest frequency window is shown in more detail in Figure 9. G. 2. **
It contains a water vapor absorption line at 22.5 GHz and is terminated by the
oxygen absorption line complex at 60 GHz. The attenuation of a signal from a
satellite by the water vapor line depends on the elevation angle of the earth
station antenna and the water vapor content of the air, which is not constant.
These factors suggest that for most favorable operation very low elevation
angles should be avoided. This suggests in turn that these frequencies may be
more useful for regional systems than for international systems which are fre-
quently pushed to maximum possible range. This is a fortunate conclusion,
because, a priori, regional demands will always be larger than international
demand.

This appendix is addressed to three questions that will be discussed in
the three sections to follow.

1. Are frequencies above 11 GHz useful for commercial satellite systems
and w}-a. needs to be known to ensure that they are efficiently used?

2. If these frequencies are useful, then what bandwidths at what frequen-
cies are needed aid is their allocation justified, taking into account other pos-
sible users of these frequencies?

3. What conditions should be attached to these allocations such as are
attached to the present allocations at 4 and E GHz ?

These three questions relate to "usefulness, " "need, " and "conditions,
and these are the headings of the following sections. It would seem that a
justificatic.n of need should precede a study of usefulness, but we have chosen
to invert the order so as to establish that these frequencies are useful enough
to warrant their application.

*Taken from Windows in Space (fro m 10 10Hz up), by R. Kompfner, pre-
sented at American Astronautical Soc ety symposium,   Dallas, 1967.
**Taken from Communication Through the Atmosphere at Millimeter Wave-
lengths, D.C. Hogg, pubiishedpublished in Science in Jan., 1968.
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G. 1 Usefulness of Frequencies Above 11 GHz for Commercial Satellites

Figure 9. G. 2, which shows the effects of water vapor and oxygen, does
not tell the whole story of usefulness of frequencies above 11-GHz for satel-
lites. Radio transmission above 11-GHz is known to be seriously affected by
rain and rain-bearing clouds that increase both path attenuation and receiver
noise temperature. These effects are less serious to satellite systems,
however, and particularly to regional systems, whose beams escape the rain
region in only a few miles. In contrast, terrestrial radio relay beams lie in
the rain region from one end of the system to the other. For this reason, we
believe it is unlikely that these frequencies will be used extensively for long-
haul, heavy-route terrestrial radio relay systems, so that problems of
sharing will be much less serious than at 4 and 6 GHz. Similarly, we believe
that these frequencies can be used by communication satellite systems, pro-
vided the propagation statistics are available by which the systems can be
engineered.

Numerous progagation tests have been made in this frequency range over
the past 20 years*, principally to correlate attenuation on terrestrial paths
with rainfall observed at ground level. The physics of the increases in atten-
uation and noise are understood, not perfectly, but well enough. To apply
these near-earth data to paths to satellites, it is necessary to know the
statistics of rainfall aloft, and here data are scant.

There are two ways to acquire a body of statistics on rain effects on
satellite paths, the direct and the indirect. The direct method involves meas-
uring increases in attenuation and noise from some signal source outside the
atmosphere, either a man-made satellite or some natural sky source. The
sun is the only reasonable candidate for the latter. The indirect method in-
volves characterizing the micrometeorology of clouds containing rain by speci-
ally equipped weather radars for instance, and inferring the total effect on a
satellite beam transiting the cloud by theory or by extrapolation based on ter-
restrial data.

Experts do not agree as to which method is best. Proponents of the in-
direct method argue that 65 weather radars now exist and could be modified
to produce data in the form re quired. Machine analysis methods can be made
available. They argue that this method will produce a mass of geographically
diverse data faster than the direct method can be instrumented.

Proponents of the direct method question the accuracy of the indirect
method, particularly regarding its significance to the 11- to 60-GHz range.
They question the accuracy of the radar in accurately defining the density of
rain and they question the accuracy of extrapolating data taken in the centi-I•

	

	 meter range, where weather radars must operate in order to penetrate the
storm, to the millimeter range. They argue that a proof test would be neces-
sary in any event, so why not accumulate the required mass of data by a meth-
od closest to its application?

We recognize that geographically diverse data can be obtained quicker
by the indirect method than by the direct. We also recognize that these data

Many of these tests are summarized in Rainfall Attenuation of Centimeter
Waves: Comparison of Theory and Experiment, R. G. Medhurst, IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, July, 1965.
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have other important applications, that justify their prosecution, such as the
effect of rain scatter at 4 and 6 GHz on sharing between satellite and radio
relay systems. At the same time, we suggest that the indirect tests are an
inadequate substitute for direct tests.

Other propagation problems have to do with (a) the bandwidth that these
frequencies will support and (b) the statistics of rain-scatter propagation as
it affects frequency sharing. Again, there is disagreement among the ex-
perts. Some argue that if bandwidth were a problem, large antennas at
these frequencies would evidence degraded gain or increased path coupling
loss, and interferometer radio astronomy antennas would be bothered by
beam distortion and line broadening. These effects, they say, have not
appeared. On the other hand, scintillation is an admitted propagation char-
acteristic, and it can be argued that if a path scintillates, its bandwidth is
less than infinite. We see no other course than to support tests designed to
resolve the question.

Conclusions and Recommendations

We see the following problems:

1. There is need to know the distribution of increases in attenuation and
noise due to rain and rain-bearing clouds:

a. versus frequency above 11 GHz, and
b. for the different climatological regions of the North American

continent.
2. Assuming that earth stations will be arranged in diversity pairs,

there is need to know:
a. the proper spacing between stations of a diversity pair, ane.
b. the proper margin for each station, for various degrees of

overall system reliability.
3. There is need to know the bandwidth that radio propagation will

support at these frequencies.
4. There is need to know whether scatter propagation from rain is as

serious at these frequencies as it is at 4 and 6 GHz.

We recommend the following:

1. In regard to the propagation part of the millimeter wave experiment
I"

	

	 of NASA's ATS-E satellite, we strongly approve the program and urge that it
be accelerated if possible and that the hours budgeted to this experiment be
increased if possible. We urge that the number cf participating observatories
be increased if possible, by support if necessary, to cover as large a clima-
tological range as possible. (We do not attach high priority to adding obser-
vatories outside the Americas, where it is not apparent that frequencies above
11 GHz are urgently needed). We urge that the participating observatories be
supported to the maximum possible hours of operation.

2. In regard to the phase coherence part of NASA's ATS-E experiment,
we recognize that there is difference of expert opinion on whether this effect
is serious and we approve the scale of its inclusion in the program.
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3. In regard to sun-tracker experiments, we recognize that they are
complementary to the ATS-E program, and have some advantage in that they
are not keyed to a launch schedule or completely dependent on launch success,
and that the test frequency is not geared to the instrumentation in the satellite.
This experiment accumulates a slightly different mass of data than the ATS-E
experiment, in that the sun runs the gamut of elevation angles every day, and
we see that this will add a new dimension to the ATS-E data. We would hope
that this experiment could be duplicated in various parts of the country.

4. In regard to required spacing between diversity earth stations, we
note that the only instrumentation now planned that bears on this problem is a
gr?d of terrestrial rain gauges that will yield instantaneous earth surface rain-
fall contours. We recognize the value of this, but at the same time, we would
hope that diversity pairs of ATS-E earth stations or sun trackers might be in-
strumented.

5. In regard to rain-scatter interference, we know that some theoretical
studies predict that the scatter-propagated power will be attenuated faster
than it is produced, but we wonder whether this will happen under all rain
profile conditions. We suggest that the earth stations being instrumented for
ATS-E and sun tracking might be arranged to receive a distant transmitter
during hours when ATS-E or the sun is not available. Even though we do not
anticipate that frequency sharing will be widespread, we note that the history
of terrestrial communications is characterized by continual progress to
higher frequencies.

6. In regard to weather radar measurements, we recognize their value
to predicting rain-scatter propagation at 4 and 6 GHz. We also recognize
that their results can be. extrapolated to predict performance at frequencies
above 11 GHz, although there is serious question as to the accuracy of this.
Nevertheless, weather radar measurements offer the opportunity of accumu-
161ing a geographically diverse mass of data faster than any other method.
We, therefore, support them.

G. 2 Need for Frequencies above GHz for Commercial Satellites

Estimates of U. S. domestic telephone traffic (public message plus
private line) that is a candidate for satellite service are given in the AT&T
filing in FCC Docket 16495 for 1975 and 1980. These may be extrapolated,
albeit speculatively, to 1990 and 2000 by using a compounded growth rate of
16 percent per year. The AT&T estimates do not include point-to-point TV,
a necessary ancillary to network TV, or such new services as Picturephone
video telephone. When these two services are taken into account, the actual
demand may be double that listed in the following table:

Year	 Equivalent 2-way
Voice Circuits

1975 40,000
1980 83,000
1990` 366,000
2000 1, 1,620,000

*Extrapolation at 16 percent per year
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No particular allowance has been made for data transmission beyond an
extrapolation of the demand that now exists, at the same rate of growth as for
telephony. Many experts predict that, in the future, machines talking to ma-
chines and machines talking with people may need bandwidths comparable to
people talking to people. This need has been slow to standardize, however,
probably because of the rapid progress in computer techniques. The service
is certain to grow, both rapidly and widely, and will further contribute to
making the figures above turn out to be underestimates.

These total U. S. requirements are high enough to raise another very
significant question as to whether a viable domestic satellite service can be
provided with satellites utilizing only 500 MHz of spectrum bandwidth.

In this section, we will -eek an answer to this question by postulating a
hypothetical system using the best features brought out in Appendix D. First,
we will postulate a joint telephone and television distribution system at 4 and
6 GHz and determine when its capacity is exhausted. Then we will estimate
how much frequency space is needed above 11 GHz to last until the year 2000.

At 4 and 6 GHz, we will consider a system for both telephony and televi-
sion and we will choose frequency modulation to make the satellite compatible
to the two services. We will assume operation at a peak frequency deviation
of 3, comparable to INTELSAT-IV and about midway between power-limited
and frequency-limited designs.

From Section D. 3. 3, the ratio of wanted to unwanted carrier power for
telephony can be computed to be 45dB for each exposure, including the adja-
cent satellite interference at earth stations. From Section D. 3. 11 the ratio
of wanted to total unwanted carrier power for television can be computed to
be 30 dB, and assuming power addition of all the interference paths, the ratio
of wanted to unwanted adjacent satellite power at earth stations should be 40
dB.

Such systems are not likely to use earth antennas larger than 85 feet in
diameter for telephony and 30 feet in diameter for receiving television distri-
bution services. Using equation (4) of Section D. 3. 6, with other parameters
assumed for this hypothetical system, it was calculated that telephone sat-
ellites should be separated 5. 3 degrees, and television satellites 7. 9 degrees,
to achieve the above suppression of unwanted carrier power.

If a satellite can transmit 12, 000 one-way telephone channels per bear.,,
then the total capacity per satellite is 12, 000n one-way channels, where n is
the number of beams. In relating the capacity of the satellite to the telephone
traffic demand, however, it is necessary to recognize that all channels avail-
able cannot be put in service. The ratio of :.hannels used to channels avail-
able is called fill, and the net fill of the satellite system will probably be
about 60 percent, assuming that 20 percent of the broad-band channels will
be reserved for protection use and the fill of the regular broad-band channels
will be 75 percent. Thus, the available capacity of the satellite is 7200n one-
way channels.

Similarly, if a satellite can transmit 12 television signals per beam, then
the total capacity per satellite is 12n television signals.

*Note that these satellite separations apply only to the hypothetical system
being considered for illustrative purposes and they should not be considered
as necessarily the best separations for achieving optimum utilization of the
orbit.
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n

if telephone satellites must be spaced 5. 3 degrees, the number of
degrees of orbit necessary to handle CTP telephone channels is

9TP = 5.3 ^ = 0. 000737 C T 
nP
	

(1)

Similarly, if television satellites must be spaced 7. 9 degrees, the
number of degrees of orbit necessary to handle C TV television channels is

CTV8TV = 7. 9 12n = 0.66 C nV(2)

The total number of degrees of orbit for telephony and television is

6 = 0. 000737 CNV + 0 .66 C TV	 (3)

Estimates of telephone traffic for the period 1975-2000 have been
given above. Estimates of the number of television channels needed for the
same period can be deduced from AT&T's filing of December 1966 in response
to FCC Docket No. 16495* as follows:

Year Regula: Occasiona l Point-to-Point Total

1975 32 23 27 82
1980 36 26 30 92
1985 40 29 34 103
1990 45 33 38 116
1995 50 37 43 130
2000 56 42 48 146

it can be deduced from the discussion in Section D. 3. 11 that n = 1 is ol,
course possible, n = 2 is probably possible, and n = 4 is hopefully possible
at 4 and 6 GHz, assuming the use of satellite antenna apertures that seen:,
reasonable within the near future (i. e. , 30- to 40-foot maximum).

*Th e numbers are said to take into account (a) four commercial networks
with different programs in each of three or four time zones, (b) enough
duplicate channels to allow for regional programs or regional commercials
for each network, (c) enough extra channels to provide for occasional broad-
cast and nonbroadcast services, (d) at least one national public television
network and possibly some regional networks and (e) some fixed noncommer-
cial government networks. We are unable to say how accurate these projec-
tions are.
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Year

n = 1

1975 83.5
1980 122
1985 195
199C 344.5
1995 646
2000 1286

From the telephone requirements shown in Table 9. 3.4 and the television
demand figures above, using formula (3):

Degrees of Orbit for U.S. Traffic
Using 4 and 6 GHz Only

n = 2 n = 4

41 20.5
61 30.5
97.5 48.7	 Possible

172.3 86.2	 Impossible
32. 161.5
643 321.5

1•

How much orbit is available? Taking into account competition with in-
ternational systems and other domestic or regional systems, we estimate
that not more than about 60 degrees could be made available for United States
domestic traffic. On this basis, a two-beam system exhausts its capacity in
1980 and a four-beam system exhausts its capacity in 1987.

Suppose we look above 11 GHz. How much bandwidth would be needed to
handle 1980 traffic ?

Suppose first that television distribution remains in 4 and 6 GH7' . Is
there enough orbital angle? The television demand table shows 9S regular
and occasional channels, and formula (2) tells us these require 63 degrees
with one beam per satellite, 32. 5 degrees with two, and 16 degrees with four.
This demand can just about be met within the 60 degrees assumed by very
simple satellites.

Above I  GHz, we must provide for 1, 620, 000 telephone channels and
48 point-to-point television channels. Since compatibility is less urgent, we
may postulate PCM-PSK modulation for both services, and we can infer from
the discussion in Section D. 3. 11 that as many as 10 beams are possible, and
6 beams provide reasonable maneuvering space. Assuming 4-level PCM-PSK
for interference resistance, the telephone capacity per beam per megacycle
can be deduced from Section D. 3. 8 as follows:

1. With 1/3 cosine roll-off, first null occurs at 2/3 f b , where b is the
baud rate.

2. With low-index PSK, the width of the double-sided spectrum is 4/3 fb.
3. Increasing rf bandwidth of 2/3 f  by 50 percent* to allow for filter

crossover, the total bandwidth of an rf channel is 2 f 
4. With 4-level PCM-PSK, the bit rate is twice the baud rate.

*We used 25 percent at 4 and 6 GHz, where filtering is easier. We find that
AT&T used 10C percent in their proposal of December 1966 for 16 and 30
GHz.
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5. if 66, 000 bits per second transmit one voice channel, then with 4
levels the baud rate is 33, 000, but the bandwidth is twice the baud rate, or
66,000 Hz.

The television point-to-point circuits can be put in the same terms as
the telephone circuits by noting that one television channel displaces 1344
voice channels. The total equivalent voice channel demand in 1980 is thus
1, 620, 000 + (48 x 1344) = 1, 685, 000 channels. These will require a total
bandwidth of 1. 11 x 10 11 Hz.

With 4-level PCM-PSK, the ratio of wanted-to-unwanted signal must be
about 25 dB if interference is permitted to degrade the error rate one order
of magnitude. Using the same arguments as before, the ratio of wanted-to-
unwanted signal from an adjacent satellite should then be 35 dB. If 30-foot
earth station antennas are used, the spacing between satellites at 15 GHz
must be 1. 723 degrees, using formula (4) of Section D. 3. 6.

At these high frequencies, elevation angle is more important than at 4
and 6 GHz, so instead of 60 degrees, we will assume our satellites must fit
into 50 degrees of orbit. Allowing + 0. 1 degree tolerance, the station spac-
ing is 1. 923 degrees, and 50 degrees will contain 26 stations. At six beams
per satellite, the total number of beams is 156. The bandwidth required per
beam is then

B = 1. 11 x 10 11 = 715 MHz156

We have tacitly assumed uniformly distributed traffic, whereas it is
known that as much as one-third of the present traffic is concentrated at
the largest node. If by 1980, the Megalopolis effect reduces this to 20 per-
cent, then 0. 2 x 1.11 x 10 11 = 2. 22 x 10 10 Hz is required at the largest node,
i. e. , on one beam of each satellite. Only 26 beams are available at the
largest node, so the bandwidth required is, by this method:

B = 2. 22 x 1010
26	 = 860 MHz

Taking into account the approximations made, we conclude that a bare
minimum of 1 GHz of bandwidth above 11 GHz if frugally used would probably
support the domestic telephone and point-to-point needs of the United States
until the year 2000. The needs of the North American region may be as much
as 150 percent of the United States needs. Therefore, we rLcommend that
programs involving domestic United States satellite systems look forward to
the availability of at least 1. 5 GHz for up transmission and 1. 5 GHz for down
transmission between 11 and 50 GHz. More would be highly desirable.

G. 3 Conditions for Allocations above 11 GHz

Although at this moment we do not foresee that sharing of frequencies will
be as prevalent or as serious as at 4 and 6 GHz, it would be prudent to expect
that terrestrial uses for these frequencies will indeed materialize and that
studies of interference, propagation, and system synthesis should keep this
possibility in mind.
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APPENDIX H

TRAFFIC MATRIX OPTIMIZATION
FOR A HIGH -CAPACITY SATELLITE SYSTEM

Hayden W. Evans

The configuration of the Phase II domestic communication satellite sys-
tem proposed by AT&T in response to FCC Docket No. 16495 resulted from
a process of iterative optimization involving system synthesis, system ap-
plication, costing, comparison of costs with terrestrial costs, and finally a
critique leading to a revised system synthesis, and so on. This loop was
traversed six times, with continual but diminishing improvement. Cost
was not the only criterion. Equal consideration was given to conservation of
the frequency spectrum, conservation of the stationary orbit, and non-
triviality. It is no surprise that these criteria were maximized when the
system fit the needs most accurately.

To interconnect as many cities as possible, it was postulated that each
satellite should have several beams to several cities. To conserve the fre-
quency spectrum, these beams should use the same frequencies. To reduce
interference between the beams so they may be aimed at cities close together,
the beams must be very narrow, but not so narrow that instability in satellite
attitude causes them to miss their targets. Also, PCM-PSK modulation per-
mits closer beam spacing than FDM-FM at equal system capacities. To
conserve the stationary orbit, the number of satellites must be small but
earth antennas must not be small. If the number of satellites is to be small,
the capacity of each must be large, particularly if the system is to be
capable of continued growth. Also, if srre_iil earth antennas are inadvisable,
then earth stations must handle more thwi .i small amount of traffic to justify
their existence.

The paragraphs to follow illustrate the process of matching demand to
capability. A full-scale optimization requires year-by-year analysis of the
entire study period, which was taken as 1969-1980. The illustrations are
based only or 1969 ;remand.

The AT&T toil network connects about 8000 points in the United States.
The theoretical number of paths to interconnect 8000 nodes is nearly 3. 2 x
107.

To manage the network and to predict its growth, AT&T planning people
have reduced the 8000-node matrix to a 135-node matrix, mainly by ron-
solidating nodes such as White Plains, Hempstead, and Newark into a single
node at New York, and so on, This matrix is revised every year on the basis
of most recent experience. The theoretical number of paths to interconnect
135 nodes is 9045. A check of 3000 possible paths showed that two-thirds
were vacant, so the number of occupied paths must be abnut 3000. Growth
rates have been determined for each path, mostly on the basis of recent
experience, and vary over a range of about two to one. A year-by-year 135-
node matrix exists on computer tape, and a print-out for any single year
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covers about 200 pages. Print-outs for 10 years make a stack some six
inches high. This is a little too much information to be helpful in designing
a domestic satellite system.

The matrix can be reduced to comprehensible size by applying two
principles:

1. Nodes close together are not likely to be connected by satellite be-
cause terrestrial interconnection will be cheaper; the prove-in distance for
satellite circuits will be at least several hundred miles.

2. Nodes very close together, say within one hundred miles or so, are
not likely to justify separate earth stations.

There are at least three ways to reduce a traffic matrix:

1. Start at the bottom with the smallest path and consolidate it into the
nearest nearly coterminous path, and so on.

2. Start at the top with the largest path and consolidate into it all paths
that economics permit.

3. Start in the middle by consolidating all paths that do not meet as-
sumed requirements such as size and length into nearly coterminous paths
that do meet the requirements.

It turns out that the first course is undesirable because there are so many
small paths that many reconfigurations are required. The second course is
undesirable because the steps in restructuring are so large. The third course
appears to be the most practical, at least for reducing the matrix by hand. At
first glance, this method would seem to be at the mercy of the accuracy of the
assumptions, but all three methods really are subject to this constraint, and
it--rative solutions based on revised assumptions are needed.

Figure 9. H. 1 shows the nodes of the 135-node matrix. - This was reduced
by successive steps to the 27-node matrix shown in Figure 9. H. 2. When paths
longer than 1000 airline miles (corresponding to about 1300 terrestrial route
mile) are eliminated, and when nodhec no farther than 120 miles from the
largest nodes are consolidated into the largest nodes, the estimated telephone
channel demand matrix for 1969 is as shown in Table 9. H. 1. The telephone
channel demand includes public telephone service and private line, but not
Picturephone. The total number of two-way telephone circuits in 1969 in the
estimated matrix is 43, 898.

The size of the nodes and the paths are shown by rank in Figure 9. H. 3.
The largest path carries nearly 3500 circuits, and 43 paths carry more
than 300 circuits. The largest node terminates nearly 15, 000 circuits, nearly
one-third of the total, and 23 nodes terminate over 1000 circuits.

One important criterion of the : viability of any telephone system is fill,
the fraction of the channels that can be used. If 600-channel capacity is

*TheAT&T proposal assumed that one direction of each telephone circuit
would be by satellite and the other by terrestrial means to reduce the effects
of delay and to take advantage of diversity in failure mechanism. If this
assumption were applied to this Appendix, the numbers of channels to be
handled by satellite would be just one-half those stated.
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FIGURE 9. H. 3 Nodes and paths shown by rank. The
largest node terminates nearly 15, 000 circuits. The
largest path carries nearly 3500 circuits.
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provided on a path needing 300 channels, the fill will be 50 percent. * Seventy-
five percent fill is a reasonable objective, and smaller fills will be a symp-
tom of nonoptimum design. Figure 9.H.4 shows the percentage of fill achieved
by various sizes of groups on various numbers of paths. Obviously the
smaller the group, the better the fit to path size, and the higher the fill.
When fewer paths are considered, the smaller paths are eliminated, and a
larger group size can be used. For the 40 largest paths, 600 channel groups
will produce 75 percent fill in 1969. The transponder capacity of the satellite
proposed by AT&T is for several good reasons 1344 channels, and Figure
9. H. 4 suggests that 75 percent fill would not be achieved until some five
years,,- after 1969, or 1974. AT&T proposed to introduce this satellite in
1972.

Using the same arguments, it might be concluded that paths needing less
than 300 circuits in 1969 are very unlikely to produce acceptable fills of a
1344-channel transponder in 1974. Table 9. H. 2 is a 1969 demand matrix
with all paths needing less than 300 circuits eliminated. The 27 nodes have
shrunk to 23, interconnected by 47 paths, carrying about 32, 000 circuits.

Note that Syracuse, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Phoenix, and Omaha
terminate only about 300 circuits each, which is scarcely enough to support
an earth station. Syracuse and Dayton can reasonably be combined with
New York and Detroit, respectively. This leaves 17 nodes, 38 paths, and
31, "'? circuits.

Now enters another restriction imposed by the design of the AT&T satel-
lite. Even though very sharp antenna beams are used, plus PCM-PSK modula-
tion which is quite resistant to interference, service cannot be provided
from a particular satellite to nodes very close together. Figure 9. H. 5 shows
the proscribed areas around several large cities. To be sure, Boston and
Fredericksburg could be served by another satellite, but the load terminating
in New York is so large that New York must work with every satellite. For
this reason, combine Boston, Fredericksburg and Pittsburgh into New York,
and St. Louis into Kansas City.

The final 1969 network is shown in Table 9. H. 3.
Although we now have a telephone demand matrix, we are still closer to

the beginning of the problem than the end. The matrix, for instance, gives
equal weight to New York-Miami (1092 airline miles) traffic and New York-
San Francisco traffic (2570 airline miles). If, as an example, the prove-
in distance for satellite circuits were 1000 miles, a New York-San Fran-
cisco circuit should carry 17 times as much weight as a New York-Miami
circuit. This suggests another kind of matrix, based on the product of the
number of circuits times the mileage excess over the prove-in distance.

Unfortunately the prove-in distance for a particular pair of earth sta-
tions depends on the number of circuits each station terminates, and as we
have just said, the advantage of terminatin b a circuit depends on the prove-
in distance. This suggests an iterative solution by assuming a prove-in
distance and then revising it in accordance with the dimensions of the re-
duced matrix.

'There is another kind of fill that must not be forgotten--the fraction of the
transponders that can be used.

**Although different paths do have different growth rates, the assumed av-
erage growth rate doubles the number of circuits every five years.
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We have been working in one dimension, 1969 traffic. The complete
system solution involves the time dimension. The optimum system is not
necessarily the sum of the optimum systems for each year, but the set of
annual systems which progress in an optimum fashion. Each reconfiguration
in number of satellites and number of earth stations must be examined to see
if it is scheduled properly and it fits with the progression of the whole system.

If the system is to handle other services, such as point-to-point tele-
vision service, a necessary adjunct to television distribution, it must be
recognized that the telephone matrix will be affected, principally because
the other service will assume part of the earth-station cost and thus re-
duce the prove-in distance. Speaking very generally, point-to-point television
circuits interconnect the same large cities that have major telephone
traffic, but there are notable exceptions, and in addition capability must exist
to many smaller cities, no matter how infrequently used.

Another point to be considered is the policy regarding spare transponders
that are to be held in reserve for failures but can be used for occasional
services. If they are to be provided at all, their number may be surprisingly
large, unless a switching matrix is provided in the satellite, as it is in the
AT&T proposal.

Conclusion

The problem of the optimum demand matrix for a domestic satellite
system is not very difficult but it is extremely complex, particularly when
such factors as restrictions and boundaries imposed by a particular satellite
system design are taken into account. We have shown a quantitative example
of the generation of a realistic demand matrix, but we have pointed out
quantitatively how other factors must be taken into account. We know from
applying these methods that the savings of a satellite system versus ter-
restrial systems are very sensitive to the match between capability and need.

I-ft
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APPENDIX I

SPACE-TO-SPACE LINK PARAMETERS

Spencer W. Spaulding

I.1 Earth Orbiting Data Relay

The material in this section is based on a report on a NASA contract*
and correlates with data included in Section D. E. 6, which deals with retro-
directive phased arrays.

:':.s situation analyzed considers the transfer of 1. 5 MHz of video
data from a low-altitude earth-orbiting satellite to a synchronous satellite
for subsequent relay to an earth station.

The system would use three synchronous satellites although total cov-
erage is possible with only two. The choice of three was based on system
considerations of eclipse operation, satellite failure modes, and orbital re-
dundancy. The general trade-off conclusions of the NASA contract report are
shown in Figure 9.I. 1. The positions of the satellites are shown for the case
of covering the gaps in the Deep Space Net for the near-earth portion of deep
space flights. The terminal in Australia could be eliminated by a space-to-
space link as discussed in Section 9.I. Z.

The link parameters are chosen to prov4de:

1. FDM/FM base bandwidth 1. 5 MHz; peak deviation 3. 5 MHz,
(RF bandwidth 10 MHz)	 _

2. PCM/PSK; data rate 1 Megabit/second, error rate 10 6
(RF bandwidth 2 MHz)

3. Emergency Voice

Other parameters are illustrated in Figure 9. I. 2. The target gain of
0 dB is used in the emergency voice modr-,

The total service requirements are summarized in Table 9.I. 1. The
link. computations are summarized in Tables 9. I. 2 through 9.1. 5 for three
frequency plans for the most difficult nominal load of 1. 5 MHz video base-
baud. Table 9.I. 6 includes the analysis for the emergency voice mode.

Figure 9. I. 3 illustrates the number of elements required in a phased
array and is the basis for choosing S-Band in preference to X-Band. There
is a minimum weight per element for the transponder and the total weight of
the satellite is therefore quite sensiVve to the number of elements.

*Orbiting Data RelaX Networks, final report on NASA Contract NASW-1447,
prepared by Astro- Electronics Division, Radio Corporation of America.
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Efficiency of power generation is better at S-Band than at X-Band for the pro-
jected technology. This affects the required power supply weight and rein-
forces the S-Band choice. The net result of the study is summarized in
Figure 9.1. 1 in the nomograph.

In Figure 9.I. 1, the term "no eclipse operation" means that the weight
of the satellite does not include batteries. Eclipse operation of the system
is still possible, however, because of the three satellites and the fact that at
least two are alway s uneclipsed and can provide service to most target sat-
ellites.

The weight of 4. 5 pounds per element is based on present day technology
not assuming the availability of reduced weight integrated rf circuits. The
nomograph shows that service is possible using the Atlas-Centaur launch
veh;cle but the Titan III-C would relax the requirements on the transmitting
sa,.ellite or allow more traffic to be sent with the same target performance.

In order to increase the data rate significantly or to handle more target
satellites simultaneously, the weight per transponder must be reduced. The
development of lightweight rf integrated circuit components is a promising
technique for enhancing the satellite capability. This leads to the conclusion
that research and development of such integrated circuits should be aggres-
sively advanced.

I.2 Synchronous-to-Synchronous Links

First consider what ERP is needed to work into a one-foot antenna at
one mile. The received power, PR , is equate to PR=(ERP) A2 where A is the

R
r-ceiving antenna effective area and R is the distance in the same units. For
a circular antenna of diameter 1.4 feet but 0. 5 efficiency and a distance of
one mile, one has:

PR = 3. 5 x 10 -8 (ERP) = -75 dB + ERP (dB)

The required signal is MKTB, where M is the margin above the basic
thermal noise, MKT) and B is the bandwidth. For a bandwidth of 100 MHz,
a temperature of 3000, and a signal-to-noise ration of 13 dB, one has:

PR = MKTB = -101 dB = -75 dB + ERP

ERP = -26 dBW

For N miles, the requirement would be

ERP = -26 dBW + (N2) dB

Consider first the use of such a link for extending the connectivity of
users in a commercial satellite-communications application. Since the two
satellites are separated by at least a few earth terminal antenna beamwidths,
plus control tolerance, they will be on the order of several hundred miles
apart. Let N = 1000, then ERP = 34 dBW.
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The 1.4-foot antenna assumed gives about a one degree beam at frequencies
around 60 GHz. These frequencies are of interest in space-to-space links be-
cause of their attenuation by the atmosphere and thus protection against inter-
ference or interception. The choice is included in terms of 60 GHz but the
effect is not important to the conclusion since only the antenna size is finally
affected. Thus, with this frequency, antenna stabilization and tracking are
required for pointing. The antenna gain would be about 44dB and the required
power would be 0. 1 watt for an ERP of 34 dBW. The conclusion to be reached
is that the space-to-space link could be configured using 1.4-foot antennas and
a fraction of a watt power and would support about 100 MHz of interconnecting
bandwidth.

The use of such a link for the application discussed above would involve
a distance of (3)'h times 26, 000 miles. This would require an increase in the
link parameter of 2000 for the same bandwidth. Such a large bandwidth would
not be required for a single target (10 MHz) but the relay satellite being sup-
ported would be tracking several targets. Thus, the 100-MHz total bandwidth
might be representative and is used here for this example.

This factor of 2000 could be made up by increasing the power from 0. 1
watt to 10 watts and by increasing the antenna size from 1. 4 feet to about 6
feet. This would result in a beamwidth of about 0. 2 degrees. This would
require an accurate tracking mount for the antenna but would not require better
total spacecraft attitude control than 0. 1 degree as planned for the ATS-F and
G program. An example of such an antenna mount is the LEM rendezvous
radar system for Apollo.

I.3 Lunar Communications

The use of a satellite relay for communications from the lunar environ-
ment to the earth is of doubtful value except for the special requirement of
behind-the-moon situations. Lunar operations to date support this conclu-
sion. The use of a communications satellite in some sort of orbit about the
moon appears to be the only feasible way of achieving the connectivity re-
quired for behind-the-moon links.

One possible orbit is a quasi-stable orbit about the libration point
behind the moon. This orbit would require a continuous expenditure of pro-
pulsion. Electrical propulsion of high specific impulse would be required
for a long lif	 The orbit about the libration point would keep the relay
satellite in view of one or more of the deep space net earth terminals.

An alternate approach would place three satellites in orbit in a single
plane about the moon. There would be satellite-to-satellite links among the
three so that the one behind the moon would have connectivity to the earth
terminals. This would constitute a data relay network about the moon and
appears to be the more tractable solution to the problem. An orbital altitude
of more then 1000 miles above the .noon would suffice to insure the satel-
lite-to-satellite link availability at all time. The same type of 60-GHz systems
discussed in the preceding section would easily provide the links and give video
bandwidths. The satellite-to-earth links would be at a convenient frequency,
perhaps S-Band. Satellites to lunar surface or lunar spacecraft could be S-
Band or VHF links.
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Further study of the relative merits of these two types of lunar orbital
relay systems is required to choose between them. The priority should re-
late to the timetable of behind-the-moon operations.

I.4 Deep Space Communications

The relative merits of competitive means of transmitting data from deep
space probes has been considered.' The conclusion is reached that the
conventional S-Band is preferable to .lasers. As long as the transmis-
sion needs can be supported at frequencies that readily penetrate the earth's
atmosphere, the use of an intermediate satellite relay is generally not need-
ed or cost effective. This is because of the large earth teminals possible
(200-foot antennas and 50 0K system temperature). Such terminals reduce
the weight of the communications system on the deep space probe and are less
expensive than orbiting relays because only three are needed for such missions.

In a discussion of a problem with the use of very fine beam lasers it was
concluded that the aiming problem is significant. * The analogy of a machine
gunner leading his fast-moving target illustrates why this is a problem. A
spacecraft moving near Mars is so far from earth that a beam of light aimed
at a target at this range would find the target gone when it arrived.

Thus, a laser beam must be aimed ahead of the target in order to make
contact. If the laser beam is broad enough to include the target in its beam
without such a lead, its main advantage, a concentrated beam using laser
optics, is lost. Then the power requirements rise sharply because of the
gain loss and the future of lasers is questionable. The spacecraft may make
unpredictable manuevers near a planet with atmosphere and by using its on-
board propulsion.

Setting aside the question of aiming such beams, the fact remains that
microwaves penetrate the atmosphere and the service can be provided by
conventional S-Band techniques.

The point was made earlier that three earth terminals in the deep space
net represent a more cost-effective solution to the deep-space link problem
than would a system of earth-orbital relays. Part of their cast effectiveness
relates to the use of these same earth terminals for other missions. One
must consider therefore the possibility that an earth-orbiting relay system
may have other missions. If indeed one has an earth-orbiting relay system
for other reasons, the marginal cost of adding deep-space links may become
low enough to make them attractive. If this were so, there still appears to
be little merit in lasers because of the fundamental problem of aberrration
or lead angle and the uncertainties in predicting lead-angle lead to beam-
angle requirements that can be achieved at millimeter wavelengths with less
power and weight. o To accomplish this, the 200-foot earth terminal at a noise
temperature of 50 K must be replaced by a relay satellite. If one assumes a
10-foot antenna on the relay satellite and a receiver of 3000 0K system temper-
ature, the loss in terminal effectiveness is a factor of 24, 000. This must be
made up by raising the ERP of the deep space probe by the same factor. Keep-
ing the same 10-foot antenna on the deep space probe as one would have for S-
band, but realizing the increase in gain by using about 100-GHz frequency,

*Gubin, S. , R. Marsten, and D. Silverman, Lasers versus Microwaves
for Dee -S ace Communications, Journal of S acecraft and Rockets of AIAA,
June 1966.
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one gains a factor of 2500. The rest, a factor of about 10 times, must be
made up by using more power in the deep space probe transmissioli. While
not of immediate obvious advantage, this does align with the general devel-
opment of space-to-space links using millimeter waves and does represent
another service that can be provided by an earth-orbiting relay system. The
requirements of such deep-space links should therefore be included in further
studies of these two topics.
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TABLE 9. I. 1
SERVICE QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

Target to Spacecraft to Ground

Parameter b D B CNR SNR C%N .

(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB-	 :z)

ODRN Analog (FM).......... 1.5 3.5 10 9.6 36* 79.6

USB	 TV .	 ................. 0.5 1.16 3. 3 9.6 36 74.8

ODRN Digital (PCM)
Data Rate R = 1 Mb/s ....... ........ ........ 2 10** ........ 73.0

(kHz)	 (kHz)	 (kHz)

Voice (PLD)	 ............... 7 22* 49.43.0 5.7 17.4

USB 90% Intell .............. 3.0 3.05 12.1 7 15 4/7.8

Range Code ................ 22 ........ 21PLL with 2B LO = 0.8 Hz

Doppler .................... PLL with 2BLO = 12 Hz 0 ........ 10.8

Target	 Pilot	 ............... Lowest demand in 10 Hz 6 ..	 ..... 16

Ground to Spacecraft to Target

Parameter	 b	 D	 B	 CNR	 SNR	 C/No

(kHz)	 (kHz)	 (kHz)	 (dB)	 (dB)	 (dB-Hz)

ODRN Analog (FM).......... 	 150	 350	 1000	 9.6	 36*	 69.6

ODRN Digital (PCM)
Data Rate R = 100 kb/s...... 	 .......	 ........	 200	 10**	 ........	 63.0

Voice (PLD) ............... 	 3.0	 5.7	 17.4	 7	 22*	 49.4

USB 70% Intell ..............	 3.0	 1.75'	 9.5	 7	 9	 46.8

Range Code ................	 As before	 ........	 ........	 21.0

Doppler .................... 	 As before	 ........	 10.8

Satellite Beacon ............	 Lowest demand in 1 Hz	 10	 ........	 10

* Peak-to-peak Signal/ RMS Noise for TV, RMS Speech/RMS Noise for Voice
** Needs C/ (NoR) = 11 dB for Bit Error Rate of 10" 6 ; add 2 dB for degradation; subtract 3 dB because B =

2 R.
Symbols: b = Base bandwidth, D = Deviation, B = RF bandwidth, No = Noise Density (Power in 1 Hz)
ODNR = Orbiting Data Relay Network. USB TV = Unified S-band TV; 10 frames/sec, 300 lines/frame.
PLD =Phase Lock detector. PLL =Phase lock loop.
Note: C/N measured in RF bandwidth, B; S/N measured in baseband b.
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TABLE 9. I. 2

GROUND-TO-SPACECRAFT LINK CALCULATIONS

C/No desired

Margin needed

No = Noise density

C = Carrier power required

-69.6 dB-Hz

= 12.4 dB at S band, 12.9 dB at X-band

-168.6 dBm/Hz (6.5 dB noise figure)

_ -86.6 dBm at S band, -86.1 dBm at X-band

Plan A	 Plan B	 Plan C

f	 = frequency, MHz 8400 2100 1800 Same as

G 4 = Gound antenna gain, dB for
(30' dish at S band, 15' at X) 49.4 43.4 42.0

G 2 = Spacecraft antenna gain, dB Plan
(3' dish at S band, 1.5' at X) 29.4 23.4 22.0

Lp = Path loss (26,000 s.m.), dB 203.8 191.8 190.4 B

P 4 = Ground power needed, dBm 38.9 38.4 39.8 Like B

watts 7.8 6.9 9.5

TABLE 9. I. 3

SPACECRAFT-TO-TARGET LINK CALCULATIONS

C/No desired
	 = 69.6 dB-Hz

Margin needed
	

= 5.3 dB at S band, 5.5 dBatXband

No = Noise density	 _ -164.4 dBm/Hz (10 dB noise figure)

C = Carrier power required
	

_ -89.5 dBm at S band, -89.3 dBm at X-band

f = Frequency, MHz

G 2 = Spacecraft antenna, gain, dB
(equiv. to 30 , dish at S band, 15'
at XL

G 1 = Target Antenna gain, dB

L p = Path loss (30,000 s.m.), dB

P 2 = Spacecraft power needed, dBm

watts

Plan A	 Plan B Plan C

2100	 1800	 7700	 2300

43.4 42.0 48.7 44.2

20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

193.0 191.6 204.3 193-P

40.1 40.1 46.3 40.1

10.3 10.3 42.6 10.3
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TABLE 9. I. 4

TARGET-TO-SPACECRAFT LINK CALCULATIONS

C/No desired	 = 79.6 dB-Hz

Margin needed	 = 5.3 aB at :-band, 5.5 dd at X-band

No = Noise density	 = -168.6 dBm/Hz (6.5 dB noise figure)

C = Carrier power required	 = -83.7 dBm at S-band, -83.5 dBm at X-band

f = Frequency, MHz

G 1 = Target antenna gain, dB

G Z = Spacecraft antenna gain, dB
(equiv. to 30' dish at S-band, 15' at X)

Lp Path loss (30,000 miles), dB

P 1 = Target power needed, dBm

waits

Plan A Plan B Plan C

2300 8400 Same as

20.0 20.0
for

44.2 49.4 Plan

193.8 205.0
B

45.9 52.1

39 162

TABLE 9. I. 5

SPACECRAFT-TO-GROUND LINK CALCULATIONS
C/No desired	 = 79.6 dB-Hz

Margin needed	 = 11.3 dB at S band, 11.8 dB at X-band

No = Noise density 	 = -172.2 dBm/Hz (4 dB noise figure)

C = Carrier power required	 = -81.3 dBm at S-bandy -80.8 dBm at X-band

Plan A Plan B Plan C

f = Frequency, MHz 7700 2300 2255

G 3 = Spacecraft antenna gain, dB
(3' dish at S-band, 1.5' at X) 28.7 24.2 24.0

G 4 = Ground antenna gain, dB
(30' dish at S-band, 15' at X) 48.7 44.2 44.0

Lp Path loss (26,000 miles), db 203. 1 192.6 192.4

P 3 = Spacecraft power needed, dbm 44.9 42.9 43.1

watts 30.9 19.5 20.4
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TABLE 9. I. 6

EMERGENCY VOICE-LINK FACTORS

Parameter
Target to

Spacecraft
Spacecraft
to Target Remarks

C/N, dasired, dB-Hz 49.4 49.4 For 22 dB SNR is baseband

Margin needed, dB 18.4 18.4 High multipath fading

No : Noise density, dBm-Hz -168.6 —164.4 6.5 dB and 10 dB N.F.

C	 = Carrier power required, dBm —100.8 -96.6

f	 = Frequency, MHz 2300 2100

G t = Target antenna gain, dB 0 0

G s = Spacecraft antenna gain, dB 44.2 43.4 Array (30 ft. equiv. dish)

Lp = Path loss, dB 193.8 193.0

P	 = Transmitter power required dBm 48.8 53.0
48.8 53.0

watts 75.9 200•

P	 = Transmitter power required for For 9 dB S/N in baseband (79%
(C/No = 46.8 dB-Hz) watts 41.7 110• intelligibility, 24 dB clipped

speech)

• For spacecraft-to-target link the alternate frequency of 1800 MHz requires the same power as 2100
MHz (reduced path loss compensates for reduced array gain).

"Calculations are shown for one voice channel on the target-to-spacecraft link, using only Frequency
Plan A. The saving in fading margin and thermal noise resulting from the use of proper filtering
has been ignored here.
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